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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation explores black female identity in the literature of contemporary Afro-

Brazilian writers Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro, and Conceição Evaristo.  The research 

approaches Alves poem “Estranho Indagar” (1983), Ribeiro’s short fiction work “Ogun,” and 

Evaristo’s novel Ponciá Vicêncio, utilizing Africana Womanist theory.  It situates Afro-Brazilian 

female writing within a global Africana Womanist paradigm and focuses on two of the theory’s 

eighteen tenets, self-definer and self-namer, to explore the concept of black identity in Afro-

Brazilian female writing.  Chapter One reviews the socio-cultural origins of the challenges of 

black female identity.  It also proposes Africana Womanism as a methodology for examining 

black female identity in Brazil.  Chapter Two surveys literature on twentieth century Brazilian 

racial ideology, Afro-Brazilian history, and activism, as well as the marginalization of Afro-

Brazilian women from Brazilian history and the literary canon.  Chapter Three focuses on the 

mãe preta and mulata stereotypes as the root cause of black female invisibilization, lack of 

socio-economic progress, and stifling of black female identity.  Moreover, it contrasts currently 

utilized feminist theories and argues for the use of Africana Womanism as an appropriate global 

perspective for understanding and analyzing the lives of Afro-Brazilian women.  Chapter Four 

applies the Africana Womanist tenets of self-namer and self-definer to the works “Estranho 

Indagar,” “Ogun,” and Ponciá Vicêncio to investigate the relationship between self-naming, self-

definition and Afro-Brazilian female identity.  Chapter Five summarizes the previous chapters, 

offers findings from the study, and suggests avenues of new research for future Brazilian and 

Brazilianist scholars.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The present study aims to investigate Afro-Brazilian female writers as agents in the 

reframing, reclaiming and redefinition of the black female experience in Brazil.  The study 

examines the writing of Afro-Brazilian female writers Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro and 

Conceição Evaristo, three contemporary writers whose work attempts to re-forge the socially-

constructed paradigms of Afro-Brazilian women as “mãe preta [Mammy] and mulata” [mixed-

raced woman].  The project also attempts to elucidate the methods that these writers have played 

in reclaiming Afro-Brazilian African-based historical memory.  Finally, it explores their role in 

redefining black female identities wholly created in the Afro-Brazilian female voice.  

Contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writers have impacted the (re)formation of black 

female identity in Brazil by exploring the “question of the black woman” [“a questão da mulher 

negra”], those concerns that impact the multiple existences of women of afro-descent as black 

and female.  In truth, the term “question” becomes pluralized upon consideration that “the 

question of the black woman” refers to three principle concerns including inaccurate and 

negative stereotyping of Afro-Brazilian women, invisibility of women of afro-descent and the 

lack of control over black female reproduction and sexuality.1  It is the goal of this dissertation to 

scrutinize methods that Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo employ to address stereotyping and 

invisibility in their essays, short story and poetry.2  Finally, the study proposes an Africana 

Womanist framework as a means of understanding and explicating the writers’ responses to the 

complications of race, class and gender in Brazil.   

Definitions 

The concepts of “race” and racial categories are conceptualized quite differently in Brazil 

and the United States (Bastide and Van den Berghe, 1957, Reichmann, 1999).  Thus, one cannot 

apply the same rules for determining an individual’s racial background in Brazil and the United 

States.  For example, Brazilians identify themselves according to a number of factors including 

color of skin, phenotype, family origin as well as region of origin.  In contrast, individuals in the 

United States determine their race through the rule of “hypodescent”, a definition that deems an 
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individual “black” by possessing “one drop” of black blood (Reichmann 37; Graves 31).  The 

challenge in determining one’s racial category becomes even more complicated in light of the 

fact that the concept of “race” is a mutable term that many individuals confuse with “ethnicity”.  

Graves clarifies the two words by denoting “race” as a socially-constructed definition that refers 

to “presumed biological variation” while “ethnicity” refers to cultural heritage (173).  

Nevertheless, while “race” takes on dissimilar meanings in Brazil and the United States this 

study will exercise the common practice of applying the term “race” as a reference to both 

biological origin and cultural background.  

In remaining consistent with previous studies on race in Brazil, the dissertation 

appropriates the terms “Afro-Brazilian”, “Afro-descendant” and “black” as descriptors for those 

individuals who self-identify as “Afro-Brazilian”, “Afro-descendant” or “black” (Caldwell 

2006).  Likewise, those individuals who self-identify as possessing a combination of black, 

indigenous, or white ancestry ethnic or biological origin will be referred to using the English 

term “mulatto”, translated to Portuguese as mulato or mulata.  

The Black Female Intellectual and Writer 

Black women’s intellectualism has traditionally been ignored due to a lack of access to 

education, the portrayal of black women as uneducated and the perception of black females as 

incapable of intellectual thought.  However, many black women in Brazil can be defined by what 

Gramsci labels an “organic” intellectualism.  According to Gramsci’s definition the organic 

intellectual is the “…thinking and organising element of a particular fundamental social class” 

(2005 3).  Furthermore, this type of intellectual is “…distinguished less by their profession, 

which may be any job characteristic of their class, than by their function in directing the ideas 

and aspirations to which they organically belong” (2005 3).  In discussing African-American 

female intellectualism, African-American feminist and scholar Collins asserts that black female 

intellectualism combines the formal education and thoughts of those females who have been 

formally trained in the academy with the everyday wisdom of women who have not necessarily 

received a formal education (2000 17).  This definition is especially appropriate in the case of 

Afro-Brazilian females, many of whom lack access to formal education, yet have nonetheless 

contributed their ideas to our understanding of race, class and gender in Brazil.3  Consequently, 

this research project defines as “intellectuals” Afro-Brazilian women who contribute their 
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academic or everyday knowledge about black female experiences in service to the investigation 

race, class and gender oppression.  For the purposes of this study it specifically includes 

novelists, short story writers and poets, whether formally-trained in an academic setting or not.  

Finally, the dissertation delineates as “activist/ intellectuals” a specific group of Afro-Brazilian 

females who have employed formal academic training in the practice of social justice and/or 

political activity.   

Historical Context 

According to a 2006 Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IGBE) report on the 

population of Afro-descendants in Brazil, in the year 2005 the country boasted a population of 

some 184.4 million individuals.  While 92 million Brazilians declared themselves white, another 

91 million identified themselves as either black (preto) or brown (pardo).  Indeed, according to 

the same IGBE report close to half of Brazil’s total population, some 49.4 percent, claimed 

African ethnicity, thus making Brazil home to the largest population of Afro-descended people 

outside of the country of Nigeria.4 

In addition to those Brazilians who openly acknowledged African ethnic origins, it has 

been estimated through genetic testing that white Brazilians too possess evidence of African 

ancestry inherited mainly from the first Africans that populated Brazil’s shores in the 1500s.5  

During the 1994 Brazilian presidential campaign even Fernando Henrique Cardoso, the president 

of the country from 1995-2003, asserted that he had “one foot in the kitchen”.6  Interestingly, the 

“kitchen” to which the former Brazilian president referred was the slave kitchen in which black 

female slaves physically labored as domestic servants and endured the sexual advances of the 

white elite, the resulting children of these liaisons thus eventually helping to shape the 

multiethnic and multiracial character of Brazil. 

Despite Brazil’s large number of African-descended citizens, the country’s black 

population has been relegated to the lowest social and economic rungs of society for a majority 

of its history.  This can be attributed in part to the legacy of slavery.  However, Afro- 

descendants’ persistent location at the lowest levels of Brazilian society can also be attributed to 

the consequences of twentieth century racial ideologies that viewed blacks as detrimental to their 

country’s growth and progress.  As negative attitudes toward the black population in Brazil 

combined with the white middle class and elite populations’ adoption of “racial democracy”, a 
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theory that negated the possibility of racial prejudice in their country, the socioeconomic location 

of Afro-descendants became firmly cemented at the nadir of Brazilian society.   

 Throughout much of the mid and latter twentieth century a majority of the world 

unquestioningly accepted Brazilian sociologist Gilberto Freyre’s theory of “racial democracy”.  

The theory propounded that Brazil was a nation free of racial prejudice and discrimination due to 

close personal ties and sexual relationships fomented during the Colonial-era (c. 1500-1815) 

between the white (principally male) elite and members of the black population.  However, the 

twentieth century reality was that, to a large extent, Brazil was in denial about skin color 

prejudice against its Black and indigenous citizens.  Indeed, skin color determined the trajectory 

of each Brazilian life.  White and light skin equated to European heritage and conferred privilege 

while darker skin, reminiscent of slavery denied basic human needs and civil rights such as food 

and material resources, employment and education (Telles 2004).  The socioeconomic 

circumstances of Afro-Brazilians have changed very little today with skin color, gender and class 

directly impacting Brazilians’ life opportunities in terms of access to education, the ability to 

work in the formal economy, health care, exposure to violence and social connections.  Brazilian 

scholar Lucila Bandera Beato asserts that the legacy of slavery and its resulting racial ideologies 

and prejudices have created a country in need of “deep structural changes” even as Brazil enters 

the first decade of the twenty-first century.7 

Throughout the twentieth century Afro-Brazilians have attempted to insert themselves 

into the national portrait of Brazil as full citizens, equally represented and possessing the same 

rights as the non-African-descended population.  Their efforts began in the late 1920s with the 

Black Press and continued into the 1930s with the formation of the Frente Negra Brasileira 

[Brazilian Black Front], a São Paulo-based social and cultural group that apprised members of 

the Black community of their civil rights and trained them on the most effective methods of 

accessing those rights.  Afro-Brazilians continued to demand equality throughout the mid 

twentieth century with the formation of the Teatro Experimental do Negro [Negro Experimental 

Theater] or TEN, a cultural group that provided dramaturgical experience as well as 

opportunities for improving the Black community’s quality of life through education and 

political action.  The Teatro Experimental do Negro was one of the last organizations active in 

gaining social justice for Afro-Brazilians during the first half of the twentieth century.   
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Brazil holds the notorious distinction of having endured one of the longest dictatorships 

in Latin America (1964-1985).8  However, the Abertura [Opening], a six-year period (1979-

1985) in which the Brazilian government restored civilian rule, created new spaces in which 

groups previously excluded from the structures of power in Brazil, including females and blacks, 

registered their concerns and voiced their demands.  Consequently, these new voices impacted 

the racial and gendered nature of Brazilian society.  As mothers and grandmothers banded 

together with assistance from activist Catholic priests to demand the whereabouts and release of 

their relatives from “secret” government-sponsored prisons, females gained a collective power 

they had not previously possessed.  At the same time, groups of urban working class women 

employed in service industries also united to demand better wages, working conditions and 

daycare.  Interestingly, these women’s groups were often quite successful in their demands due 

to the patriarchal belief that women’s groups were apolitical and innocuous.  Little did they 

know that the combination of women’s group activities, feminist activity and a burgeoning black 

movement would provide the impetus for addressing the socioeconomic challenges of the black 

community and particularly those of Afro-Brazilian women. 

By the late 1970s, a series of global circumstances motivated the resurgence of racial 

consciousness in Brazil.  Countercultural movements in Europe and the United States, pressure 

to end apartheid and colonialism in Africa as well as the Civil Rights Movement in the United 

States co-joined social and political concerns in the state of Bahia, thus encouraging the creation 

of the Movimento Negro or Black Movement in Brazil.9  Afro-Brazilians, encouraged by cultural 

and politically-oriented movements such as the Black Movement against Racial Discrimination 

(MNU) immersed themselves in a newly-emerging black identity as they found solidarity in 

revolts of nonwhite Third World peoples of Latin America, Africa and Asia.  In addition, the 

concept of Negritude garnered attention to issues of race as never before.  As a result, the 

proliferation of 1970s and 1980s black movement organizations threatened white Brazilians who 

continued to believe in their nation as a country united by racial harmony and cordiality. 

Consequently, accused by white Brazilians of reverse discrimination, many black movement 

groups subverted these charges by couching their political aspirations in religious activities such 

as the practice of Candomblé or cultural activities that promoted Afro-Brazilian heritage.  

Subsequently, throughout the 1970s and 1980s cultural practices and political aims combined 
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with a renewed sense of Negritude as a method of awakening Afro-Brazil’s sense of its African 

identity and potential.  

Nineteen seventies Black Movement organizations frequently added a feminist 

perspective to their agendas since women made up a large part of the active memberships in 

cities such as São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Belo Horizonte.  However, Hanchard noted in his 

1999 monograph Orpheus and Power: The Movimento Negro of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, 

Brazil, 1945-1988 that despite a rhetoric of equality between males and females, male leadership 

reminiscent of 1930s Frente Negra Brasileira [FNB] patriarchy expected females to perform the 

footwork as well as the secretarial and “housekeeping” duties of their organizations (1994).  

Their expectations reopened tensions between male and female members of black movement 

organizations as black males in leadership positions reproduced white elite patriarchal activities 

within the movement.10   In point of fact, the disjuncture between rhetoric and reality not only 

created tension between male and female members of black movement groups, but it also 

engendered additional schisms along gendered lines.  Ultimately, Afro-descendant women who 

protested male patriarchy found their resistance misunderstood and ensuingly were marginalized 

within Brazil’s Black Movement organizations.  

In truth, Afro-Brazilian women occupied marginal positions in both the Black and 

Feminist movements.  Within the Black Movement males saw females as “helpers” while black 

and white females in the Feminist Movement clashed in ideological struggles over issues such as 

reproductive rights, domestic violence and the importance of race in the feminist struggle.  

Indeed, while Brazilian women of all racial backgrounds considered themselves members of the 

Feminist movement, the majority was middle and upper class white women who refused to 

address race throughout much of the 1970s and 1980s.  Thus, as Afro-Brazilian activists Sueli 

Carneiro and Thereza Santos suggested in A Mulher Negra e o Movimento Feminista, differences 

between white and black women politically and ideologically separated them (1985 41).  

Eventually, as struggles within the feminist and black movements combined with the constraints 

of class prejudice, Afro-Brazilian women found their needs unaddressed, thus providing the 

stimulus for creating a black Women’s Movement that would later confront the “question of the 

black woman” [“a questão da mulher negra”].  Most importantly, during the same period a cadre 

of black female activist/intellectuals and writers emerged from the ranks of the feminist and 

black movements.  They included activists Lélia Gonzalez, Beatriz Nascimento, Luiza Bairros 
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and Tereza Santos as well as the subjects of this study—Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro and 

Conceiçao Evaristo.  

Afro-Brazilian women began to address issues particular to women of afro-descent in the 

1970s as they gained political opportunities for articulating their concerns as “militants” within 

the feminist and black movements.  In addition, the 1978 creation of the Quilombhoje writer’s 

collective served as a significant outlet for Afro-Brazilian female poets and novelists as they 

weighed in on questions of race, gender and class.  Eventually, as freedom to voice racial 

questions united with a global resurgence of Negritude, Afro-Brazilian activist, intellectuals and 

female writers set forth as principle concerns their negative imagery, invisibility and relative lack 

of control over their own reproduction and sexuality.   

Methodology  

This study examines the writing of those Afro-Brazilian female activist/ intellectuals and 

authors whose literature has elucidated the “question of the black woman”.  In addition, it 

interrogates their writing as counter-discourse to established racial discourse.  The dissertation 

employs an Africana Womanist framework as a means of understanding writers’ techniques for 

accurately depicting Afro-Brazilian women and reshaping a reimagined national portrait of 

Brazil with black women in Brazil as important contributors to the nation’s formation and 

progress.  Applying the African-centered perspective to Afro-Brazilian female writing allows the 

writers to describe women of afro-descent in their own words.  Furthermore, this method locates 

them as subjects of the investigation as they proffer authentic depictions of Afro-Brazilian 

womanhood in their own words.     

In the final analysis, this study attempts to answer a series of questions regarding the role 

of Afro-Brazilian female activist/ intellectuals and writers from the 1978-2010.  The first 

question to be addressed is, “What socio-cultural influences compelled the writers to focus their 

literary efforts on challenges facing the Afro-Brazilian woman?” An additional query, “How did 

these writers employ their literature to accurately translate the identity and quotidian realities of 

Afro-Brazilian females?” attempts to comprehend their role as agents in re-defining portraits of 

the Afro-Brazilian in the larger society.  The final consideration questions the suitability of 

Hudson-Weems’ Africana Womanism as a strategy for explicating the struggles of Afro-
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Brazilian women?” as well as its applicability as a foundation for comparative studies that 

analyze the “question of the black woman” across the African diaspora. 

This study hypothesizes that while Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo do not delineate their 

works as Africana Womanist writing they can be rightfully situated therein.  It proposes that their 

focus on the construction of black female identity through the processes of self-naming and self-

definition locates each writer’s work effectually within the Africana Womanist paradigm.  

Furthermore, the study proposes Africana Womanism as an effective method of analysis for 

Afro-Brazilian female literature due to its emphasis on addressing socio-economic challenges of 

Afro-diasporic women, its privileging of race over gender and its attempts to explicate 

challenges facing women of African heritage across the black diaspora (Africana Womanist 

Literary Theory 55-57).  Finally, the dissertation proposes that in applying Africana Womanism 

to the Brazilian context one can arrive at new ways of understanding and redressing the global 

hegemonic discourse on race, gender and class that continues to relegate black women of the 

diaspora to the lowest levels of socioeconomic and political society. 

Limitations 

Several of Brazil’s most renowned writers including João da Cruz e Sousa (1861-1898) 

and Joaquim Machado de Assis (1839-1908) are considered black or mulatto and have been 

included in the mainstream Brazilian literary canon.  However, it is difficult to denominate an 

Afro-Brazilian literary canon prior to the emergence of the Quilombhoje Writer’s Collective 

(Women Righting/ Mulheres Re-escrevendo:  Afro-Brazilian Women’s Short Fiction 17).  This is 

due in part to the fact that Afro-Brazilian literature has been and continues to be ignored in 

mainstream academic circles to a large extent.  Consequently, one of the first limitations to this 

study involves the lack of access to a wider variety of contemporary Afro-Brazilian female 

literature.  This is particularly true of Afro-Brazilian female writing in translation.  

Consequently, this study is limited to selected essays, novels, short stories and poetry published 

by Afro-Brazilian female activists/ intellectuals and writers whose literature appears in 

Portuguese and in English from the late 1970s until 2010.   

A second limitation to the research is the lack of criticism and theoretical approaches 

available for analyzing Afro-Brazilian women’s writing.  In her introduction to the 2005 

anthology Women Righting/ Mulheres Re-escrevendo:  Afro-Brazilian Women’s Short Fiction 
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Lima laments the exoticization of literature penned by women of afro-descent in Brazil since it 

situates their writing in a subordinate position to canonized Brazilian literature (17).  While this 

study proposes that theoretical approaches grounded in African-American female theoretical 

frameworks can be employed to analyze Afro-Brazilian literature it is also guided by those 

critical works that specifically apply to the unique context of Afro-Brazilian female literature.11  

Consequently, in addition to the framework of Africana Womanism this study relies on two 

monographs as guides to analyzing the work of Afro-Brazilian female writers.  They include 

Afolabi et. al.’s bilingual edition of The Afro-Brazilian Mind: Contemporary Afro-Brazilian 

Lterary and Cultural Criticism (2007) and Oliveira’s 2008 monograph Writing Identity: The 

Politics of Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Literature.  Afolabi provides guidelines for literary 

criticism of the images, symbols and language of black women’s literature while Oliveira’s 

research elucidates the historical context of black female writers in Brazil.  

Sources 

An Afro-Brazilian female writing tradition has historically been absent due to the critical 

establishment’s failure to include their production in the mainstream literary canon (Lima 18).  

Notwithstanding, essays, novels, works of short fiction as well as poetry and folklore authored 

by Afro-Brazilian females provide a rich source for historical recovery and literary analysis.  

This research project utilizes primary and secondary sources including novels, essays, poetry, 

short fiction, interviews, conference papers, newspaper articles, and essays to illustrate 

contemporary Afro-Brazilian female activists, intellectuals and writers’ refutation of stereotyping 

and invisibility of Afro-Brazilian women.  It also explores the interviews and articles of Lélia 

Gonzalez (1935), an activist and intellectual born in Belo Horizonte who stands out as a member 

of a minority of Afro-Brazilian females who possess an international forum for exchanging their 

views on racial discourse in Brazil during the 1980s and 1990s.  The activist/ intellectual is also 

credited with developing black feminism and organizing the black women’s movement in Brazil.  

The dissertation surveys Gonzalez’s ideas about race and racial identity in a 1991 interview with 

the Jornal de MNU [MNU Journal]and in conference papers such as her 1985 presentation 

“United Black Movement against Racial Discrimination: A New Stage in Black Mobilization”.  

Moreover, it analyzes her views on the exclusion of women in Brazil through a collection of 

essays and articles that include “Por um feminismo afrolatinoamericano” [“For an 

http://fsu.catalog.fcla.edu/fs.jsp?st=afro+brazil%2C+literature&ix=kw&V=D&S=0211300456490709&I=4#top
http://fsu.catalog.fcla.edu/fs.jsp?st=afro+brazil%2C+literature&ix=kw&V=D&S=0211300456490709&I=4#top
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afrolatinamerican feminism”], 1982, “Mulher Negra” [“Black Woman”], 1985, “A mulher negra 

na sociedade brasileira” [“The black woman in Brazilian Society”], 1982 and her 1982 article “A 

mulher negra, cumé que fica” [“The black woman: where does she stand?”].  While Gonzalez’s 

scholarship illustrates the “question of the black woman” in Brazil it is equally important to view 

her scholarship as a valuable predecessor to the work of Afro-Brazilian writers in this study who 

unite their beliefs, words and action to define black womanhood and address the issues that 

continue to face afro-descendant women in Brazil.   

This monograph utilizes the poetry, short fiction and novel of Miriam Alves, Esmeralda 

Ribeiro and Conceição Evaristo as a means of exploring Afro-Brazilian women’s responses to 

racial discourse regarding black female identity from the 1980s and into the first decade of the 

twenty first century.  It surveys their ideas on race, racism and Afro-Brazilian female writing in 

interviews, poetry and short fiction published in the 1982-2008 Cadernos Negros [Black 

Notebooks] literary journal, numbers 7, 7-13, 17-20, 24-26, 29, 30-31, the 1998 Cadernos 

Negros:  Os Melhores Poemas [Black Notebooks:  The Best Poems] and the 1994 bilingual 

anthology of Afro-Brazilian female poetry Enfim Nós…Escritoras Negras Brasileiras 

Contemporâneas.  Alves writes about Afro-Brazilian females and race as well as the unique 

challenges of Afro-Brazilian female writing.  Her essay “Discurso Temerário” [“Temerarious 

Discourse”] relates her first encounter with Afro-Brazilian literature, discusses the dirth of Afro-

Brazilian writing and the importance of the literature as a source of historical memory (1987).  

Alves’ introductory essay to the anthology Finally Us (1995) as well as a 1995 interview in the 

literary journal Callaloo sets forth her ideas regarding the difficulties of writing in contexts in 

which her work is disregarded due to her race and class.  Alves continues the discussion of the 

difficulties inherent in maintaining an Afro-Brazilian female canon in the essay “Invisibility and 

Anonymity” penned for the preface of Women Righting/ Mulheres Re-escrevendo:  Afro-

Brazilian Women’s Short Fiction.  Finally, Chapter Four of this study analyzes Alves’ poem 

“Estranho Indagar” [“Strange Quest”] to elucidate the challenge of constructing black female 

identity in Brazil.  

Esmeralda Ribeiro engages the act of writing from an Afro-Brazilian female perspective.  

Ribeiro has published some twenty five poems in Cadernos Negros [Black Notebooks] and the 

1998 Cadernos Negros: Melhores Poemas [Black Notebooks: Best Poems] collections as well as 

poems in the 1995 anthology Emfim--Nós/Finally--Us: Contemporary Black Brazilian Women 
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Writers.  The writer published her first short novel Milungas e Milongas in 1988 and has 

continued to write and publish short stories in the Cadernos Negros series.  Chapter Four of this 

study examines the struggle for black female identity in “Ogun”, a short fiction story published 

in Callaloo (1995).  Consequently, two articles will be useful:  Ribeiro’s 1985 “Gênero e 

Representação na Literatura Brasileira” [“Gender and Representation in Brazilian Literature”] 

and “A Escritora Negra e Seu Ato de Escrever Participando” [“the Black Female Writer and her 

Act of Writing Participating”].  Finally, Conceição Evaristo’s poems, stories and novels provide 

sources for the analysis of Afro-Brazilian female resistance to social conditions that negatively 

affect Afro-Brazilian women.  Fifteen of the writer’s poems published in the Cadernos Negros 

[Black Notebooks] between 1996 and 2005, four of which are published in the Cadernos Negros:  

Melhores Poemas [Black Notebooks: Best Poems] (1998) as well as her 2008 poetry collection 

Poemas de recordação e outros movimentos [Poems of Reminiscence and other Movements] 

denounce Brazilian society and as such, will be useful in understanding challenges that Afro-

Brazilian females have faced during the twentieth and twenty first centuries.  Finally, this study 

scrutinizes black female identity in Evaristo’s novel Ponciá Vicêncio (2007).  

Chapter Outline   

 The introduction in Chapter One provides an overview of the historical context of 

Afro-Brazilian writing and the motivations for creating and sustaining an Afro-Brazilian female 

writing tradition.  Moreover, it introduces the concept of Africana Womanism as a set of tenets 

for examining Afro-Brazilian women through the literature of writers Alves, Ribeiro and 

Evaristo.  This chapter reveals the principle sources used to analyze their work as well as the 

limitations of attempting literary analyses of writing that has been sparsely translated to 

English.12  The chapter queries the effectiveness of their writing as forms of contest against 

externally imposed paradigms of black womanhood in Brazil that suppress black female identity 

and propose Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo as writers who transform black women from 

invisibility to a physical presence that recognizes the full spectrum of Afro-Brazilian female 

identities and experiences.  Finally, this chapter provides definitions that will aid the reader in 

Chapters Two through Four.   

 Chapter Two “Surveying Scholarship on Race in Brazil” presents a review of the 

literature that guides this dissertation.  The literature review includes twentieth century historical 
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and cultural articles as well as essays and monographs of the previous two decades that have 

most widely influenced discussions of race in Brazil throughout the twentieth and twenty first 

centuries.  Moreover, it surveys the history and literature that directs the dissertator’s 

understanding of the historical, political and cultural roles of Afro-Brazilian females in a society 

that for much of the twentieth century denied the impact of race on their lives.  Finally, this 

chapter presents literature of the previous twenty years that has unveiled Afro-Brazilian female 

writers in their roles as agents in revealing Afro-Brazilian females’ identity and experiences in 

contemporary Brazilian society.   

Chapter Three “Africana Womanism and the “question of the black woman” in Brazil  

scrutinizes the historical location of the black woman in Brazil and sets forth the “question of the 

black woman” in two persistent images that have impacted the lives of Afro-Brazilian females 

since the Colonial period.  In addition, the chapter illustrates the way in which these images 

directly influence contemporary Afro-Brazilian writers’ efforts to create a counter-discourse on 

race.  By surveying the essays and articles that activist/ intellectual Lélia Gonzalez wrote this 

chapter traces both the origins and effects of negative images on the experiences of black women 

in Brazil.  This chapter also relies on Gonzalez’s scholarship to explain the reasons that black 

women have remained largely unnoticed as an “invisible presence” in Brazilian history and in its 

national conscience.  Chapter Three explicates the tenets of Africana Womanism, a theoretical 

framework for Africana women that addresses the impact of race, gender and class on black 

women across the African diaspora.13  It also presents a rationale for offering Africana 

Womanism as an appropriate theoretical construct for explicating the ways in which Afro-

Brazilian activist/ intellectuals and writers have contested negative images, re-defined 

themselves in an authentically Afro-Brazilian female voice and inserted their contributions into 

Brazilian history.  This chapter presents the argument that while the framework of Africana 

Womanism tenders a novel concept to approaching Afro-Brazilian female, literature Africana 

Womanist tenets can be effectively employed to address the impact of race and gender in the 

lives of Brazil’s women of afro-descent.    

Chapter Four: “‘Herstory’:  Self-Naming and Self-Definition in the literature of Miriam 

Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro and Conceição Evaristo” reveals contemporary Afro-Brazilian female 

writers as conduits for reframing the images that have constrained Afro-Brazilian women’s lives.  

It interrogates Alves, Ribeiro and Evaristo’s poetry, short story and novel, respectively, to reveal 
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Afro-Brazilian female experiences and identify black females in Brazil using literary voices that 

apply a unique Afro-Brazilian perspective (“o olhar da mulher afro-brasileiro”) that is 

authentically black, female and Brazilian.   

Chapter Five of this study presents conclusions regarding Alves, Ribeiro and Evaristo’s 

efficacy in addressing the challenges of identity in the lives of Afro-Brazilian women.  

Moreover, it offers observations regarding Africana Womanism’s utility as a theoretical construct 

for addressing each of these challenges.  Finally, it looks back at the challenge of completing this 

research and offers suggestions for future applications of Africana Womanist precepts to the 

continuing identity challenges of black females in Brazil and across the African diaspora. 
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NOTES

                                                 
1 The scope of this dissertation does not address challenges to Afro-Brazilian female reproduction, sexuality or 
violence.  For additional information on the topic,  see Violence in the City of Women, Hautzinger, Sarah J 2007; 
Laughter out of Place: Race, Class, Violence, and Sexuality in a Rio Shantytown, Goldstein, D. 2003;  “The Soda 
Cracker Dilemma: Reproductive Rights and Racism in Brazil”, Roland, Edna 1999; “Sterilization and Race in São 
Paulo”, Berquó, E. 1995.   
 
2 This study spans the historical period beginning with the year of Brazil’s return to political democracy, the 
“Opening” [Abertura] in 1978 and ending with 2010.   
 
3 Carolina Maria de Jesús provides the classic example of the “organic” black female intellectual.  Despite 
possessing the equivalent of a second grade education she journaled her life in the favelas [slums] of São Paulo and 
provided insight into the life of the urban black poor in mid-twentieth century Brazil, see Carolina M. Jesús, Child of 
the Dark: The Diary of Carolina Maria de Jesus. (New York: Dutton, 1962). 
 
4 Brazil, Instituto Brasileiro de Geografía e Estatística, “Maior População Negra do País” (Rio de Janeiro:  Instituto 
Brasileiro de Geografía e Estatística, 2006) 1.   
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6 Guy Austin, “Telling the Truth Can be a Dangerous Game”, Remapping of World Cinema, Identity, Culture and 
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34 (2004) 766. 
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Reichmann (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999) 3.   
 
9
 Miriam Alves, “1964-1978:  Contexto Externo Mundial” in BrasilAfro Autorrevelado:  Literatura Brasileira 

Contemporânea, (2010) 11-20.   
 
10 Michael Hanchard, Orpheus and Power: the" Movimento Negro "of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, Brazil, 1945-
1988", (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press) 130. 
 
11 African-American female theoretical frameworks include black feminism, Womanism and Africana Womanism.   
 
12 This study is intended for scholars who speak Portuguese as well as English.  Thus, academics who only speak 
English but wish to critically analyze contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writing are limited to those materials 
already translated to English.   
 
13 Clenora Hudson-Weems.  Africana Womanist Literary Theory: A Sequel to Africana Womanism: Reclaiming 
Ourselves (Trenton [u.a.: Africa World Press, 2004) 36.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

SURVEYING SCHOLARSHIP ON RACE IN BRAZIL 

 

The topic of race has occupied Brazilian discourse at all levels of society throughout the 

twentieth century.  However, to a large extent, Brazil’s elite population served as the official 

source for formulating racial discourse that inaccurately described the racial composition and 

skin color of its nation as white.  Its portrayal of Brazil as a country of white European origin 

rejected non-whiteness as a desirable characteristic and thus frequently resulted in negative 

portraits of black physiognomy, intelligence and values.  Consequently, at key moments in the 

twentieth century Afro-Brazilians coalesced to question and reject this negative racial discourse. 

The first period of Afro-Brazilian political and literary activism intermittently occurred 

throughout the first half of the twentieth century in response to the theory of “racial democracy”.  

Although the credenda promoted Brazil as a nation disencumbered from legally-sanctioned racial 

prejudice and discrimination, in fact, it served as a national myth that denied de facto prejudice 

and discrimination against its black citizens and made it difficult to achieve Afro-Brazilian unity.  

At the same time Brazil’s afro-descendants simultaneously internalized the myth of “racial 

democracy” and lived the reality of skin color prejudice and discrimination.   

While the second half of the twentieth century brought with it official rejections of the 

theory of “racial democracy” the myth lingered.  Indeed, Brazil’s afro-descendants found their 

continuing demands for equality stifled by government censorship.  By the 1970s, however, 

Afro-Brazilians accessed their civil rights through the Movimento Negro Unificado [United 

Black Movement].  

The literature review highlights discussions of race in twentieth century Brazil and 

surveys recent scholarship on race that impacted the trajectory of this study.  It begins with the 

studies of those researchers who examine race during the post-Emancipation period (1888-1940) 

and continues with investigations of mid and latter twentieth century Afro-Brazilian responses to 

negative racial discourse regarding the afro-descendant population.  The literature review 

additionally focuses on representative studies that illustrate Afro-Brazilian females’ literary 

contestation of elite beliefs on race.  It also delineates studies that investigate contemporary 
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Afro-Brazilian female writing as a form of social and political protest.  Finally, it investigates 

Africana Womanism, the principle theory employed in this study.  

Origins of Twentieth Century Racial Discourse 

The topic of racial and ethnic difference has long been a source of discussion,  

controversy, and debate in Brazil.  It began as Colonial-era descriptions of Brazil’s indigenous 

people created dichotomous portraits of “civilized” and “non-civilized” people.1  The group that 

possessed power and exercised control (Portuguese) considered its beliefs, values and actions as 

acceptable while those individuals who did not belong to the dominant group (Indians) were 

denominated as the “other” (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffen 169).  Indeed these early descriptions 

of indigenous people as “savages” led to stereotyping, marginalization of and discrimination 

against its indigenous people and set the pattern for treatment of Brazil’s afro-descendants as 

well.   

After numerous unsuccessful attempts to exact free labor from indigenous populations 

such as the Tupiniquin, Guaraní and Tupinambá, Portuguese explorers secured a more reliable 

source of free labor in their travels to Africa.  The 2008-2009 Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 

Database estimates that during the 352 year period between 1514 and 1866 close to eight million 

Africans disembarked on Brazilian shores to labor as chattel slaves.2  Portuguese settlers again 

encountered people who were quite different from themselves in terms of physiognomy, 

language and culture.  Yet, as Schwartz notes in his 1986 study Sugar Plantations in the 

Formation of Bahian Society: Bahia 1500-1835 (62) racial differences did not prevent the 

occurrence of voluntary and involuntary sexual relationships between Portuguese colonists, 

Indians and African women.  This situation was in part attributable to the fact that very few 

white women came to Brazil during its initial period of colonization.  Thus, soon after 

Portuguese settlers arrived in Brazil their relationships created new racial categories such as 

caboclo (White European and indigenous admixture) and mulato (individuals born to European 

and African parents).3  Portuguese explorers repeated their previous patterns from Europe by 

constructing a binary system of racial identification in which whiteness was delineated as a 

positive quality while blackness; its polar opposite functioned as the negative “other”.  

Consequently, as this system played out in Colonial society explorers relegated Indians and 

Africans to the lowest racial, socio-economic and political levels of Brazilian society.   
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The notion of white superiority and black inferiority was buttressed in later centuries and 

particularly during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries through the dissemination of 

pseudo–scientific beliefs that suggested a hierarchy of races in which whiteness occupied its 

uppermost tiers.  Researcher Bradford Burns’ 1980 monograph The Poverty of Progress:  Latin 

America in the Nineteenth Century while now more than thirty years old still provides a cogent 

discussion of the formation of nineteenth century Latin American racial ideology.  His 

intellectual history argued that the desire to formulate the portrait of a modern Latin American 

based on a racial paradigm of aspirational whiteness harmed the non-white population because 

they were unable to fit into the ideal picture of modern Latin America.   

Twentieth Century: Defining the Nation through Race 

While many Latin American elite accepted biologically-grounded theories of race a few  

Latin American scholars disputed ideas of European racial superiority.  One such example was 

that of Mexican philosopher, educator and writer José Vasconcelos Calderón (1882-1958).  

Vasconcelos rejected racial theories that blamed non-white Latin Americans and in particular 

Africans for Latin America’s slow progress in entering modernity.  Vasconcelos instead 

proposed in his 1925 essay “The Cosmic Race” that Latin Americans eschew the separation of 

individuals into racial categories and instead form “the final race, the cosmic race” that 

synthesizing all newcomers including “Indian”, blacks, whites, Jews and Hindi would create 

brotherhood and universal vision (53).  Likewise, Peruvian journalist and Marxist intellectual 

José Carlos Mariátegui (1894-1930) was among the handful of intellectuals who rejected the 

belief that non-white individuals were a hindrance to Latin American progress.  However, he 

discouraged racial mixing in Latin America.  In his series of essays “Seven Interpretive Essays of 

Peruvian reality” (1923) Mariátegui disparaged the mixing of white and indigenous cultures 

since in his opinion they shared no common worldview and their miscegenation implied purging 

the nation of its autochthonous populations.  In addition, he rejected the mixing of white 

Europeans and black Africans on the basis that “The negro brought his sensualism, his 

superstition, and his primitivism.  His condition did not permit him to help create culture, but the 

crude vivid example of his barbarism was more likely to hamper such creation” (280).  

Consequently, while he rejected the idea of “superior” and “inferior” races, he equally spurned a 

mixing of the “races” that would create an amorphous and culturally homogenous “brown race”.  
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Although Vasconcelos and Mariátegui’s racial beliefs differed from those of the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth century elite, they were among the first in a long line of intellectuals that 

attempted to define and redefine Latin American racial identity.  Brazil too defined its national 

character through racial discourse.  

Modernity induced an identity crisis in twentieth century Brazil.  By the 1920s and 1930s 

race confronted all Brazilians as the nation attempted to create a national portrait based partially 

on the skin color of its citizens.  Questions regarding those who belonged-or did not belong-in 

Brazil’s national portrait were included as the country attempted to emulate First World 

countries in Europe and the United States.  However, as Alberto points out in Terms of Inclusion: 

Black Intellectuals in Twentieth-Century Brazil the nation was stymied by the fact that scientists 

in the United States and in Europe declared its population, an amalgamation of Europeans, 

indigenous and African peoples “ biologically doomed to backwardness and barbarism” (2011 

10).  In fact, the Brazilian elite shared a dilemma in attempting to contend with First World 

notions of progress and modernity since European and North American perceptions of order, 

progress and modernity were characterized by an adoration of European values and culture as 

well as the simultaneous conviction that miscegenation weakened a nation.  Researchers Nancy 

Leys Stepan and Lilia Moritz Schwarcz addressed post-Emancipation racial ideology (1888-

1940) and Brazil’s ingenious methods for solving its racial identity dilemmas.  Stepan’s 1996 

intellectual history The Hour of Eugenics explained the steps that Brazilian, Argentinean and 

Mexican societies took to resolve the modern challenges that industrialization, immigration, 

migration to the cities, and new populations of free labor, women and blacks brought to their 

respective countries.  While their common solution abjured the positive eugenics that forced 

sterilization and the institutionalization of individuals as practiced in Europe and North America, 

they adopted a preventive eugenics that attempted to control “racial poisons” such as venereal 

disease, drugs and alcohol that might further degenerate their populations.  As members of the 

Brazilian elite applied this Neo-Lamarckian form of eugenics to its non-white population, it 

translated into suspicion of the lower classes and non-white populations as potential sources of 

disease and contamination.  In matters of policy these beliefs led Brazil to encourage the process 

of “whitening” the skin color of its citizens as a means of eliminating the social degeneration of 

their nation and of creating a national portrait of European origins.  Schwarcz’s monograph The 

Spectacle of the Races:  Scientists, Institutions and the Race Question in Brazil, 1870-1930 
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(1999) continued the discussion of the relationship between race and Brazilianness by exploring 

the dissemination of racial ideologies in elite institutions such as museums, law and medical 

schools.  While Stephan and Schwarcz highlighted elite identification with racial ideologies of 

the day such as Scientific Determinism, Positivism and Social Darwinism, Schwarcz added to 

the research on race in early twentieth century Brazil by demonstrating that elite belief in social 

degeneration and a hierarchy of human species fomented support for “whitening” the country.  

Moreover, this study also revealed that the non-elite did indeed question ideologies which 

supported racial superiority.  Finally, Schwarcz illustrated the process through which these racial 

ideologies, when combined with the desire to create a modern national identity, worked together 

to exclude non-white Brazilians from their national portraits.    

It was in 1933 that anthropologist Gilberto Freyre initially offered a solution to Brazil’s 

national identity crisis.  In that year Freyre published his investigation Casa Grande e Senzala 

[The Masters and the Slaves], a monograph that combined history, anthropology, folklore and 

literature to outline the development and decline of plantation culture in Brazil.  Freyre’s study 

indicated that daily interactions between Portuguese and Africans after the Atlantic Slave Trade 

encouraged harmonious race relations between plantation owners and slaves.  Using sources 

such as inquisitional records, wills, birth and death certificates as well as family stories, the 

researcher attempted to prove that intimate relationships (albeit hierarchical) between masters 

and slaves not only lessened the social distance between the disparate groups, but it also 

advanced democracy.  Furthermore, Freyre’s study re-defined miscegenation as a positive 

concept by first proposing that the racial hatred that comparable slave societies experienced 

failed to emerge in Brazil due to the country’s history of liberal racial mixing.  He asserted that 

miscegenation, the very concept despised by Europeans for its supposed capacity to weaken the 

nation, was not the debilitating influence that First World countries asserted.  Instead Freyre 

defined miscegenation as a source of Brazilian strength due to the power of white blood to 

mitigate the alleged racial degeneracy of blacks and individuals of mixed blood.  In addition, he 

asserted that any discrimination against blacks was class-based, not based on race.  Of a surety, 

the Brazilian elite eagerly appropriated Freyre’s portrait of a utopian colonial plantation structure 

filled with contented slaves and beneficent patriarchs since it painted a benign portrait of 

Brazilian slavery that, when compared with North American slavery, enabled the country to 

assert its moral superiority over Europe and North America in discussions of race.  Moreover, it 
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transformed accusations of non-whitenesss as national and biological weaknesses into strength.  

Indeed, Freyre’s monograph laid the foundation for one of the most perduring twentieth century 

racial ideologies in Brazil or the theory of “racial democracy”.  While Freyre did not coin the 

term “racial democracy” the concept was associated with his investigations on race in Brazil 

throughout the twentieth century.  

While Brazilian’s acceptance of “racial democracy” painted a portrait of the country as a 

site of harmonious relationships between whites and Afro-Brazilians, the reality of race as 

experienced by Afro-Brazilians differed from that presented by the white Brazilian 

establishment.  Indeed, Brazil’s afro-descendants found themselves blamed for their county’s 

lack of progress.  At the same time that members of Brazil’s white elite sought to de-africanize 

its people of color, it also promoted miscegenation.  Indeed, post-Emancipation Afro-

descendants, poor, unemployed and illiterate found themselves blamed for the country’s lack of 

progress and subsequently targeted for the country’s program of “whitening”.  This program 

encouraged miscegenation between the country’s ethnic groups with the goal of lightening the 

skin color of its citizens and eventually approaching a population similar in skin tone to that of 

its First World critics.  Interestingly, the government was able to proclaim itself a “racial 

democracy” as a result of its efforts to promote miscegenation.  It was these two widely-held 

beliefs, “whitening” and “racial democracy” that the white elite employed during the first half of 

the twentieth century to silence the protests of those blacks who viewed “racial democracy” and 

“whitening” as threats to the survival of Brazil’s afro-descendants.   

Afro-Brazilian Response to Elite Discourse on Race: 1920s-1930s 

While early twentieth century discussions of race in Brazil were largely limited to white  

elite perspectives, the country’s black population often contested white discourse on race.  Black 

intellectuals in particular asserted their voices through research on black populations as well as in 

literary and journal venues such as poetry, theater and journals.  Indeed, as early as 1918 Afro-

Brazilian ethnographer and folklorist Manuel Querino reminded white and black Brazilians of 

the contributions that afro-descendants made in the cultural formation of the nation (O colono 

preto como fator da civilização brasileira [The African Contribution to Brazilian Civilization].  

In addition, by the 1920s members of Brazil’s afro-descendant community felt compelled to 

respond to a national ideology that berated their intelligence, mores and work ethic.  Afro-
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Brazilian’s written efforts to contest negative racial ideology directed toward the black 

population formed the basis of a highly politicized black press that served as the precursor to 

future afro-descendant movements of the twentieth century.  

Alberto’s Terms of Inclusion:  Black Intellectuals in Twentieth Century Brazil (2011) 

discusses the black press in Brazil.  Brazil’s black press began in 1910 with the publication of A 

Bandeirante in São Paulo.  Writers for the black press contributed to nearly thirty black press 

journals and newspapers in cities such as São Paulo, Campinas, Rio de Janeiro and Bahia.  These 

men, for very few females wrote for black press journals during this period, viewed it their duty 

to influence the white elite’s beliefs regarding afro-descendants through writers’ example of 

literary accomplishment as well as by demonstrating Afro-Brazilians’ cultural refinement in 

manner of dress and speech.  

Black press writers used the pages of black periodicals as a forum for contesting the 

ideologies of “racial democracy”, “whitening” and vadiagem [hooliganism].  In their essays 

these writers decried as deception the idea of a racial paradise filled with equal opportunity for 

Brazil’s afro-descendants.  Moreover, they complained about the realities of an Afro-Brazilian 

population that was shut out of the job market by the government’s zeal for European 

immigration and its advancement of childlike stereotypes of blacks as irresponsible and lazy 

workers in need of white guidance.  As a consequence, black press writers adopted a nationalist 

tone in protesting “whitening” policies that threatened to eradicate all traces of Africanness from 

the country’s national portrait.  Finally, Brazil’s black “opinion elite” took seriously their role as 

purveyors of culture, albeit in the form of mimicking European beliefs, morality and practices.   

During the previous two decades a number of Brazilian and North American scholars 

have investigated Brazil’s black press as the first site of Afro-Brazilian political activism.4  For 

example, in 1984 and again in 2002 Brazilian researchers Clóvis Moura and Miriam Ferrara 

combined their efforts to publish a critical study of the black press in São Paulo and a portfolio 

of black newspapers in facsimile.  Their portfolio comprised more than twenty newspapers, and 

included newspapers such as A Liberdade (1919) one of the earliest black press publications and 

the Black Brazilian Front’s [Frente Negra Brasileira] official journal A Voz da Raça (1933).  

However, it is limited in its focus on journals from São Paulo.  While the Clóvis and Moura 

study do not include full editions of black press journals they are useful both for comprehending 

the historical context in which black press writers penned their writing and for obtaining a sense 
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of the issues that faced Afro-Brazilians during this important period in the history of Brazil’s 

afro-descendants.  

To a lesser extent, scholars such as George Reid Andrews, Kim Butler and Petrônio 

Domingues have also contributed to research on the post-Emancipation black press.  In his 1991 

study of race relations and inequality in São Paulo during the century following Emancipation 

(1888-1988) Andrews examined the history of the black press as a source of early twentieth 

century political activism within the black community and questioned the long term impact of 

black movements in Brazil (Blacks and Whites in São Paulo: 1888-1988).  Butler’s (2000) 

research extended Andrew’s investigation by examining political activism in the black press of 

São Paulo and Bahia.  The study drew heavily upon black publications and interviews that gave 

prominence to turn of the century urban blacks seeking a Brazilian identity through political 

activities that included writing for the black press.  However, while Andrews adopted a longue 

durée approach to his study Butler’s research highlighted black press activity during the post-

Emancipation period from 1888 through the 1930s.  More recently Domingues (2007) discussed 

the black press as an early component of larger twentieth century black movements such as the 

Frente Negra Brasileira [Brazilian Black Movement] and the Movimento Negro Unificado 

[Unified Black Movement].  Finally, Alberto’s recently published Terms of Inclusion highlights 

black elite press writers as a source of contest against twentieth century racial ideology that 

negatively portrayed the Afro-Brazilian community.  This intellectual history contributes to 

current understanding of twentieth century discussions of race by illustrating the black elite of 

São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Bahia as active participants in the framing of alternate racial 

ideologies that placed members of the afro-descendant community in the portrait of a modern 

Brazilian nation.  While Alberto’s research is commendable for its detailed research on black 

press history and activities, like her predecessors the scope of her research does not extensively 

discuss female contributions to black press journals and periodicals.  This is partly due to the 

paucity of documentation regarding elite black women’s experience, the problem of female 

illiteracy and attitudes which have often privileged the male perspective over that of females, 

even within the Afro-Brazilian community.   

The black press of the 1920s and 1930s set a precedent for being the first twentieth 

century Afro-Brazilian institution to utilize writing as a form of a source of conscientization and 

political contest against racial ideology that hindered black inclusion into the socio-economic 
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and political segments of Brazilian society.  Consequently, it remains a source of academic 

interest to Brazilian and Brazilianist researchers.  Current research continues the twentieth 

century trend of having the black male elite voice represent the entirety of the Afro-Brazilian 

experience.  Notwithstanding, while each of these studies fails to fully explore the black female 

contribution to early twentieth century black press activities, their research is of value for 

uncovering the afro-descendant response to racial ideology in post-Emancipation Brazil.  

However, it remains imperative to continue research that uncovers the entirety of the Afro-

Brazilian experience by including black female elite and working class voices as well.  

Otherwise, future researchers will merely re-inscribe the gender and racial exclusion that Afro-

Brazilians men and women have experienced since their arrival in Brazil.  

Revising the Theory of “Racial Democracy”:  1950s-1970s  

By the 1950s, Brazil enjoyed a reputation as a site of amenable interactions between  

blacks and whites thanks in part to Freyre’s study Casa Grande e Senzala (1934).  As a 

consequence of Freyre’s research, in 1951 UNESCO funded a series of studies on race in Brazil 

as a means of understanding the country’s purported harmonious racial relations.  Contrary to 

their expectations however, UNESCO researchers in Brazil including Roger Bastide, Marvin 

Harris, Octávio Ianni and Florestan Fernandes became the first scholars to reveal that Brazilians 

did not act in counterpoint to racist activities that occurred during this same period in the United 

States and South Africa.  Instead their studies cited Brazil as a location of pervasive racism and 

discrimination against blacks and mulattos in Brazil.  As Reichmann asserted in her monograph 

Race in Contemporary Brazil: From Indifference to Inequality, the UNESCO studies made the 

concept of “racial democracy” suspect for the first time (1999 231).  Fernandes continued to 

research the topic of race in Brazil, finally completing The Negro in Brazilian Society (1969), a 

study that rejected the assertion that distinctions made between whites and non-whites were 

merely class-based as suggested by Freyre some thirty years earlier.  On the contrary, his 

findings strongly indicated racial inequality as the root cause of discrimination in Brazil.  

Moreover, he asserted that Brazilians still believed in a racial hierarchy in which blacks were 

inferior to whites and, when combined with the belief that prejudice was nonexistent, all 

Brazilians possessed a “prejudice of having no prejudice” which led to delimitation of the social 

and economic opportunities for Afro-Brazilians.  Finally, Fernandes pointed out that in blacks’ 
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desire to be “white” they remained reticent about forming a black identity.  Despite the fact that 

Fernandes’ 1969 study comprised a valuable part of two decades of revisionist scholarship on 

race in Brazil, his research targeted individuals from São Paulo.  Two years later Degler 

published a comparative history of race relations in the United States and Brazil (Neither Black 

nor White: Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and the United States 1971).  His research 

rejected Freyre’s “racial democracy” and Tannenbaum’s “Iberian exceptionalism”, instead 

proposing a theory of colorism denominated as the “mulatto escape hatch”.5  Degler’s research 

contested the belief that light skin color enhanced one’s opportunities for mobility in Brazilian 

society and that ultimately mulattos enjoyed greater societal opportunities than their darker 

skinned/ afro-descendant compatriots.  While Degler’s research dismantled the notion of 

Brazilian racial exceptionalism it reified beliefs that viewed European ethnic origin as inherently 

positive and African ethnicity as inherently negative.  Moreover, a 1998 Lovell and Wood study 

indicated that both blacks and mulattos have disadvantages in regards to life expectancy, 

education and occupation (3).  In 1973 Skidmore published Black into White: Race and 

Nationality in Brazilian Thought, an intellectual history of Brazilian racial ideology from 1870 

through 1930.  In this landmark research he investigated the notion of “whitening”, a nation-

building project proposed by the white elite that encouraged miscegenation as a means of making 

its country more European/white, more “civilized and better able to compete with First World 

countries.  Skidmore’s study on race illustrated that the “whitening” theory served as a means of 

justifying European immigration and asserting the veracity of the “racial democracy” theory.  

Amidst repeated denials of racial prejudice in Brazil Skidmore’s theory of “whitening” provided 

yet another confirmation that early twentieth century Brazil was not the racial paradise it 

proclaimed itself to be.   

Twentieth Century Black Activism and Literature: 1970s-1990s 

With the exception of the Teatro Experimental Negro/TEN [Black Experimental Theater]  

led by Afro-Brazilian scholar and playwright Abdias do Nascimento (1914-2010) and the work 

of isolated writers such as Solano Trindade (1908-1974), Afro-Brazilian public discourse on race 

remained virtually silent.  In point of fact, in 1937 the Vargas government disbanded Afro-

Brazilian political groups such as the Frente Negra Brasileira [FNB].  During the 1940s and 

1950s Nascimento’s TEN carried out their political objectives under the guise of cultural 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/neither-black-nor-white-slavery-and-race-relations-in-brazil-and-the-united-states/oclc/126155&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/neither-black-nor-white-slavery-and-race-relations-in-brazil-and-the-united-states/oclc/126155&referer=brief_results
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activities.  However, revisionist scholarship that transformed the theory of “racial democracy” 

into myth supported Afro-Brazilian efforts to uncover inequality and discrimination.  

Afro-Brazilian discussion and activism on behalf of race remained silent as Brazilians 

endured one of the longest dictatorships in Latin America from 1964-1985 (Reichmann 3).  This 

twenty-one year period was marked as an era in which the government regime censored the 

press, quashed dissenting educational and cultural voices and researchers such as Florestan 

Fernandes as well as musicians Chico Buarque and Gilberto Gil.  In addition, the military 

dictatorship tortured and exterminated leftist opposition members such as National Liberating 

Action leader (ALN) Carlos Marighella.  Afro-Brazilians too, largely remained silent under 

threat of government retribution.  However, the “Abertura” [Opening], period (1979-1985) 

restored civilian rule in Brazil and signaled a loosening of government repression.  In some 

instances, this period also became a testing ground for the dictatorship’s tolerance for dissent.   

Two studies offer insight into the third era of Afro-Brazilian political activity that began 

in 1978.  Hanchard’s Orpheus and Power: The "Movimento Negro" of Rio de Janeiro and São 

Paulo, Brazil 1945-1988 (1994) is still considered a classic study on the late twentieth century 

Movimento Negro Unificado/MNU  [Black Unified Movement] in Brazil.  His comparative study 

argued that racial hegemony hampered sustained political mobilization in Brazil’s black 

community.  The investigation was unique in the analysis of interviews with 1970s and 1980s 

Black Movement militants who brought to light the challenges of addressing racism in an alleged 

“racial democracy”.  However, scholars such as Bourdieu and Wacquant criticized Hanchard’s 

research as imposing North American racial paradigms that preclude accurate analysis of racial 

discourse and activity in Brazil (“On the Cunning of Imperialist Reason” 1999 44).  

David Covin penned a more comprehensive study of the Movimento Negro Unificado 

(MNU) in his book The Unified Black Movement in Brazil, 1978-2002 (2006).  His history 

investigated the movement’s activities, ideology and accomplishments.  In addition, Coven’s 

research delineated the international ramifications of MNU activities.  The investigation proved 

important for illustrating details regarding the group’s motivation, its achievements and 

shortcomings on both a national and international level.  However, it did not focus on the 

achievements of Afro-Brazilian women in the public emergence of black voices in Brazil.   
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Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Women and Race in History, Politics and Literature 

New voices impacted the gendered and racial nature of 1970s of Brazilian society, thus 

providing free spaces for voicing dissent.  Caldwell (2007) notes that as struggles within the 

feminist and black movements combined with the constraints of class prejudice, the Afro-

Brazilian woman found her needs unaddressed, thus providing the impetus for creating a Black 

Women’s Movement that reflected the Afro-Brazilian female’s dilemma of straddling a line 

between race and gender (156).  Indeed, during the 1970s and 1980s Afro-Brazilian female 

intellectuals and activists including Lélia González, Beatriz do Nascimento, Alzira Rufino and 

Sueli Carneiro utilized public platforms within the black and feminist movements to discuss the 

intersection of race and gender in Brazil.  During the same period Afro-Brazilian female writers 

began to take advantage of opportunities to share their concerns about race and gender through 

their participation in the Quilombhoje, a collective of afro-descendant writers who banned 

together in 1979 to critique and publish their own work.   

In 1978 a group of Afro-Brazilian poets and prose writers, a product of Brazil’s 1970s 

Black Soul Movement, tested the government’s “Abertura” by producing short stories and poetry 

in its journal the Cadernos Negros [Black Notebooks].  Afolabi indicates in his 2009 article 

"(Un) Transgressed Tradition” that from its inception the Quilombhoje Literatura promoted 

resistance to racism, the recuperation of black heritage, homage to African religions and a 

dialogue between traditional values and those of modernity (53).  Thus, as cultural agents 

Quilombhoje writers became instruments for encouraging racial solidarity and pride among 

Afro-Brazilians.  

A growing number of researchers have investigated female participation in the 

Quilombhoje Literatura.  Among them are Emanuelle Oliveira and Fernanda Rodrigues de 

Figueiredo, scholars who contributed greatly to our understanding of the role of contemporary 

Afro-Brazilian black women’s racial discourse.  In 2007 Oliveira addressed the role of women in 

Brazil’s Movimento Negro Unificado.  Her investigation Writing Identity: The Politics of 

Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Literature specifically focused on female Quilombhoje writers as 

integral in the struggle to empower black women in the 1970s and 1980s.  Her work 

concentrated on their literary production as a means of making black women visible in Brazilian 

literature and conscientizatizing afro-descendant women.  In addition, her research investigated 

black women writers’ literary invisibility.  Furthermore, Oliveira’s political study offered useful 
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historical and political analyses.  However, it provided little literary analysis of contemporary 

Afro-Brazilian female writing.    

A spate of dissertations that address Afro-Brazilian female writers has emerged during 

the previous decade.  The surge in research began with Collier’s (2002) comparative study of the 

construction of national identity in the works of Afro-Brazilian, Afro-Cuban and Africana-

American female poets.  It was followed by a comparative study of Afro-Brazilian and Afro-

Cuban female poets when Duke (2003) traced the literary transformation in women of afro-

descent from what she denominated as written subject to writing subject.  Ferreira (2008) too 

penned a comparative study that explored Afro-Brazilian and African-American women’s 

literary contest of “racial democracy” utilizing novels, short fiction and a play.  Rodrigues (2009) 

completed a dissertation on three of Brazil’s most well-known black women Quilombhoje 

writers, Conceição Evaristo, Miriam Alves, and Esmeralda Ribeiro.  Her study investigated the 

writers’ representations of black womanhood and recovery of black identity.  Rodrigues’ study 

was valuable for its study of race through the narrative structures of their writing as well as for 

the presentation of extensive biographical information on each author.  However, the sole focus 

of her study emphasized the short story.  Finally, the above-mentioned dissertation projects have 

been important sources for revealing Afro-Brazilian women’s writing and understanding the role 

race and racial discourse on black women’s lives.   

Two smaller studies regarding the impact of Afro-Brazilian female Quilombhoje writers’ 

on discussions of race in twentieth century Brazil merit attention.  The first, published in the 

same year as Oliveira’s Writing Identity (2007) is Caldwell’s Negras in Brazil: Re-envisioning 

Black Women, Citizenship, and the Politics of Identity (2007).  Her ethnographic study examined 

the way in which stereotypes of the Afro-descended female influenced contemporary portraits of 

their citizenship and contributions to Brazilian society.  Additionally, Caldwell’s chapter on “The 

Black Women’s Movement” proved especially valuable for examining the origins of Afro-

Brazilian women’s activism in the late twentieth century.  While it concentrated on the lives of 

working class women the theme of contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writers as political 

activists figured prominently in this investigation.  Finally, the study emphasized principally the 

history and politics of Afro-Brazilian black women’s activism.   

  During the 1980s Afro-Brazilian female literature began to flourish despite the fact that 

an Afro-Brazilian female literature had historically been sparse (Ribeiro 1987; Durham and 
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Alves 1994; Afolabi, 2001).  Ribeiro’s 1987 essay “A Escritora Negra e o Seu Ato de Escrever 

Participando” [“The Writer and her Act of Writing Participating”] issued one of the first critical 

calls to “…unveil the black woman’s face” through female writing” (Durham: 1995, 23).  During 

the 1980s Afro-Brazilian female writers Miriam Alves, Conceição Evaristo and Esmeralda 

Ribeiro began to answer the call through their participation in the Quilombhoje.  In a 1994 

introduction to a collection of Afro-Brazilian female poetry Emfim…Nós/Finally…Us, poet 

Miriam Alves too explained the absence of black women writers in Brazil and the importance of 

revealing the literature of Afro-Brazilian female writers as a coming to grips with a “… 

specificity within a specificity” (Durham and Alves 20).  Finally, in their 2005 bilingual 

anthology Women Righting: Afro-Brazilian Women’s Short Fiction [Mulheres Escre-vendo: 

Uma Antologia Bilinguë de Escritoras Afro-Brasileiras] Alves and Lima acknowledged the 

continued difficulty of Afro-Brazilian female invisibility and reasserted the importance of Afro-

Brazilian women writers as revelators of contemporary Afro-Brazilian women’s identity.  By the 

end of the 1990s increasing numbers of writers penned literature that addressed the “question of 

the black woman”, the questioning of the impact of race, gender and class on the black woman in 

Brazil.  Finally, in 2007 Afolabi edited a bilingual collection of Afro-Brazilian literary criticism 

including six articles that focused on Afro-Brazilian female writing.  While these articles 

contributed to the discussion of Quilombhoje poets and their role in Afro-Brazilian politics, their 

limited number as well as their focus on poetry further highlights the need to research the literary 

contributions of black female writers in Brazil.   

Ultimately, research trends on Afro-Brazilian women in American scholarship have often 

focused on the history of the black women’s movement, black female activism and the ways in 

which Afro-Brazilian females have attempted to address their concerns through the feminist, 

black and black feminist movements and organizations (Dos Santos, 2009; Carneiro 2005; 

Bairros 1995).  Certainly historians, anthropologists and literary critics have contributed much to 

our knowledge of Afro-Brazilian females-their history, their political participation and activism 

(Dos Santos 2009; Caldwell 2007; Hanchard 1994).  Furthermore, literary critics including Duke 

(2007), Durham (2007), Oliveira (2007), Szoka (2002) and Afolabi (2001) have analyzed the 

politicization of race, gender, identity and resistance in the literature of contemporary Afro-

Brazilian female writers of the 1980s-2010.  Assis’ 2011 four-volume anthology is among the 

most recent contributions to Afro-Brazilian scholarship.  The anthology includes interviews, 
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critique and original works of and about Afro-Brazilian writers of the eighteenth through the 

twenty first centuries.  While thus far it is available only in Portuguese and in limited numbers, 

the four-volume collection provides a major source of new material and critique.  However, like 

many sources cited in this paragraph his research does not consistently analyze Afro-Brazilian 

female’s writing utilizing black female theoretical perspectives.  Thus, while previous studies 

have often focused on race or class or gender, they have overlooked the fact that any study that 

addresses the whole experience of black women through literature must at least examine race and 

class gender as variables of analysis.  Thus, my study contributes to previous studies by 

employing the theory of Africana Womanism to Afro-Brazilian female poetry, short story and 

novel.   

Examining Race through the Africana Womanist Lens 

In 1985 African American scholar Clenora Hudson-Weems began a series of debates that  

led to a theoretical framework that differed greatly from previous definitions of Alice Walker’s 

theory of Womanism (2).6  Hudson-Weems argued that Womanist theory was merely a form of 

black feminism that privileged gender concerns over those of race.  Hudson-Weems’ Africana 

Womanism delineated race as the starting point for addressing concerns of women of color and 

encouraged black women’s cultural and ethnic identification with their African heritage.  Like 

Walker’s Womanism, Hudson-Weems’s Africana Womanism proposed women of color as the 

first link in the healing and well-being of all human and living kind.  In point of fact, Hudson-

Weems’ Africana Womanism diverged with traditional forms of Womanism not only for its 

complete refutation of black feminism, but also due to its overt emphasis on the shared 

oppression of women across the African Diaspora, the emphasis on the co-participation of men 

and women of color in the struggle to aid members of the African community and the importance 

of African beliefs and traditions as crucial avenues for achieving commonweal among people of 

African descent across the globe.7  Hence the main goal of the Africana Womanist was to 

advocate the independence and authenticity of the Africana race in concert with men and women 

of color (Africana Womanism: Reclaiming Ourselves 51).  Hudson-Weems’s Africana 

Womanism includes eighteen characteristics proposed as viable means for addressing the 

“unique experiences, struggles, needs, and desires of African women” (Reed 168).8 
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This study is a search for an Africana theoretical perspective that specifically addresses 

the lives of afro-descendant women in Brazil.9  As Johnson argued in her 2006 dissertation 

“Claiming/ Reclaiming Africana Womanist Literary Texts throughout the African Diaspora” it 

remains imperative to utilize Africana-based theoretical and methodological perspectives as a 

means of effectively analyzing the black diasporic experience (12).  In my search for a theory 

based on the experiences of Africana people I have selected Africana Womanism for its race and 

gender-based grounding with the lives of black females throughout the African diaspora.  In 

addition, it offers characteristics that examine the history, spirituality, family and community 

experiences of African diasporic women through their literature.  This study will appropriate 

Hudson-Weems’ Africana Womanism:  Reclaiming Ourselves (1995) as one of two texts that 

underpin the historical and cultural analysis of the contemporary Afro-Brazilian female 

experience.  Africana Womanism traces the history of the black feminist and Womanist theories.  

It argues for the need for a theory that reclaims the lives of Africana woman via a collective 

struggle that ultimately can lead to the harmony and survival of all humankind.  Hudson-Weems 

claims that Africana Womanism is a collective and global methodology for ending oppression 

when males and females as well as individuals of all ethnicities work together in examining the 

lives of black women (30). This dissertation then, examines two Africana Womanist 

characteristics, self-definer and self-namer.10  Moreover, it assesses their applicability to the 

Afro-Brazilian female experience.  Finally, in order to conduct the literary analysis of 

contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writing I employ Hudson-Weems’ second monograph 

Africana Womanist Literary Theory (2004).  This study reviews the tenets of African Womanism 

and argues the need for the application of the theory to the analysis of black female literature.   

Today black feminism, Womanism and Africana Womanism comprise the three main 

Africana theoretical perspectives that address the intersection of race, class and gender.  For the 

purpose of this study, the literature review examines Africana Womanist scholarship of the 

previous two decades.  A number of scholars have investigated the characteristics (Varner 1994; 

Dove 1998), history (Phillips 2006) and future direction (Nitri 2001) of Africana Womanism. 

Indeed Africana Womanist’s founder Hudson-Weems often reviews the characteristics and 

history of the theory in her books and articles as well (1997; 2001, 2003).  Phillips’ 2006 

anthology of Womanist history and thought Womanist Reader: The First Quarter Century of 

Womanist Thought provides an indispensible guide to understanding Africana Womanism and its 
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black feminist, African feminist and Womanist theoretical predecessors.  Anthology contributors 

also provide insight into the ways in which Womanism and Africana Womanism have been 

utilized in the fields of history, literature, film and communications.  Finally, however, it 

provides no analysis of literature in these fields.   

While scholars have written about Africana Womanism since the 1990s it was in the fall 

of 2001 that the Western Journal of Black Studies dedicated six articles to topics related to 

Africana Womanism.  These articles reflected recent trends in Africana Womanist research.  In 

the first decade of the twentieth century Africana Womanism expanded its role from a theory for 

explaining black female experiences to a method of literary analysis.  Indeed, in her article 

“Africana Womanism: The Flip Side of a Coin” (2001) Hudson-Weems examined the lives of 

Africana males through an Africana Womanist lens.  In a perusal of articles included in the 2010 

Africana Womanism Journal more recent scholarship on Africana Womanism reveals a trend in 

the direction of cultural analysis (Muwat), the inclusion of the male perspective on Africana 

Womanism (Botwe-Asamoah) and predictions for the future of Africana Womanism (Christian).  

While a growing number of scholars apply the precepts of Africana Womanism to poetry and the 

narrative this literary application extends the literary analysis to the novel as well.   

The dissertation contributes to analysis of transnational literature in its application of 

Africana Womanist theory to the work of contemporary afro-descendant women writers in 

Brazil.  Moreover, the interdisciplinary approach to this study combines literary analysis with 

social and cultural history.  This combination attempts to discover the ways in which Afro-

Brazilian female writing reveals the lives and identities of black women within a historical 

context that actively and passively discouraged black racial identification.  Finally, my 

dissertation endeavors to answer Ribeiro’s 1985 call to “pull back the curtains” on Afro-

Brazilian female writers, with the hope that the information contained within will further our 

understanding of the complexities of Afro-Brazilian female experiences and the ways in which 

they have in the past and continue to insert themselves-their ideas and contributions into the 

socio-cultural, political and economic matrices of Brazilian life.  

 

http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/viewarticle?data=dGJyMPPp44rp2%2fdV0%2bnjisfk5Ie46bNLrq6uSLKk63nn5Kx95uXxjL6nrkewpq1KrqevOLCwsk%2b4q7I4zsOkjPDX7Ivf2fKB7eTnfLunr0i3q7NOtaqkhN%2fk5VXj5KR84LPfUeac8nnls79mpNfsVbWos0uzrK4%2b5OXwhd%2fqu37z4uqM4%2b7y&hid=13
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Post-revisionist Considerations of Race: Twenty-first Century 

Twenty first century studies have brought a “post-revisionist” perspective to the topic of  

race in Brazil.  Jerry Dávila’s 2003 history Diploma of Whiteness: Race and Social Policy in 

Brazil, 1917-1945 examined the Brazilian elite’s appropriation of Positivist ideas and eugenics to 

create a standard of intelligence that inherently excluded lower class and non-white children 

from the educational system.  Edward Telles’ comparative study Race in another America: The 

Significance of Skin Color in Brazil (2004) sought to explain whether the two prevailing 

discussions about race in Brazil, racial democracy and the revisionist negation of racial 

democracy could co-exist in Brazilian society.  Other trends in the study of race in Brazil have 

included comparative studies that have employed a trans-Atlantic perspective in order to reveal 

the ideas, economic, political and social relationships that existed between Africa, Europe and 

the Americas during the Colonial period.  Among the widely-known investigations of this type 

are James Sweet’s 2003 Recreating Africa: Culture, Kinship and Religion in the African World, 

Paul E. Lovejoy’s 2005 Trans-Atlantic Transformations: The Origins and Identities of Africans 

in the Americas, and Isfahani-Hammond’s 2006 examination of white intellectual elite as 

spokesmen for the black community in twentieth century Brazil (White Negritude: Race, Writing 

and Brazilian Cultural Identity).   

Ultimately, post-revisionist historians of the twenty first century have allowed 

discussions on race in Brazil to move beyond the Freyre/ Fernandes debates of the first half of 

the twentieth century.  In addition, more recent research has broadened scholars’ understanding 

of race by intersecting race with state institutions and by adopting a transatlantic perspective that 

allows for understanding the close connections that existed between the people and economies of 

the Americas and Europe.  However, despite increasing scholarship on the history and politics of 

Afro-Brazil, the literary perspectives of women of afro-descent have yet to fully emerge.  

Ultimately, this study adds to the work of those scholars who continue to reveal new definitions 

of Afro-Brazilian womanhood. 
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NOTES 

                                                 
1 French missionary Jean de Léry penned an account of the “Brazilian savages” amongst whom he lived in 1566.  He 
delineated the similarities between the French and Tupinamba physical appearance, habits of dress and cultural 
practices.  While he pointed out that in physiognomy they are equally “tall, fat and no more small” than Europeans 
(56) Léry’s descriptive contrasts in dress and custom describe the Tupinamba as the primitive “other”, a group 
wholly contrastive to their civilized” Europeans visitors.  For detailed comparisons and contrasts of Europeans and 
Tupinamba people, see Léry 56-68.    
 
2 For a comprehensive view of Trans-Atlantic slave voyages, ships and itineraries as well as locations of slave 
embarkations and disembarkation, see Eltis Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, 
http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces. 
 
3 For definition of the terms “cabloco” and “mulato” "Caboclo”, see the following sites in the Oxford Dictionaries. 
“Cabloclo”, http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/caboclo; “Mulato”, Oxford Dictionaries, 
http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/mulatto?region=us. 
 
4 Domingues (2007) discusses racial discourse, ideology and strategies of contest during three phases of twentieth 
century Afro-Brazilian activism he delineates as Primeira Fase [First Phase] (1889-1937), Segunda Fase [Second 
Phase] (1945-1964] and Terceira Fase [Third Phase] (1978-2000).  For an elaboration of each phase, see 
“Movimento Negro Brasileiro: alguns apontamentos históricos”.  
 
5 In 1947 North American investigator Frank Tannebaum published a comparative history of slavery in Latin 
America and the United States, Slave and Citizen:  the Negro in the Americas.  His research proposed the idea of an 
“Iberian exceptionalism” a Latin American slavery that was less strenuous than North American bondage due the 
lengthy existence of slavery on the Iberian peninsula, miscegenation and an Iberian legal system that allowed for 
gradual emancipation. 
 
6 Womanism is a theoretical framework that examines black women’s experiences in the United States.  Hudson-
Weems treats the tenets and critique of Womanism extensively. See Chapter Three of this monograph.   
 
7 Hudson-Weems rejects feminism for its “racist origins” and for its privileging of gender over race.  She likewise 
rejects black feminism for its adoption of the white feminist notion of gender as the primary challenge to equality for 
women.  For further discussion of the differences between feminism, black feminism and Africana Womanism, see 
Hudson-Weems’ 1993 monograph “Africana Womanism:  a Theoretical Need and Practical Usefulness” in Africana 
Womanism: Reclaiming Ourselves 43-53.   
 
8 Characteristics of Africana Womanism include the woman of color in the role of  1) self-namer; 2) self-definer; 3) 
family-centered; 4) genuine in sisterhood; 5) strong; 6) in concert with the Africana man in struggle; 7) whole; 8) 
authentic; 9) flexible role player 10) respected; 11) recognized; 12) spiritual; 13) male-compatible; 14) respectful of 
elders; 15) adaptable; 16) ambitious; 17) mothering; and 18) nurturing.  Also, see Hudson-Weems in Africana 
Womanist Literary Theory xix-xx). 
 
9 The Society for the Study of Africana Philosophy defines Africana philosophy as “…a collection of philosophical 
reflections on the experiences of African and Afro-Diasporic peoples (Africa, The Caribbean, North American and 
elsewhere).” 5.   
 
10 Hudson-Weems names the tenets under study self-definer and self-namer.  However, this study also utilizes the 
terms self-defining, self-definition and self-naming in reference to black women’s application of Africana 
Womanism.   

http://slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.faces
http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/caboclo
http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/mulatto?region=us
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CHAPTER THREE 

MÃE PRETA, MULATA, MULHER: AFRICANA WOMANISM 

AND THE “QUESTION OF THE BLACK WOMAN” IN BRAZIL 

 

Ser negra e mulher no Brasil, repetimos, é ser objeto de tripla discriminação, uma vez que os 

estereótipos gerados pelo racismo e pelo sexismo a colocam no mais baixo nível de opressão.”  

[“Being black and a woman in Brazil, we repeat, is being [the] object of triple discrimination, as 

the stereotypes generated by racism and sexism place her at the lowest level of oppression.”] 

—Afro-Brazilian intellectual-activist Lélia Gonzalez 

 

The 1970s emergence of the United Black Movement [Movimento Negro Unificado-

MNU] brought together individuals and militant groups seeking better conditions for members of 

the Afro-Brazilian community.1  They were united in their desire to valorize black culture and 

fight racism (Pereira 2008 21).  During this period Afro-Brazilian females emerged as leaders of 

MNU groups and educated Brazilians regarding black women’s socio-economic and political 

status in Brazilian society.  In addition, by the 1980s afrodescendant women created a black 

female identity that they later called upon to create inroads into a Brazilian national political 

scene from which they had been previously excluded for much of the twentieth century.  It was 

within this historical context of emerging black female leadership and coetaneous formation of 

Afro-Brazilian female identity that Brazilian intellectual and activist Lélia Gonzalez (1935-1994) 

diagnosed “triple discrimination” generated through stereotypes of afrodescendant women as the 

root cause of black women’s oppression in Brazil (“The Black Woman in Brazilian Society” [“A 

Mulher Negra na Sociedade Brasileira”] 97 1982).  In the years following Gonzalez’s 

declaration, scholars and writers (Ribeiro 1987; 1995; Afolabi 2001; Alves 2005) supported 

Gonzalez’s assertion that persistent and negative images of afrodescendant women translated 

into socio-economic and political oppression, rendering such women an invisible presence in 

Brazilian discourse and text.  Thus, Afro-Brazilian activists such as Fátima Oliveira denominated 

stereotyping, invisibility as well as race and gender oppression “the question of the black 

woman” [“a questão da mulher negra”] (Caldwell 157). 
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“The question of the black woman,” perhaps rendered more accurately as “the concerns 

of black women,” examines stereotyping and invisibility as persistent challenges that negatively 

impact the lives of women of afro descent in Brazil.2  The first “question of the black woman” 

stereotyping, situates Afro-Brazilian women into one of two categories of women of afro-

descent—either that of the domestic figure, the mãe preta [“Mammy”], or the sexualized (sexy) 

mulata [mixed-race] woman; as a consequence Afro-Brazilian women become disenfranchised 

from economic and political participation in Brazilian society.3  Invisibility impacts black 

women’s lives as well.  Despite the fact that women of African descent have physically occupied 

and participated in Brazilian society since the Colonial period, they have nonetheless become an 

invisiblized presence, deliberately ignored and without voice, as a result of the Brazilian white 

elite desire to advance an agenda of socio-economic and political dominance over its population 

of color.4  

The roots of “the question of the black woman” are situated in the Brazilian legacy of 

slavery and continue to affect twenty-first century afrodescendant women in Brazil; however, 

Gonzalez’s scholarship in the 1980s and 1990s lucidly articulates the scope of black females’ 

multiple oppressions in Brazil.  Her responses to race, class, and gender oppression propound a 

valuable standpoint for Afro-Brazilian female methods of countering negative racial ideology 

and discrimination, opposing the forces that attempted to “whiten,” de-africanize, and otherwise 

transform black womanhood into a version more acceptable to Brazil’s dominant class.   

Chapter Three undertakes a number of objectives.  It examines “question/s of the black 

woman” in Brazil as set forth in articles that span two decades of Lélia Gonzalez’s observations 

and scholarship on Afro-Brazilian women’s socio-economic and political status.  This chapter 

also surveys “the question of the black woman” through the framework of Africana Womanism.  

The Africana Womanist perspective provides a neoteric approach to analyzing contemporary 

Afro-Brazilian female writers’ creation of a counter-literature that addresses concerns unique to 

women of afro descent.  Furthermore, the chapter examines the tenets of Africana Womanism 

and surveys criticism of the AW framework.  This study argues for the appropriateness of 

employing an African-American theoretical framework in light of criticism regarding US-

centrism in Brasilianist research.  Furthermore, it advances Africana Womanism as an apt 

perspective for analyzing black female experiences in Brazil based upon the shared oppressions 

and invisibility of afrodescendant women across the globe.  Finally, Chapter Three relies heavily 
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on Hudson-Weems’s texts African Womanism: Reclaiming Ourselves (AWRO 1993) and 

Africana Womanism: Literary Theory (AWLT 2004) as guides for approaching the ideology and 

method of Africana Womanist theory.   

Can Africana Womanism provide a suitable approach for examining the lives of Afro-

Brazilian women? Such a query is valid in light of concerns among Brazilian academic circles 

that North American and Brazilian scholars trained in the United States—Brazilianists—have 

applied North American criteria to their analyses of race in Brazil (Hanchard 2003; French 2000; 

Bourdieu and Wacquant 1999).  This study by no means attempts to replace Brazilian racial and 

ethnic paradigms with a North American framework.  Instead it seeks to apply Africana 

Womanism as a means of analyzing Afro-Brazilian literature in a manner that creates solidarity, 

“grounding” the experiences of Afro-Brazilian women alongside those of other women of color 

in the African diaspora.5 

Afro-Brazilian female intellectual-activists of the “Abertura” [“Opening”] period 

elaborated the potential for grounding “the question of the black woman” in Brazil with those of 

women of afro-descent throughout the globe.  During this period Lélia Gonzalez (1935-1994) 

and Beatriz Nascimento (1942-1995) emerged as Brazil’s foremost proponents of the concept of 

grounded approaches to the specificities facing black women.  Gonzalez’s elaboration of 

“amerfricanide” [“amefricanity”] utilized the common slave legacy of women of the African 

diaspora as a foundation for re/creating a black female identity based upon African beliefs and 

cultural practices.  However, it was Gonzalez’s intellectualism, activism, and her focus on the 

recovery of black female identity that provided a foundation for analyzing the literature written 

by the subjects of this research: Afro-Brazilian writers Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro, and 

Conceição Evaristo.     

An Africana Womanist analysis of contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writing lends 

itself to “grounding” the experiences of Afro-Brazilian females with those of black women 

across the African diaspora for a number of reasons.  For example, the conclusions reached from 

analyses of Afro-Brazilian female writing can be utilized to compare and contrast afrodescendant 

women’s attempts to withstand the matrix of racial, class and gender oppressions throughout the 

globe.  In addition, Africana Womanism fosters activities that aid women of afro-descent in 

discovering and operating in accord with those forces which “reflect the authenticity of her 

activity, not that of another culture” (AWRO 56).  Thus, such a perspective lends itself to the 
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analysis of contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writers as they too employ their literature to 

define black female identity in Brazil.  By uniting Afro-Brazilian female writing with Africana 

Womanism, this study proposes a framework for understanding contemporary afrodescendant 

writers’ responses to stereotyping and invisibility in Brazil.  Moreover, it lays a comparative 

foundation for addressing these issues through literature of women of afro-descent across the 

world.   

In her roles as professor, feminist, and United Black Movement activist Lélia Gonzalez 

worked tirelessly inside and outside of Brazil to address both “the black question” [“ a questão 

negra”] and “the question of the black woman” [“a questão da mulher negra”].  She represents 

Gramsci’s “organic intellectual” by using her academic training and labor within the Afro-

Brazilian community to educate all Brazilians on the social, economic, and political barriers that 

hinder Afro-Brazilians’ full participation in the society that they and their afrodescendant 

predecessors have constructed.  Her early training as a philosopher and historian provided her 

with academic legitimacy, as well as the theoretical and historical foundations necessary to 

illuminate previously ignored issues of race, gender, and class.  Gonzalez’s writings on “the 

black question” frequently interrogated the notion of a Brazilian “racial democracy”.  In her 

1981 essay “The black question in Brazil” [“A questão negra no Brasil”] Gonzalez insists that 

the theory of “racial democracy” historically obscures discrimination in Brazil, and she calls on 

Brazilians to acknowledge the existence of racial prejudice and discrimination in their country.  

In the same year Gonzalez pens “In Brazil, there is no racial prejudice” [“No Brasil, não há 

preconceito racial”] an article that calls Brazilians to act upon the question of racial prejudice.  In 

the article she declares: “Now is not the time for us to cover up the reality [of racial 

discrimination] with a sieve” [“Já é tempo de não taparmos a realidade com uma peneira”] (1981 

60).  Ultimately, Gonzalez understood the futile nature of attempting to resolve real concerns 

occurring within Brazil’s community of afro-descent using a mythical ideology that denied the 

possibility of an “Afro-Brazilian” question through its insistence on the equality and equal 

opportunities for all Brazilians.  

In the same article, “In Brazil, there is no racial prejudice” (1981), Gonzalez reveals 

“racial democracy” as the producer of racial ideology and exploitative practices that effectively 

seal Afro-Brazilians “in their place” [“em seu lugar”].  Their assumed “place” locates 

afrodescendants beneath members of Brazil’s dominant white class.  Gonzalez further explains 
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that white Brazilians possess a core of beliefs that keep Afro-Brazilians “in their place.” 

According to Gonzalez: “Given the characteristics of “laziness”, “irresponsibility”, “alcoholism”, 

etc, the [the black man] can naturally carry out only the most inferior social roles”  [“Dadas as 

suas características de “preguiça”, “irresponsabilidade”, “alcoolismo”, etc, ele só pode 

desempenhar, naturalmente, os papéis sociais mais inferiors”] (“In Brazil, there is no racial 

prejudice” 66).  Furthermore, she highlights the ways in which the combination of negative 

ideology and persistent racialized segregation actually placed blame for Afro-Brazilians’ lack of 

socio-economic, political, and cultural participation at their own feet (“In Brazil, there is no 

racial prejudice”66).  The scholar further explicated the process through which geographical 

segregation by race relegated Afro-Brazilians to underdeveloped areas of Brazil, creating a 

growing marginalized class left out of capitalist society (“In Brazil, there is no racial prejudice” 

64).  Gonzalez pointed out the economic ramifications of blacks’ low educational attainment in 

relation to that of whites in Brazil, as well as demonstrating that even while possessing equal 

levels of educational attainment, blacks failed to earn salaries equal to those of their white 

counterparts (“In Brazil, there is no racial prejudice” 65).  In addition to indicting conservatives 

for their attempts to maintain hegemony over blacks in Brazil she also decried Brazilian 

progressives as complicit in perpetuating racism through their refusal to recognize black 

concerns apart from a socio-economic paradigm (1981 66).  Thus, Gonzalez elucidated a 

combination of factors including “racial democracy,” negative racial ideology, and white refusal 

to view Afro-Brazilians concerns outside of the paradigm of class struggles as obstacles to 

resolving “the black question” in Brazil.  Lucidly and with candor she set forth a theoretical 

foundation that freed Brazil’s afrodescendant citizens from blame for their lack of socio-

economic and political progress.  Her scholarship laid a theoretical foundation that validated 

political activity on behalf of the black community of the 1980s and 1990s.  Perhaps most 

importantly, Gonzalez’s scholarship on Afro-Brazilians extended the discussion to “questions of 

the black woman” in Brazil.  Gonzalez’s most prolific period of textual production occurred 

from 1977-1988.  However, mere discussion of “the black question” was insufficient for 

addressing Afro-Brazilians’ demands.  For that reason Gonzalez became an activist, challenging 

the Brazilian state’s self-promotion as a “racial democracy” (Rios 89).  Her intellectualism and 

expertise on themes of people of afro-descent, women, racism, and sexism were widely 

acknowledged at home and abroad.  Gonzalez’s contemporaries, such as Black Movement 
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activist and current Brazilian Minister of Racial Equality Luiza Bairros, remember Gonzalez as 

an effective champion for black and women’s issues.  Bairros writes that “… era Lélia que servia 

como nossa porta-voz contra o sexismo que ameaçava subordinar a participação de mulheres no 

interior do MNU, e o racismo que impedia nossa inserção plena no movimento de mulheres” 

[“… it was Lélia who served as our spokesperson against the sexism that threatened to 

subordinate women’s participation inside the MNU, and the racism that impeded our full 

insertion into the Women’s Movement”] (“Lembrando Lélia Gonzalez” 2000 43).6  

Gonzalez continued to explain the challenges that “racial democracy” created for Afro-

Brazilians.  However, she later turned to “the question of the black woman,” alleging that black 

women were the “most exploited and oppressed sector of Brazilian society,” a stance she 

maintained for the remainder of her career.  In the article “E a Trabalhadora Negra, Cumé que 

Fica?” [“And the Black Female Worker, Where Does She Stand?”] (1982), Gonzalez traces the 

impact of dual and triple mechanisms of race, class, and gender on the lives of black women in 

Brazil, pressing forth the argument that Colonial-era stereotypes of afrodescendant women as 

domestics and mulatas continue to insert social, racial, and sexual discrimination into the lives of 

afrodescendant women into the twentieth century (9).  Likewise in “O Lugar da Mulher Negra: 

Estudos Sobre a Ccondição Feminina na Sociedade Atual” [“The place of the black woman: 

studies on the feminine condition in current society”] (1982), Gonzalez traces the connection 

between socially-constructed stereotypes of Afro-Brazilian women and their socio-economic 

location.  She explains: “In general, the black woman is viewed by the remainder of society 

through two types of professional qualification: domestic and mulatta” [“De um modo geral, a 

mulher negra é vista pelo restante da sociedade a partir de dois tipos de qualificação 

“profissional”:  doméstica e mulata”] (98).  During the 1980s Gonzalez became the most 

outspoken mouthpiece for articulating black women’s socio-economic concerns and elaborating 

upon the negative outcomes that occur in their lives as a result of erroneous portraits of women 

of afro-descent.   

In “E a Trabalhadora Negra, Cumé que Fica?” Gonzalez explains that, in the early 

twentieth century, two images extant from slave-era Afro-Brazilian women’s professions, those 

of  mãe preta and mulata transferred the economic role of domestic and mulata to that of 

stereotype, thus cementing into the Brazilian conscious dual portraits of black women: as servile 

domestics or hyper-sensual enchantresses.  In turn, after the conclusion of Brazilian slavery, 
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those same stereotypes imposed themselves upon the lives of black women by limiting their 

professional opportunities to domestic service roles.  Gonzalez further explicated that Brazil’s 

white elite promoted “controlling images” of afrodescendant women as domestics and mulatas as 

a method of maintaining power and retaining inexpensive black labor.  Such images kept black 

women in socio-economic locations acceptable to Brazil’s white elite—“hidden, invisible, in the 

kitchen” (Gonzalez “A mulher trabalhadora cumé que fica?” 9).  Ultimately, stereotypes of Afro-

Brazilian women fomented a racial discourse that simultaneously hailed Afro-Brazilian women 

as mothers of the Brazilian nation, disdained their difference from white Brazilians, and 

implicated them as responsible for hindering the country’s progress towards a modern Brazil.  

An additional result of these externally-created representations of women of afro-descent in 

Brazil was an invisibilization of black women in Brazil, rendering them unable to accurately 

project the diversity of Afro-Brazilian female identities in their own voices.  Thus, externally 

created portraits of black women invaded their lives as true renderings of black womanhood in 

Brazil and transformed their own lived experiences.   

 Female domestics in Brazil who raised the children of the white landowning families for 

whom they worked during slavery were often denominated as mãe preta or literally “black 

mother”.  Terminology for the equivalent figure in the United States is that of “Mammy” 

(Oliveira 178).  Many black women became surrogate mothers to children of white Brazilians as 

they fulfilled the responsibilities of rocking children to sleep, suckling them, mashing their food, 

and telling them their first ghost stories (The Masters and the Slaves 278).  Thus, Afro-

descendant women became the “other/mothers” of the Brazilian nation.7 

Chattel slave status of mães pretas and domestics rendered most afrodescendant women 

poor and dependent upon the families for whom they worked.  In point of fact, they did not 

possess equal access to all economic sectors of society because they earned meager wages. 

Moreover, the sheer amount of work mães pretas performed on a daily basis limited their earning 

power in their own homes.   

In truth, Afro-Brazilian women’s socio-economic location changed little from the post-

emancipation period to the late twentieth century.  During the same period afrodescendant 

women found themselves saddled with tasks and expectations similar to those that had defined 

their labors during slavery. While the myth of “racial democracy” proffered black women with 

the title of “mother of the nation” in their concomitant positions of surrogate mothers and 
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subjects of Brazil’s “whitening” project the reality is that even after Emancipation constant work 

for little remuneration relegated women of afro-descent to a life of work which promised few 

prospects for social or economic ascension.  Gonzalez illuminated the continuing plight of late 

twentieth century black domestics who labored under white demands that they remain in the 

silent and invisible places the white elite expected them to occupy (“E a trabalhadora negra, 

cumé que fica”?1982 9).  In discussing the exploitation of black female domestic workers, 

intellectual-activist Lélia Gonzalez points out the stasis in black women’s socio-economic 

location, asserting:   

 Nossa situação não é muito diferente daquela vivida por nossas antepassadas: 

 afinal, a trabalhadora rural de hoje não difere muito da “escrava de eito” de 

 ontem; a empregada doméstica não é muito diferente  da “mucama” de 

 ontem…  

[Our situation isn’t very different from that lived by our ancestors: At last, today’s 

rural worker does not  differ much from the field hand of yesteryear; the domestic 

worker doesn’t differ much from yesterday’s chambermaid…]. (“E a trabalhadora 

negra, cumé que fica”? 1982 9)   

According to Gonzalez slave-era black women were considered appropriate for 

performing fieldwork or domestics.  However their travail as slaves during the Colonial period 

became problematic after Emancipation as women of afro-descent in Brazil found themselves 

unable to secure work apart from the domestic sphere.  Throughout the twentieth century, 

resistant portraits of Afro-Brazilian women as caretakers of white Brazilians, as well as demands 

for female employees that possessed “boa apariência” or “good appearance” in the workplace, 

signaled that women of afro-descent were unwelcome workers apart from the domestic realm 

(“E a trabalhadora negra, cumé que fica”? 9).  Ultimately, denigration of black female physical 

form, labor and humanity continued a full century after slavery. 

Imagining Afro-Brazilian Women:  Mãe Preta and Mulata 

Gonzalez blames much of Afro-Brazilian women’s socio-economic stagnation on 

stereotypical images which transformed into reality as black women found themselves locked 

into the dichotomous roles of domestic and mulata.  However, she frequently reminds readers 

that the origins of mãe preta/mulata stereotypes lie in slave owners’ objectification of black 
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women as chattel slaves.  Counted among a plantation’s property just as the farm animals and 

equipment, these women existed to carry out labor demands as slave owners required.  One of 

their unofficial labors was that of providing sex.  People of afro-descent were considered 

“property,” yet white plantation owners felt no compulsion to restrain themselves from 

appropriating the bodies of their property for their own sexual release, as well as for the sexual 

initiation of their young sons.  As early as 1835, Bavarian artist Johann Moritz Rugendas 

commented on the moral laxity of some slaveowners, stating that “…it can not be denied that 

there are many exceptions to this rule, that the slaveowners often seduce the slaves with their 

own example of immorality and that the disproportion between female and male slaves does not 

make possible a greater severity of this point and a very strict observance of conjugal fidelity” 

(Malerische Reise in Brasilienne 11 144).   

This phenomenon occurred not only in Brazil but throughout the Americas.  For example, 

Douglas (2004) discusses the appropriation of black female slaves’ bodies as a process employed 

by white culture to maintain control over black sexuality and maintain dominance over the entire 

population of enslaved blacks in North America.  She suggests that during the period of North 

American slavery, blacks and whites existed in a relationship of “unequal power” in which 

control over the reproductive “capacities” of black bodies was a principle medium for 

maintaining white power (Sexuality in the Black Church:  A Womanist Persepctive 22).  

According to Douglas, the white slave owner, in his status as “Master,” reassigned slave status 

from that of human being to that of property.  This reassignment from the status of human to 

subhuman subsequently justified and facilitated white culture’s control over the black slave 

population.  By applying Douglas’s analysis to the Brazilian context, the transference of status 

from that of human being to property—in combination with racial ideology that encouraged 

intimate relationships between Brazilians and Afro-Brazilians—legitimized a paternalistic and 

unrealistic stance that depicted the mãe preta as loyal caretaker along with that of her 

counterpart, the immoral mulata domestic.  In the article "Odyssey: Negotiating the Subjectivity 

of Mulata Identity in Brazil" Angela Gilliam further proposes that gendering and racialization 

created forms of objectification that established socially constructed relationships between race, 

gender, and culture where none previously existed (1999 96).  Thus, the transference of Afro-

Brazilian females from category of human to that of subhuman allowed objectification of black 

female bodies that served as ideological mechanisms for maintaining authority over their 
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property/black female bodies, producing additional laborers and subsequently “whitening” the 

Brazilian nation.   

Objectification of black women in Brazil led to stereotyping of black women as mãe 

preta.  Consequently, the slave-era stereotype of black women as loyal, domestic workers 

imposed itself upon the quotidian realities of twentieth century Afro-Brazilian women with 

negative economic results.  While the primary role of Colonial-era mães pretas was that of 

caretaker for white elite children, black women in Brazil additionally labored under a double 

workday—caring for their own children and households as well.  Lélia Gonzalez confirms the 

challenges of black women’s double workday almost a century after the abolition of slavery in 

Brazil:   

 And all of this made larger by the problem of the double workday that she, more 

 than anyone has to face. Before going to work, she has to search for water from 

 the favela’s common spigot, prepare the minimum amount of food for her 

 relatives, wash, pass out and distribute the chores for the older children that take 

 care of the younger ones. (“A Mulher Negra na Sociedade Brasileira” 1982 98)  

 

Thus, both female domestic slaves and twentieth century black female domestic workers in 

Brazil found themselves bound to the roles of mother and surrogate mother.  Their situation 

changed little as stereotypical images of black women restricted Afro-Brazilian women to the 

domestic role, further limiting their economic opportunities into the late twentieth century.  

Consequently, the myth of the limited capabilities and suitability of black women apart from the 

domestic sphere became reality in the lives of Afro-Brazilian women.   

Not only did the mãe preta stereotype continue to proscribe Afro-Brazilian women to 

limited economic roles, but it also imposed upon them the extra-economic role of being sexually 

available to white men.  In turn, white men blamed their practices on the very black women 

whom they assaulted.  In the same instant Brazilians held up the children born to these unions as 

proof of “harmonious relations” between the country’s white and non-white citizens.  However, 

the disequilibrium of power between women of afro-descent and white men obscured black 

women’s concerns under the mirage of “racial democracy”.   

Ultimately, chattel slavery in Brazil not only dictated black women’s economic 

conditions, but their social location as well.  Women of afro-descent in Brazil occupied the lower 
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rungs of Brazilian society due to a panoply of assumptions that labeled them as inferior and 

lacking intelligence, ambition and ability.  With few exceptions, their status as slaves also 

determined their economic situations.  In most cases, Afro-Brazilian women were not at liberty 

to facilely leave their slave circumstances.  Furthermore, Afro-Brazilian women’s status as 

females in a patriarchal society—in which males assumed as “natural” their authority over 

women—endowed slave owners with the belief in their right to take control of their activities as 

well as their bodies. White males’ assumption of their racial and gender dominion over women 

created a racialized power imbalance between black slaves and white masters.  When combined 

with a gendered imbalance between males and females, black women in Brazil were doubly 

marginalized from a dominant class that presumed the “naturalness” of white male superiority.  

Ultimately, “racial democracy” and patriarchy became racial and gender ideologies that served 

as the foundation for stereotypes that hindered the socio-economic and political progress of 

Afro-Brazilian women. 

In the final analysis, the stereotype of black women as mãe preta fomented a dominant 

discourse that excluded the rich history of Afro-Brazilian female strength and accomplishment 

from the Colonial period through the twenty-first century.8  In turn, they became invisible 

members of Brazilian society.  White Brazilians who traced their origins back to Europe 

contrasted their history with those of afrodescendants whose African ancestors appeared 

primitive and savage.  Brazil’s black women appeared “unworthy” of inclusion in a Brazilian 

history that united itself culturally and historically with Europe.  Apart from knowledge of black 

women as slaves, Afro-Brazilian female history was invisibilized in dominant discourse, thus 

adding to their social invisibility.    

During some five hundred years the racialized stereotype of black women as domestics 

inserted itself into their lives, delimiting their economic opportunities and increasing their 

chances to endure lives of poverty.  When combined with a patriarchy that presumed female 

inferiority, the stereotype made Afro-Brazilian women invisible in mainstream history and 

society apart from their roles as domestics and surrogates to the white families they served. 

However, as new opportunities for revealing their existence emerged during the latter half  

of the twentieth century, intellectual-activists such as Lélia Gonzalez seized new opportunities to 

decry the challenges of living under the burden of racist and sexist images—images that 

oppressed the very Afro-Brazilian black women who were key contributors to their nation since 
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their arrival on Brazilian soil.  

The reverse image of afrodescendant women in Brazil has been that of the mulata or 

mixed-race woman.  The mulata image is at once similar to and distinct from that of the mãe 

preta.  The mãe preta’s physical appearance was demeaned for its Africanness (dark skin, flat 

nose, abundant hips and kinky hair).  Conversely, descriptions of the mulata painted a woman of 

physical beauty, sensuality, presumed guile and intermediate racial status.  In physical 

appearance she was the ideal Brazilian woman.  The mulata stereotype owes its origins to a 

number of sources.  Robert Stam’s 1997 monograph on racialized stereotypes in Brazilian 

cinema (Tropical Multiculturalism: A Comparative History of Race in Brazilian Cinema and 

Culture) suggests that Brazilian men’s propensity for mixed-raced women stemmed from earlier 

Portuguese males’ idealization of African princesses living in Portugal during the Moorish 

occupation during the Moors’ occupation of the country from 711 AD until 1244 AD (332).  

Another source indicates that Portuguese men enamored of the moura encantada [enchanted 

Moorish girl] applied the original Portuguese tale depicting beautiful and sensual Moorish 

women to Indian and African women in Brazil (Freyre 55).  In any case, contemporary mulatas 

have become enduring figures in the Brazilian imagination.  Despite their legendary reputations 

as the ideal representation of female beauty, mulatas share a common delineation with mães 

pretas as “mothers” of Brazil and both occupy the lowest echelons of Brazilian society.9  

Nineteenth century Naturalist writer Aluísio Azevedo (1857-1913), in his novel O 

Cortiço [The Beehive] (1890), provides stark contrasts between the unattractive mãe preta and 

the beautiful mulata in the characters of fugitive slave Bertoleza and mulata protagonist Rita 

Bahaiana, respectively.  Azevedo employs non-flattering terms to describe Bertoleza as 

“…greasy and covered with soot, a huge spoon dripping oil in her hand…” (O Cortiço 82).  A 

male character João Romão, registers disdain as he watches his black lover Bertoleza “…snoring 

away beside him, heavy, open-mouthed, exhausted by her labors, smelling of sweat, raw onions 

and rancid oil” (O Cortiço 95).  Bertoleza—fugitive slave, cook, vendor, maid, and lover—is 

portrayed negatively as a workhorse possessed of a less than attractive appearance and even 

worse bodily odor.  On the contrary, Azevedo paints the prototypical stereotype of mulata Rita 

Bahiana’s physiognomy and sensual allure:   

She [Rita] wasn’t dressed for church; she was wearing a white blouse and a skirt 

that showed her stockingless feet…. Everything about her breathed the cleanliness 
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of Brazilian women and the sensual perfume of clove and aromatic herbs. 

Restlessly wriggling her firm, Bahian hips, she answered questions right and left, 

flashing rows of brilliant white teeth that added luster to her beauty. (O Cortiço 

45)  

Azevedo’s Rita Bahaina appears as the prosaic mulata in her dual status as white and black, saint 

and sinner, pure and immoral.  While she is dressed in white, a sign of purity.  However, the fact 

that she does not don stockings points to her naturalness and potential to share in sexual and 

immoral physical contact with her.  She is Brazilian in her cleanliness, yet sensual smells that 

naturally emanate from her body make Rita irresistible to males.  The exoticism of her “firm, 

Bahian hips” endows her with power to enchant lovers such as Firmo and Jerônimo.  While 

Bertoleza—black, unattractive, and odiferous—represents the figure of the mãe preta/domestic, 

a “negra para trabalhar” [“black woman for work”], Rita Bahaiana is her polar opposite, the 

“mulata para fornicar” [mulata to f--- ] —a mulata enchantress, sensual and exotic, endowed 

with the power to corrupt “good” Brazilian men.10  Bertoleza is hardworking and faithful to her 

white lover João Romão.  Rita Bahiana, however, presents the converse image of black 

femaleness.  Her naturalness extends to her attitude, making her life carefree, uncommitted, and 

unburdened by the traditional role of domestic.  She sings and dances through life, and she most 

assuredly is not faithful to one man.  By questioning Rita’s three-month absence from São 

Romão, the townsfolk find out that Rita is involved with Firmo and mock her seriousness about 

their relationship: 

“Where the hell were you for three months?”   

 “Don’t even ask honey! It was a high-class party. What can I say? I can’t help it!” 

 “But child, where were you all that time?”…  

 “With Firmo…” 

 “What? With him? You? Come off it!” 

“Rita’s big love affairs!” Bruno exclaimed laughingly. “One a year, not counting 

the little ones.” (O Cortiço 45)    

Moreover, when her neighbor Leocádia suggests that Rita Bahiana marry Firmo, the insouciant 

mulata proclaims that marriage is for dumb women, merely another form of slavery.  Rita 

Bahiana proclaims: “A husband’s worse than the devil, trying to boss you around! Never! God 

preserve me! There’s nothing like running your own life and taking care of your own business” 
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(O Cortiço 46).  Unlike Bertoleza, who is doubly enslaved by a “master” and enslaved to the life 

she has created with João Romão, Rita Bahiana refuses to become a slave to any man.  She 

proclaims her independence by eschewing ties to family and friends.  

Portraits of the mulata as sensuous, enchanting, sexually liberated, irresistible, and 

immoral merely fueled the notion of white Christian men’s “defenselessness” against the charms 

of insuperable mixed-race enchantresses.  Stereotypes of mulatas as women who did not prefer 

marriage and traditional family structure further justified white men’s lack of commitment to 

them.  After all, according to prevailing stereotypes, mulatas themselves spurned the idea of 

committed relationships and marriage, opting instead for lives of frivolity with a variety of men. 

Consequently, the image of the mulata as an immoral temptress “para fornicar” [to fornicate 

with] became an accepted stereotype of mixed-race women of afro-descent in Brazil.    

 While the mãe preta was often likened to a saint, the mulata, her converse, was a sinner.  

Yet both were “mothers” of the Brazilian nation.  Indeed, mães pretas and mulatas earned their 

maternal designations by bearing the mixed-race children that twentieth-century Brazilians 

utilized to argue the existence of a Brazilian “racial democracy.”  Both women represented 

contrasting origins in Brazilian nation; however, their role in creating a “brown” nation was 

equally important to twentieth-century Brazilians.  The mãe preta in her surrogate role as mother 

performed the roles of white motherhood.  In contrast, the mulata represented the exotic and 

untamed nature of Brazil.  The mulata physically and symbolically represented the union of 

blacks and whites, the promise and realization of an ever-“whitening” Brazilian society (Pierson 

Negros in Brazil 1947 172-173).  Although mixed-race women embodied the ideal Brazilian 

female type at the same time their relegation to the realms of stereotype, image and fantasy 

objectified them, stripped them of humanity and made them invisible citizens in Brazilian 

society. 

In 1982 Gonzalez pointed out in “A mulher negra na sociedade brasileira” [“The black 

woman in Brazilian Society”] that while Brazilians extolled the virtues of mãe preta and mulata 

as contributors to Brazil’s “racial democracy,” they ignored the fact that miscegenation was often 

the consequence of sexual violence.  Gonzalez asserts:  “…what Freyre doesn’t realize is that 

miscegenation came at the price of violation of black women” [my translation] (90).  By 

focusing on the mulata, Gonzalez assents the myth of the mulata and the belief in their “super 

sexuality” created a profession for mulatas in which black female bodies were commodified and 
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exploited (“The black woman in Brazilian Society” 100).  In addition, the dual existence of 

mulatas as fantasy and stereotype allowed Brazilians to facilely ignore their quotidian concerns.  

While the twentieth-century mulata image promised social ascension and even fame, actually, 

professional mulatas often ended up in the same impoverished state they attempted to emerge 

from as they turned to prostitution, drinking, and drugs (“The black woman in Brazilian Society” 

99). Ironically, despite mulatas’ engaging appearance, they occupied the nadir of Brazilian 

society alongside Afro-Brazilian mães pretas and domestics.  The stereotype of the mulata image 

and the reality of the mulata woman stood far apart.  

Finally, while five centuries have passed since the first African women arrived in Brazil 

the status of mulata women has changed little.  As late as the last decades of the twentieth 

century, they have occupied the margins of society and remained invisible in mainstream 

academic and feminine discourse.  Likewise, the mulata stereotype exploited black women by 

transforming them from real women with daily lives and concerns to objects of fantasy and 

exploitation.  As marginalized individuals, they remained invisibilized, non-iterated members of 

Brazilian society.  They principally existed through the voices of white men—men who justified 

their appetite for mulata women through imaginary portraits of mixed-raced women as the 

representation of Brazil’s “tropical paradise” and the evidence of “racial democracy” in action.  

Lélia Gonzalez elucidated the challenges that Afro-Brazilians faced as subjects of the false 

images and fantastical myths of the mãe preta/mulata imposed upon black female realities. 

Decades later Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro, and Conceição Evaristo used their fiction to 

address the same stereotyping and invisibility in the lives of black Brazilian women by creating 

characters who reject externally-imposed stereotypes and reveal authentic Afro-Brazilian female 

identities in their own voices. 

Challenging the Stereotypes:  “Amefricanidade” 

By the 1980s, Gonzalez proposed a global cultural identity for Brazil’s 

afrodescendants—amefricanidade or “Amefricanity.”  Gonzalez’s travels abroad between 1978 

and 1987 set the stage for a new personal, cultural, and political outlook based on cultural 

practices of resistance she observed during travels to Africa, the United States, France, and 

Canada.  Gonzalez theorized a singular African-based cultural identity divorced of occidental 

origins in a theory she delineated as “Amefricanidade” [Amefricanity].   
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 Gonzalez offers a definition of “Amefricanidade” in “A Categoria Político Cultural de 

Amefricanidade” She defines the term as:  

 um processo histórico de intensa dinâmica cultural (adaptação, resistência, 

reinterpretação e criação de novas formas) que é afrocentrada.  Ela nos encaminha 

no sentido da construção de toda uma identidade étnica. 

 [an historic process of intense cultural dynamics (accomodation, resistence, 

reinterpretation and creation of new forms) that is afrocentered.  It directs us in 

the sense of the construction of an entire ethnic identity] (1988 76) 

Thus, Amefricanidade is an historical process in which afrodescendants in the Americas created 

African-based ethnic identities wholly separate from the Latin cultural identity with which many 

Afro-Brazilians aligned themselves in the latter half of the twentieth century.  It is, as Gonzalez 

asserts, the construction of a new diasporic identity ethnographically referenced in Africa.  

Moreover, according to her definition, “Amefricans” comprise those populations brought from 

Africa as well as those that emerged in the Americas (Gonzalez 1988 77).  Gonzalez’s definition 

replaces the emphasis on Western cultural origins with an African orientation, reminds 

afrodescendants of their African origins, and encourages black racial identification and pride in 

African-based cultural traditions.  Moreover, Amefricanidade offers a form of cultural resistance 

in which language, modes of speech, gestures, religion, and even clothing carry African-derived 

cultural knowledge into future generations, while subverting negative racial discourse regarding 

Brazil’s afrodescendants.  Gonzalez recommends Amefricanidade as a form of cultural rescue for 

African beliefs and traditions, resistance against dominant racial ideology and misinformation, as 

well as the cultural generation of uniquely Afro-Brazilian cultural beliefs and activities.   

Gonzalez’s Amefricanidade was significant as an initial theoretical perspective for 

explicating black and black female experiences in Brazil.  Indeed, while she admits the idea’s 

initial review was mixed “tanto pelas adesões como pelas rejeições” [“as much for its 

endorsements as for it rejections”] (qtd. in Rio 144), it is accepted today as aligned with Africana 

theories such as Pan-Africanism, Afrocentricity and Negritude (Viana 2006).  Even more 

importantly for this study, Gonzalez’s Amefricanidade represents the application of non-Western 

theoretical perspectives as appropriate and necessary for creating accurate portraits of Afro-

Brazilians.   

Gonzalez elucidated the validity of Amefricanidade as a form of cultural rescue, 
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resistance, and generation in her own speech and writing.  She employed colloquial words and 

expressions that mixed African words with Portuguese, a language she would later elaborate as 

“pretuguês.”  She commonly substituted colloquial Portuguese words of African origin in her 

speech.  Words such as “conversa” [conversation] became “papo,” and “situação” converted to 

“lance” in “pretuguês” since according to Gonzalez “pretuguês” merely reflected the influence of 

African on Brazilian Portuguese (1988 70).  Moreover, Gonzalez did not hesitate to engage in 

academic discussions using “non-academic” parlance such as eurobranco [Eurowhite] and 

afronegro (Rio 2010 73).  Gonzalez’s role as public intellectual brought African-derived 

language variants into daily speech of “standard” Portuguese and validated their use in Afro-

Brazilian female poems, short stories, and novels.   

Remaining true to the concept of “amefricanity” as a novel manifestation of 

“africanness”, Gonzalez proclaimed “pretuguês” a new language constructed in the Americas 

with its linguistic foundations in Africa.  In a 1979 interview Gonzalez suggested that Brazilian 

culture and language were black because black women serving as domestics raised white 

children speaking their own form of Portuguese (Patrulhas Ideológicas 205-206).   Gonzalez 

offered a solid argument for recognizing Brazil as a black culture.  She not only validated the use 

of African-inflected Portuguese, but also insisted on the validation of black women and thus 

blackness as the literal foundation of Brazilian society.   

By calling Portuguese “pretuguês” Gonzalez established the importance of African 

heritage in the creation of Portuguese culture.  The term combined the Portuguese word “preto” 

[black] with the language name “Portuguese” to forge links between Africa, Europe, and the 

Americas.  However, Gonzalez rejected the notion of “pretuguês” as a syncretic language.  In 

contrast to those Brazilians who traced their heritage to European and Western origins, she 

emphasized the Africanness of Brazil’s spoken language.  By asserting the significance of 

“Amefricanity” as wholly Brazilian, Gonzalez promoted a contrast to “racial democracy,” with 

its disdain for blackness and advancement of miscegenation and “whitening” as acceptable 

conations for membership in the Brazilian nation.  Moreover, by insisting that “Amefricanity” 

and “Amefrican” culture were new manifestations, she encouraged the concept that African 

culture reinvented in Brazilian language and religion (Candomblé; Macumba) was as valuable as 

European culture.  As such, Gonzalez’s amefricanidade, with its focus on the equal value and 

contributions of Afro-Brazilians to Brazilian culture, countered negative valuations of black 
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culture in Brazil.  Moreover, the theory held that the key to creating a true Brazilian “racial 

democracy” in which members of the dominant class and afrodescendants alike valued European 

and “Amefrican” ethnic identity was integral to the nation.   

 If Brazilian scholars such as Gonzalez previously created theories that addressed themes 

of black female self-identification and invisibility as early as the 1980s and 1990s, why then 

adopt Africana Womanism to examine Afro-Brazilian female identity and life experiences?  

Three answers underpin the decision to utilize Africana Womanism as an analytical framework.  

The first response points to the fact that a paucity of frameworks exist for examining the lives of 

black females in literature.  For a surety, feminism, black feminism, and Womanism can be 

utilized to approach black female issues.  However, unlike Africana Womanism’s simultaneous 

address of race, class, and gender, the aforementioned frameworks privilege gender above race 

and class with the assumption that as one issue is resolved, the others can and will be addressed.  

The reality is that race, class, and gender operate on simultaneous levels in the lives of Afro-

Brazilian women.  However, race determines the trajectory of Afro-Brazilian women’s lives.  

Thus race must, as Africana Womanism asserts, be addressed as a priority.   

 A second rationale for appropriating an African-American theoretical perspective lies in 

the challenge of finding Afro-Brazilian theoretical perspectives in the voices of Afro-Brazilian 

women that lie apart from existing feminist and black feminist paradigms.  Thus, in seeking 

common understanding of issues shared by Afro-Brazilian and African-American women, this 

dissertation grounds its analysis in that of Hudson-Weems’s Africana Womanist theory.  Finally, 

this study views Africana Womanism’s potential as a framework with which to create 

comparative Afro-Brazilian/African-American female literary studies that provide insight into 

common challenges and forms of contest facing Africana women of both societies.    

An additional consideration for the use of Africana Womanism is the fact that black 

women across the African diaspora often share a common history of race, class, and gender 

oppression.  Likewise, these shared circumstances have deposited a common set of negative 

consequences, including poverty, low levels of educational attainment, health disparities, and 

violence, all of which can be viewed in a comparative perspective.  In Brazil for example, a 2001 

Sant’Anna study cites dismal figures regarding the socio-economic health and quality of life for 

afrodescendant women in Brazil.  The study points to the 1998 United Nations Human Gender 

Development Index (GDI), a statistical measure of women’s disadvantage in the areas of 
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employment in the labor force, educational attainment, reproductive health, and political 

participation.  Sant’Anna reveals major gender and racial inequities between afrodescendant 

women, white and black men, as well as white women.  According to the Sant’Anna study:   

White men rank 41st, African descendant men rank 104th; that is, 63 points below 

white men's ranking. white women rank 69th, while African descendant women, 

in the lowest position of the four groups, rank 114th, or, 45 points below the 

ranking of white women. (qtd. in Beato 2004 767) 

In a similar measurement of the status of African-Americans, the U.S. Census Bureau’s 

Black Americans: A Statistical Sourcebook (2003) collates statistics from the U.S. Census 

Bureau as a means of gauging African-Americans’ relative long-term quality of life.  It 

scrutinizes indicators such as participation in the civilian workforce, educational attainment, 

victimization, and life expectancy.  In addition, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics “Highlights 

of Women’s Earnings in 1998” report further clarifies white and black men’s participation and 

earnings during 1998.  While statistics vary in terms of indicators, not surprisingly, the 

sourcebook and the Bureau of Labor Statistics report confirm inequities between the lives of 

white and black citizens.  In 1998 women earned 76% of what men earned (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics Report 1).  However, white men and women’s earnings outpaced those of their black 

counterparts.  As a matter of fact, white males enjoyed a weekly income of $615 while black 

men earned $468. Likewise, white women’s median weekly salary was equal to that of black 

men at $468 while black women earned an average of $400 (1).  In terms of educational 

attainment, white attainment of high school diplomas outpaced that of African-Americans. Some 

83.6% and 83.8% of white men and women, respectively, earned high school diplomas in 1998, 

while black males and females earned the same diploma at rates of 75.2% and 76.7%, 

respectively (Black Americans: A Statistical Sourcebook 139).  Additionally, blacks were 

victimized by personal crimes at a rate over 4% greater than that of whites, with rape and sexual 

assault significantly higher for African-American women than for any other group (Black 

Americans: a Statistical Sourcebook151).  Finally, in the same year, life expectancy for white 

men and women was longer than that of their black counterparts.  The widest distance in life 

expectancy occurred between white and black men, with the white male life expectancy at 74.5 

years and black male life expectancy trailing at 67.6 years, a difference of 6.9 years.  Likewise, 

white female life expectancy was 80 years while black females at 74.7 trailed by 5.3 years (Black 
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Americans: a Statistical Sourcebook 50).  In conclusion, African-American women outpaced 

African-American men in terms of educational attainment, yet their income was 17% less than 

that of their male counterparts.  Furthermore, their life expectancy was more than seven years 

longer that of African-American males, yet they were more likely to be physically assaulted than 

African-American males.  Overall, just as for Afro-Brazilian females, African-American 

females’ quality of life indicators trailed behind those of white males and females in all 

categories.   

In addition to the shared histories of oppression racial and gender inequities facing both 

groups of women in Brazil and the United States have also led to similar positions of invisibility 

in their respective countries.  Schuma and Vital’s introduction to Mulheres Negras do Brasil 

[Black Women of Brazil] (2006) discusses black females’ absence from official Brazilian 

consciousness and discourse:   

… a ausencia de registros sobre a participação das afrodescendentes na formação 

e no desenenvolvimento do Brasil é gritante.  Com excepção dos escritos sobre o 

sistema escravocrata e por vezes, uma ou outro mito..., não se encontram muitas 

referencias e informações sobre as mulheres negras nos nossos museus, currículos 

escolares, livros didáticos e/ou narrativas oficiais.  

[…the absence of records regarding afrodescendant’s participation in the 

formation and development of Brazil is glaring. With the exception of writings 

about the slave-holding system and, at times, one or another myth… one does not 

find many references and information about black women in our museum, school 

curricula, didactic books and/or official narratives.]   

Scholars have also declared African-American women “invisible” members of a society 

in which white European standards of beauty, culture, and moral standards prevailed (Collins 

2000).  However, more than thirty years ago bell hooks most poignantly captured African-

American females’ invisibility.  hooks declared: 

No other group in America has so had their identity socialized out of existence as 

have black women. We are rarely recognized as a group separate and distinct 

from black men, or as a present part of the larger group of ‘‘women” in this 

culture. When black people are talked about, sexism militates against the 

acknowledgment of the interests of black women; when women are talked about 
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racism militates against a recognition of black female interests. When black 

people are talked about the focus tends to be on black men; and when women are 

 

talked about the focus tends to be on white women. (“Ain’t I a woman?” 1981 7) 

hooks accurately captures the obstacles that hinder female visibility.  She identifies the struggle 

as one in which racism and sexism combine to erase the specific issues facing black women as 

members of multiply oppressed groups.  Ultimately, shared racial, class, and gender oppressions 

have led to black female invisibility for afrodescendant women in Brazil and in the United 

States.  Thus, employing Africana Womanism as a methodology for grounding Afro-Brazilian 

and African-American female challenges of stereotyping and societal invisibility is appropriate.   

Challenging the Myths:  Feminism, Black Feminism, Womanism and Africana 

Womanism 

Africana Womanism provides a framework for explicating the forces that impact the lives  

of black women of the diaspora as well as a methodology for addressing the impact of 

stereotyping and invisibility for women across the globe.  It purports to render visibility to the 

lives of women of African-descent by transforming them from subject of observation and 

discourse to authors of their own life stories.  Africana Womanism provides a method for 

accomplishing this goal as “an ideology created and designed for all women of African descent” 

by encouraging the development of black female identity based on African culture and traditions 

(AWRO 24).  Consequently, by looking to the wisdom and experience of African ancestors such 

women understand their historical and cultural points of origin.  Armed with a strong identity 

and connection to the past, they can move forward, delivering black female experiences in their 

own voices.  They become visible agents of their own change as they speak their own truths 

about black female experiences.  

Hudson-Weems re-emphasizes the transnational nature of the theory by calling upon all 

women of African descent to “reclaim, rename, and redefine” themselves using the terminology 

and concept of Africana Womanism (AWLT xix).  She does not explicitly supply a rationale for 

asserting her theory as applicable beyond the African-American female context.  In reality, she 

assumes commonalities of experience that might or might not exist among women of the African 

diaspora.  However, this study asserts Africana Womanism as a viable framework for examining 
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the lives and literature of afrodescendant women in Brazil based upon the premise that race, 

class, and gender oppressions in the United States produced similar outcomes to those for 

women of afrodescent in Brazil including socio-economic and political marginalization, 

discrimination, and the invisibilization of black females’ presence and concerns.   

Clenora Hudson-Weems 

Dr. Clenora Hudson-Weems was born in Oxford, Mississippi, and raised in Memphis,  

Tennessee.  Hudson-Weems initially established herself as an academician and public 

intellectual in the 1980s.  She earned a Ph.D. from the University of Iowa (1988), a Master of 

Arts degree from Atlanta University, and a Bachelor of Arts degree from LeMoyne College. 

Currently serving as Professor of English at the University of Missouri-Columbia, she emerged 

as an original thinker as a graduate student at the University of Iowa.  Her dissertation “Emmitt 

Till: the Impetus of the Modern Civil Rights Movement” re-shaped Civil Rights history by 

establishing Till’s 1955 lynching as the catalyst for the American Civil Rights Movement 

(CRM).  The second monograph in Hudson-Weems’s trilogy, Passion & Battle of a Woman for 

Truth & Intellectual Justice (2007), discusses the intellectual plagiarism of Hudson-Weems’s 

first book.  Her final book continues the theme of theft of black intellectual and material 

property.  Hudson-Weems continued the Emmett Till saga with her work as consultant on the 

1998 Barry Morrow film- Unearthing Emmett Till:  Passion for Truth.  Her scholarship extends 

to a critical work on African-American novelist Toni Morrison, as well as her editing of 

Contemporary Africana Theory, Thought and Action: A Guide to Africana Studies (2007), a 

collection of essays that addresses contemporary issues and solutions to challenges within the 

black community.   

She is perhaps best known for the theory of Africana Womanism, both an ideological 

framework and a method for literary analysis.  Remaining true to her belief that the “true 

mission” of Africana academics is that of developing Africana-based theory, she proposed her 

own African-centered theory about black female experiences in an attempt to accurately reflect 

the historical reality of black women and authentically interpret their literature (“Africana 

Womanism and the Critical Need for Africana Theory and Thought” 79).   

Hudson-Weems does not deem herself the originator of Africana Womanism.  She adopts 

the cognomen of its “conceptualizer” and insists that the principles of Africana Womanism pre-
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date her articulation of its theories.  Hudson-Weems asserts that she did not “create the 

phenomenon [Africana Womanism] in and of itself, but rather [I] observed Africana women, 

documented our reality, and refined a paradigm relative to who we are, what we do, and what we 

believe as a people” ("Self-naming and Self-Defining: An Agenda for Survival" 449). 

She first discussed the theory in a 1985 class paper entitled “The Tripartate Plight of the 

Black Woman-Racism, Classism and Sexism” (AWRO xiii).  Hudson-Weems later named her 

framework Africana Womanism after two years of deliberating the value of the tenet of self-

naming at conferences, conventions, and symposia (AWRO 22).  Her research created 

controversy at National Council for Black Studies conferences as she advanced a new “African-

centered paradigm for women of African descent” that rejected feminism and black feminism as 

frameworks for examining black women’s standpoint or collective experiences (AWLT 1).11 

The Africana Womanist trilogy began in 1993 with the monograph Africana Womanism:  

Reclaiming Ourselves (AWRO).  This work delineates the tenets of Africana Womanism and 

analyzes five African and African-American novels according to the principles set forth in 

Hudson-Weems’s Africana Womanism: Reclaiming Ourselves.  The second in the Africana 

Womanist series, entitled Africana Womanist Literary Theory (2004), explores in detail the 

Africana Womanist principles of Nommo, Family-Centeredness, Sisterhood, and Africana Male-

Female relationships.  In addition, she applies the framework to the analysis of two narratives—

Toni Morrison’s novel Beloved (1998) and Sister Souljah’s 1996 volume of autobiography No 

Disrespect.   

While Africana Womanism addresses class and gender oppression, it is heralded for its 

emphasis on the preeminence of racial oppression in the lives of black women.  Indeed Africana 

scholars such as Charles Hamilton and Barbara Wheeler have variously lauded Hudson-Weems’s 

theory as an “intellectual triumph” and a perspective that bravely opposes uninformed 

mainstream public and private comments regarding the lives and literature of black women 

across the African Diaspora (AWRO iv).  However, the theory remains controversial for its 

rejection of feminism, black feminism, and Womanism (Alexander-Floyd and Simien 2006).  

Hudson-Weems has continued the debate, penning numerous articles on Africana Womanism 

including “Cultural and Agenda Conflicts in Academia:  Critical Issues for Africana Women’s 

Studies (1989) and “Africana Womanism and the Critical Need for Africana Thought and 

Theory” (1997).  In addition, the Western Journal of Black Studies devoted an entire issue (Issue 
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3) to reassessing continuity and change in Africana Womanist theory and to applying Africana 

Womanism to United States and African literature (Jennings 2001; Ntiri 2001; Thompson 2001).  

A nod to the validity of the theory is the fact that even today major academic gatherings such as 

the National Council for Black Studies have devoted numerous panels and papers to the 

examination of Africana Womanist theory and literary analysis, including during its 3-day 

conference in March 2012.12  Finally, as Africana Womanism nears its twenty-fifth year of 

existence, this study reassesses its validity as a global theory by applying its principles to the 

Afro-Brazilian female context.  A survey of the antecedents of Africana Womanism as well as a 

discussion and critique of its origins and tenets commences the scrutiny of Africana 

Womanism’s suitability for this study.   

Hudson-Weems differentiates Africana Womanism from theoretical perspectives that 

examine female and black female experiences.  She contends that at minimum feminism and 

black feminism are “problematic as labels for the true Africana woman” due to their inability to 

accurately reflect the lives and experiences of black women (AWRO 18).  Is Hudson-Weems 

correct in her assertion that feminism, black feminism, and Womanism provide inaccurate and 

incomplete renderings of black female experiences?  A survey of the origins, tenets, and critiques 

of the aforementioned ideologies in the United States and Brazil elucidates their expediency as 

analytical tools for examining the lives of black women.   

Exploring Africana Womanist Predecessors: Feminism, Black Feminism and 

Womanism 

Feminism in the United States emerged in 1848 when a group of sixty-eight women and 

thirty-two men signed the Declaration of Sentiment in Seneca Falls, New York, at the first 

women’s rights convention.  The program set forth at the initial meeting in which attendees 

called for suffrage and female equality with men was later designated as the First Wave of 

Feminism (Krolokke and Sorenson 3).  However, feminists’ attempts to gain voting rights were 

delayed by the Fifteenth Amendment, an 1870 legislation that provided suffrage only to males.  

Eventually, through the protests of U.S. twentieth-century “Suffragettes” such as Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, women in the United States earned the right to vote in 1920.  

Their attempts to gain equality with males remained a part of their ongoing efforts for political 

equality into the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.  
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 Feminism is a female-centered ideology which privileges concerns of gender over other 

forms of oppression.  It seeks female empowerment through equal access to the economic and 

political realms and through power-sharing with males.  In its 1966 Statement of Purpose, the 

National Organization for Women (NOW) defined as the principle objective of feminism that of 

taking “action to bring women into full participation in the mainstream of American society now, 

exercising all privileges and responsibilities thereof in truly equal partnership with men” 

(Bomarito and Hunter 347).   

While Hudson-Weems acknowledges white women’s need to address their specific issues 

(AWRO 21), black feminists and Africana Womanists in the United States have criticized 

feminist beliefs.  Africana Womanism for example, alleges that after First Wave feminists failed 

to secure the vote in 1870, they offered racist explanations for extending the right to vote to 

women.  Hudson-Weems cites the responses from feminists such as Carrie Chapman Catt in 

proposing to “cut off the vote to the slums and give it to white women” (AWRO 21).  Catt, a 

conservative who understood white southerners’ desire to maintain hegemony over blacks, 

continued her suggestion that white men remain aware of suffrage for women as a “means of 

legally preserving White supremacy in the South” (AWRO 21).  Thus, white feminists’ 

willingness to gain female suffrage in exchange for rescinding the black male vote both indicated 

the racist nature of First Wave feminist beliefs and marked feminists’ goals as incompatible with 

those of Africana women (AWRO 20).   

A second reason that some Africana women and Africana Womanists have hesitated to 

embrace feminism lies in feminism’s antagonistic relationship with males.  While it is 

undeniable that males have participated in the feminist movement, it is also true that radical 

feminists have perceived males as the “enemy” of female liberation (hooks Feminist Theory:  

From Margin to Center 2008 34).  Consequently, their efforts are incomplete because they 

denigrate members of the group whose benefits they seek to access.  Historically, Africana males 

and females have found it necessary to cooperate in order to liberate the entire Africana 

community from enslavement, poverty, and marginalization.  Thus, Africana Womanist Theory 

as well as manyAfricana women disallow feminism as an appropriate theoretical perspective for 

women of African descent because feminist ideology that excludes males or females from its 

efforts at liberation weakens collective efforts at assisting the entire Africana community.   

In a similar vein, black feminists interrogate feminist goals of power-sharing with males.  
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African-American feminists such as bell hooks share their concern with white feminists’ 

preference to obtain power rather than overturn the system which creates such gender oppression 

(Margin to Center 85-87).  Moreover, because feminism simultaneously adopts definitions of 

power created by males and to create its own alternative forms of power, it has traditionally 

failed in subverting masculine-created gender oppression (hooks 94).  Moreover, hooks suggests 

that in feminists’ eagerness to point out sexism and to gain power, feminists have worked against 

their own goals by perceiving males as enemies.  Indeed those feminists who opposed all males 

appeared reactionary and unconnected to mainstream thought in their suggestions to create 

separatist communities and even foment the “extermination” of all males.  Their methods 

became fodder for public discussions and were misunderstood as representative of all feminists.  

Ultimately, many women of color in the United States shied away from the “feminist” label since 

enmity between males and females countered the notion that the liberation of Africana 

communities was grounded upon the liberatory efforts of all its members (hooks 94; Collins 25).   

Hudson-Weems insists that historically Africana women across the diaspora have felt 

uncomfortable with feminism’s treatment of women of color.  In truth, feminists of color in 

Brazil and the United States have found their concerns regarding racial discrimination excluded 

from mainstream feminist discussions (Gonzalez 1982 100-101; Caldwell 2007 2; hooks 2008 

13).  In addition, leadership positions within feminist ranks in both countries were restricted for 

the most part to white women (hooks 2000).  Their exclusion has led to resentment, 

homogenization of black women’s experiences under the label of women’s issues or black 

concerns, and disassociation from feminist ideology, nomenclature, and activities (Caldwell 

2007; hooks 2008).  Consequently, Africana women in both countries disavowed feminism for 

its attempts to stifle the voices, concerns, and leadership of black women (AWRO 26).   

A second theoretical predecessor to Hudson-Weems’s Africana Womanism is black 

feminism, an approach that situates its origins at the nexus of 1970s African-American liberation 

movements and the U.S. Feminist Movement.  In the United States African-American women 

found themselves marginalized both in male-led liberation organizations as well as in feminist 

groups.  Tensions between males and females occurred within the black movement due to 

sexism, while white and black females also clashed in ideological and power struggles that left 

little room for African-American female feminists who did not agree with prevailing feminist 

goals (hooks 2000; Collins 2000).  In 1973 a group of African-American women organized the 
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National Black Feminist Organization to discuss their political views.  In 1977 Barbara Smith, 

Demita Frazier, and Beverly Smith—members of the Combahee Collective, a Boston-based 

black feminist organization—stated the purpose of their group as that of being “actively 

committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression…” and 

developing an integrated analysis and practice to guide black feminists in combating the 

“interlocking systems of oppression” that determined the experiences and conditions of black 

women’s lives (Smith 272).   

The creators of black feminism initially sought to craft a feminism that would use the 

everyday experiences of African-American women as the starting point for discussions of 

oppression.  Members of the collective determined themselves to create theories that would 

simultaneously address race, class, and gender struggles.  In the early days of the Black Feminist 

Movement, its members worked on issues specific to African-American women, such as 

reproductive rights, sterilization, health care, violence against women, and lesbian and gay 

rights.  Black feminist members of the Combahee River Collective explained their separation 

from the black and feminist movements as a consequence of their simultaneous disillusionment 

from black movement ideology and practice along with their encounters with racism and elitism 

in the feminist movement.  According to Combahee writers “[our] combined anti-racist and anti-

sexist position drew us together initially, and as we developed politically we addressed ourselves 

to heterosexism and economic oppression under capitalism” (Smith 274).  Ultimately, the black 

feminist movement became an avenue for voicing and addressing African-American women’s 

standpoint.  

By the 1990s the goal of black feminists became that of creating accurate cultural 

representations, as well as the historical positioning of its members in their own voices (Collins 

25).  Black feminist membership retained many of the ideas developed during the Combahee 

Collective retreats of the 1970s.  They furthered its ideology by recognizing that oppressions and 

responses to oppressions emerged through various avenues.  Indeed, black feminists insisted that 

a singular interpretation of the black female experience was nonexistent.  Instead, as Collins 

notes, interpreting the life experiences and oppressions of black women involves multiple 

meanings and responses that often appeared contradictory (29).  Finally they suggested that as 

the circumstances of women of color changed, so too would black feminists be required to seek 

appropriate and multiple answers to systematic oppression.   
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Contemporary black feminists promote the intersection of thought and action as an 

effective mechanism for addressing the intersectionality of oppression.  Thus, while black 

feminists promote theories that explain black female oppression in terms of “interlocking 

systems of oppression,” “matrix of domination,” and “margins to center” (Smith 1983; Collins 

2000l; hooks 2000), it is only in the actions of social justice that their ideas re-value work, re-

formulate alternate manifestations of power, and challenge the stereotypical ideas that constrain 

women of color socio-economically and politically (hooks 94).  Black feminism advances black 

female self-naming and empowerment.  It proposes that the ineradicable characteristics of 

blackness and femaleness comprise a unique set of circumstances that create the lives of 

Africana females.  Subsequently, black feminism constructs black female visibility and defines 

black women’s identity while at the same time it interprets the reality of black females in their 

own voices.   

 Black feminism has not been without its critics.  For example in “Feminism in Black and 

White” (1993), Phillips echoes Hare’s belief that “Black Feminism is not a word that describes 

the plight of black women” (15).  In truth, black feminists continue to maintain the simultaneity 

of race, class, and gender as a theoretical construct (King 46).  If this assertion holds true, then 

black feminism would, like feminism perceive as its primary concerns gender-based oppression 

and discrimination.  The mainstream feminist prioritization of gender would contraindicate 

assertions of the simultaneity of race, class and gender oppressions against Africana women 

(Hudson-Weems 26).   

A second critique of black feminism alleges that black feminism provides an inadequate 

construct for analyzing the lives of black women since it is based upon the history and needs of 

white women.  Hudson-Weems argues that black feminism is ahistorical and culturally irrelevant 

to the black female experience since the issue of race functions as a secondary concern. 

Furthermore she maintains that black feminism “either directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly 

includes anti-male sentiments, and gender exclusivity, or at least the prioritization of gender 

issues at the risk of downplaying the critical significance of race priority for Africanans” (AWLT 

xx).  Finally, while the original intent of black feminism included the goal of producing a 

theoretical perspective that would address the “triple jeopardy” that women of color face as 

black, female, and poor, critics have frequently accused black feminists of aligning themselves 

with an agenda that privileges gender over race to the detriment of an Africana community 
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whose life circumstances are shaped by tripartite circumstances of race, class and gender.    

 Just as African-American women in 1973 formed their own black feminist group, in 1975 

a delegation of Afro-Brazilian feminists publicly denounced racial and sexual discrimination at 

the Brazilian Women’s Congress in São Paulo.  Their declaration cleared the way for black 

women’s full participation within Brazilian feminist ranks and the creation of the black women’s 

movement in Brazil, a diverse group of organizations that serve Afro-Brazilian communities.  

The black women’s movement borrows to some extent from black feminism.  Scholar Luiza 

Bairros in her 1995 article “Our Feminisms Revisited” (“Nossos Feminismos Revistados”) 

proposes, as does Patricia Hill Collins, that Afro-Brazilian women express a consciousness that 

intersects with race, class, and gender (Bairros 462).  She further suggests several foci that 

characterize an Afro-Brazilian female consciousness: the historic legacy struggle, the 

interlocking nature of race, class, and gender, and the combating of stereotypes or “controlling 

images” of black women (Bairros 462).  The black feminist movement then has emerged as a 

way to address the multiple constraints on black female participation in Brazilian society, 

economy and politics.  It is practical in nature, with its participants working in small to large 

groups on projects of local and regional interest to females.  

In the early 1980s, Afro-Brazilian women organized themselves into “collectives”.   

Black Movement Groups such as the Nzinga/Coletivo de Mulheres Negras [Nzinga/Collective of 

Black Women] and the Coletivo de Mulheres Negras de São Paulo [Black Women’s Collective 

of São Paulo] formed in 1983 and 1984, respectively.  They addressed issues such as childcare, 

reproductive health, abortion, and sexual, racial, and domestic violence.  In addition they focused 

their efforts on addressing forced sterilization, as well as providing self-help groups and 

community outreach as they reached out to mainly poor and illiterate black populations.  Black 

feminist groups offered practical assistance to black females and confronted racial 

discrimination, domestic violence, and employment discrimination.  Moreover, these black 

women’s collectives served to promote Afro-Brazilian culture and identity, a much-needed 

practice in a country in which “there was no strong sense of ‘blackness’ within the black 

population of Brazil.”13  Finally, Black Women’s Movement collectives have proved valuable in 

offering practical methods of attending to the family and health concerns of black females while, 

in addition, encouraging black identity and bringing visibility to challenges specific to their 

marginal status as black and female in Brazilian society.   
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In 1979 African-American novelist Alice Walker first mentioned the term Womanist 

among the pages of her 1979 short story “Coming Apart”.  In the tale, she refers to her 

protagonist as “A ‘womanist’… a feminist, only more common” due to the acceptance of her 

own image as equally desirable as those deemed beautiful according to Western standards.14  

Four years later she added to her first definition in a 1983 collection of essays, In Search of Our 

Mothers’ Garden: Womanist Prose (qtd. in Phillips xix).15  In an essay simply entitled 

“Womanist,” Walker defines Womanism as: 

the black folk expression of mothers to female children, 'You acting womanish,' 

i.e. like a woman … usually referring to outrageous, audacious, courageous, or 

willful behavior. Wanting to know more and in greater depth than is considered 

'good' for one …. [A womanist is also] a woman who loves other women sexually 

and/or non-sexually. Appreciates and prefers women's culture … and women's 

strength … committed to survival and wholeness of entire people, male and 

female. Not a separatist … Womanist is to feminist as purple is to lavender. 

(Walker 19) 

Like black feminism, Walker’s Womanism produced an ideology that expressed black women’s 

experiences.  However, its main contributions lay in uniting apparently disparate concepts for the 

purpose of securing black female visibility and empowerment.   

According to Layli Phillips, editor of The Womanist Reader (2006), Womanism is a 

social change perspective rooted in the everyday experiences of black women and other women 

of color.  It promotes everyday methods of problem solving in everyday spaces and seeks to end 

all forms of oppression for all people, restore the balance between people and the 

environment/nature, and reconcile human life with the spiritual dimension” (Phillips xx).  

Womanism consists of five principles which include: (1) an anti-oppressionist stance that 

supports freedom from all existing and future forms of oppression and (2) concern for the 

everyday lives and experiences of black women.  In a 1995 interview explaining the concept of 

Womanism, Canon explicated the theory as an ideology borrowed from black women’s history 

that was created by and for black women (Overbea 22).  Womanism adopts a non-ideological 

stance, that encourages inclusiveness, dialogue and negotiation among all people, yet it can 

accommodate dissenting opinions as well.  It welcomes partnership with males if they share the 

concerns of women’s basic needs for food and shelter, take interest in women’s relationships 
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with family and friends, and empathize with the mental and physical health of all women 

(Phillips xxiv).  Moreover, Womanism aims to “raise the black woman to the level not just of 

black men, but of white men and white women, too-to the level of any of God’s people, whether 

of the black, the white, or any other race” (Overbea 22).  Ultimately, any person willing to tackle 

social ills beginning from the standpoint of black females can claim the Womanist appellation.    

Commonweal (community well-being) is the fourth goal of Womanist thinkers.  What is 

unique about Womanism is its claim that community healing begins with the black woman or 

woman of color, continues with other oppressed people, and extends to all humanity and living 

kind, including plants and animals.  Thus, it recognizes the interconnectedness between all living 

beings and the role of women of color in reconciling the relationship between humans, the 

environment, and the spirit.  A final focus of Womanist theory is spirituality—the recognition 

and acknowledgement of a spiritual realm that connects all living kind—humans, plants, animals 

and the material—with the transcendental.  It ultimately proposes spirituality as a means of 

promoting community healing and well-being through access to the knowledge, wisdom, and 

practices of the ancestors and ancestral spirits.   

While Womanism’s influence has impacted a number of academic fields including 

Education, History, Literature, and Religion (Phillips 2006), the ideology has its critics.  In fact, 

it is Walker’s initial definitions of Womanism that have created controversy.  For example, the 

theory has been criticized for its obvious alignment with black feminism by defining a Womanist 

as “A Black Feminist or feminist of color” (qtd. in Phillips 19).  By extension, Womanism’s 

critics contend that the theory aligns itself with mainstream feminism as well.  Consequently, 

Womanism appears ahistorical to the experiences of Africana women due to its origins in white 

Eurocentric theories.  Moreover, Hudson-Weems maintains that in aligning itself with feminism 

and black feminism Womanism privileges gender issues over those of race while key issues for 

people of afro-descent begin as “racism, with classism intertwined within” (AWLT 30).  

Ultimately, while Womanism adopts the grand aim of healing all living kind through its desire to 

begin with black women’s experiences, by claiming a relationship with black feminism and 

feminism, Womanism continues to silence the very women it seeks to represent by situating 

questions of race beneath those of gender.   

A second critique of Womanism is that the theory defines itself as non-separatist and 

universal yet adopts an air of superiority by solely addressing the experiences of women of color 
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(Collins 2001).  Because Walker defines Womanists as black feminists and feminists of color, 

critics of the theory assert that she sets up a contrast between white and black women that 

excludes white women from its ranks, thus taking up an air of moral superiority.  Collins 

proposes that such perceived air of superiority over white women stems from a nationalist belief 

that blacks are morally superior to whites due to their history of suffering (“What’s in a Name?” 

10). Walker’s definitions at minimum unfairly create a generalized and inverted hierarchy in 

which black women—as mothers, surrogates, and heads of households—are placed above white 

women who occupy their space as dolls on the pedestal of ideal womanhood.  Whether 

intentional or not, Womanism’s race-based binary portraits of black and white women as 

mature/immature, respectively, hinder progress toward the solidarity and wholeness that the 

theory espouses.    

Walker’s Womanism essentializes the voices of black women.  Charles (1997) asserts 

that although Womanism aims to voice black women’s standpoint, it does not fully consider the 

diverse histories, experiences, and culture of women of African descent (Charles 362).  Indeed 

while Womanism has become a global theory in the United States and Africa, Charles indicates 

that it has made sparse impact as a literary theory for black women in Great Britain, and cultural 

reference points between women in the United States and Great Britain (Charles 363).  The 

nomenclature “Womanism” provides an effective illustration of the difficulties that arise even 

when the common language is English.  For example, according to Walker, the term “Womanist” 

arises from a “black folk saying that mothers express to female children when they attempt to act 

older than their biological age, ‘You acting womanish,’ i.e., like a woman” (qtd. in Phillips 191). 

While this definition might be perfectly understandable in exchanges between African-American 

mothers and daughters, it is unlikely that the terminology signifies the same meaning across the 

African diaspora.  Charles suggests that this definition attempts “to cater for a stylized, 

individual, all-encompassing woman” when no such woman exists (qtd. in Phillips 364). 

Consequently, although Walker equates Womanism with black feminism (cited in Phillips 191), 

she ignores a key principle of black feminist thought, the recognition of the variety of black 

women’s experiences.  This includes, of course, diverse understandings of black women’s 

languages. If one adopts Walker’s definition of “Womanist,” then her theory becomes solely 

applicable to the African-American female experience.  Yet just as critics of feminism contest its 

failure to specify the experiences of women according to race so too can Womanism be critiqued 
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for its creation of the stereotypical and misleading image that all black women share the same 

lives and concerns.  As a result, the specificities of black women across the African diaspora 

remain unaddressed.   

 Walker’s definition also assumes an all-encompassing cultural affinity with women 

across the diaspora when, in fact, cultural differences do exist from the local to the global levels.  

Again, one can utilize Walker’s definition to point out the essentializing nature of Womanism.  

According to Walker, a Womanist enjoys music, “Loves dance. Loves the moon. Loves the 

spirit. Loves love and food and roundness. Loves struggle.  Loves the Folk. Loves herself. 

Regardless” (qtd. in Phillips 19).  Certainly Walker’s definition is a utopian portrayal of what the 

Womanist should be.  However, the reality is that not every black woman across the African 

diaspora enjoys dance, nature, and religion.  In addition, the appreciation for the “roundness” that 

comes from the love of food and cooking might be characteristic of many females of the African 

diaspora.  However, it is unlikely that black womanhood makes these characteristics 

automatically applicable to all women of afro-descent.  Just as language differs so too does 

culture. This point becomes especially important for constructing Womanist pretensions to 

global respectability as a theoretical perspective since a framework for black women must both 

examine and take into account differing local, national, and global experiences as a means of 

analyzing the totality of black females’ lives.  Thus by creating a singular black female life 

experience or cultural preference, Womanism does not arrive at a common language to discuss 

the varied experiences and preferences that arise as Africana women.  As a consequence, the 

theory does not recognize or respect local, national, and regional differences in language and 

culture.  

 Feminism privileges gender and seeks powersharing between males and females. Black 

feminism in contrast prefers to consider the simultaneous impact of racism, class, and sexism on 

the lives of black women.  Collins (2000) defines these concomitant effects as the “intersecting 

systems of oppression that both shape and are shaped by the experiences of Black women” (299).  

Africana Womanism acknowledges a shared ideological consensus with black feminism 

regarding issues such as black women’s collective representation, black relationships, and the 

importance of motherhood (AWLT 29).  However, Hudson-Weems asserts that its principle 

differences lie in the prioritization of race over other factors like sex, gender, class, ethnicity or 

nation (AWLT 29).  She argues that race, class, and gender must be prioritized since poverty, 
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high unemployment, lack of education, and health disparities that affect the entire Africana 

community—males and female, young and elderly—emerge as consequences of racial 

oppression.  Moreover, while other oppressions (eg., class, gender, sexuality) are worthy of 

address, it is the layering of racial oppression onto class, gender, and sexual oppressions that 

complicate problems for black women.  Indeed, Hudson-Weems poses this prioritization as a 

requirement for ensuring the commonweal of all mankind.  According to Hudson-Weems, “as 

the problems of race, and then class are the key societal issues for people of color, they must be 

resolved first if there is any hope for human survival” (AWLT 31).  Thus, by first examining the 

impact of race in the lives of black women, Africana Womanism acknowledges race as a factor 

that crosses gender, class, sexual, and ethnic boundaries to complicate each of these forms of 

oppression.  Moreover, it empowers black women as front line agents in the fight for the 

Africana community and all mankind.  

Africana Womanism 

Africana Womanism presents eighteen characteristics that purport to authentically render 

the Africana female experience in culture and literature (AWLT 20).  In their 2006 article 

“Revisiting ‘What's in a Name?’ Exploring the Contours of Africana Womanist Thought”, 

Alexander-Floyd and Simien systematize the eighteen tenets into three groupings—Agency, 

Attributes, and Alliances.  These groupings depict the methods that Africana Womanists employ 

to describe their experiences, defining themselves and their partnerships on their own terms (69).  

This study expands upon their categories by reconsidering the relationship between the tenets of 

each category and the way in which they address challenges to Afro-Brazilian females’ visibility 

in society and in literature.  The first two tenets, self-definer and self-namer explore Africana 

female identity.  Consequently, they are located in a grouping delineated as Identity.  They 

address questions such as “Who is the Africana Womanist and how do self-defining and self-

naming reclaim Afro-Brazilian females’ lives from invisibility?”  The second grouping of 

Africana Womanist characteristics—Comportment—queries the personality traits and actions 

that facilitate Afro-Brazilian Africana Womanists’ visibility and labors on behalf of the Africana 

community.  These Africana Womanist traits include Strength, Respected and Recognized, 

Adaptable, Ambitious, Respectful of Elders, Spirituality, Mothering and Nurturing, Whole and 

Authentic.  A final archive of Africana Womanist characteristics scrutinizes the Africana 
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Womanists’ personal network of allies in the struggle for visibility and liberation of the Africana 

community.  It asks “With whom does the Africana Womanist collaborate as she attempts to 

emerge from externally imposed definitions of her black female identity and value?”  Moreover, 

it queries the way in which these groups co-act to ensure the survival of the entire Africana 

community.  Family-centered, in concert with males, Male-compatible, and Genuine Sisterhood 

constitute the members of this grouping, denominated as Africana Womanist Networks.   

 The Africana Womanist reclaims her identity through the processes of self-naming and 

self-defining (AWRO 55-8).  Africana Womanism requires that women of the African diaspora 

create their own identities based on their cultural connections to Africa (AWRO 55).  According 

to African-American scholar and black feminist Barbara Christian, it is through what African 

cosmology has designated as Nommo—the “correct naming of a thing” —that it comes into 

existence” (Black Feminist Criticism: Perspectives on Black Women Writers1985 157-8).  Thus, 

in order to create existences that reflect their lives women of the African diaspora and their 

communities must become self-namers and self-definers.  

 Historically, Brazil’s afrodescendant women, like their African-American counterparts, 

became recipients of an externally-imposed identity based on European cultural ties.  

Consequently, they willingly or unwillingly adopted the roles connecting the identities they 

received.  The Colonial-era practice of un-naming black female slaves provides an example of 

the process by which those women acquired new identities in the New World.  Women of afro-

descent found their African names replaced with agnomen belonging to members of the 

dominant white culture in Brazil.  For instance, “Hogoo,” “Awaa,” and “Woloma,” given names 

of those females that embarked on Portuguese and Brazilian slave ships near Guinea Bissau and 

Cameroons River, became “Maria,” “Teresa,” and “Jose” upon their disembarkation on 

American shores.16  Thus, not only did African females lose physical contact with homeland, 

family, and community connections, but Brazilian slave owners eliminated their African names 

and replaced them with those more familiar to Brazilian language and culture.  This renaming 

undermined black females’ cultural identity and transferred the power to define their existence as 

“African” women from themselves to their captors.  No longer was their existence as African 

mothers, sisters, and companions valued.  Instead, in the eyes of their captors, black female 

slaves received identities that proscribed them as chattel.  As such, their captors defined them 

based upon their economic needs as mães pretas and mulatas. Afrodescendant women in Brazil 
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also replicated these identities in the New World into and throughout the twentieth century, 

cementing their status as invisible presences in their own country.  

 This study proposes the application of Africana Womanism to Afro-Brazilian female 

writing as a means of analyzing the process through which self-naming confers identity upon 

black women in Brazil.  According to Hudson-Weems “the proper naming of a thing gives it 

essence” (AWLT 18).  Thus, as Africana women name themselves according to their history and 

culture, they reveal the truths of their own existence.  The self-naming process holds the potential 

to empower Africana women as they become agents of their own identification.  Moreover, it 

reminds them that they have always possessed identities as human beings despite hegemonic 

discourses that asserted the contrary.  Indeed Hudson-Weems notes that an enslaved black 

woman understood that “regardless of how the dominant culture viewed her, her 

“humanness…contradicted their naming of her” (AWRO 57).  Africana Womanism endorses self-

naming as a vital step in the process of the recovering of black females’ identity.  It is in self-

naming that they become agents, defining themselves not by the standards of dominant culture, 

but out of what Hudson-Weems notes as the “authenticity of their own activity”.  Black female 

self-namers find their identity through their daily experiences (AWRO 56).   

Do Afro-Brazilian female experiences fit within the realm of Africana Womanism?  Does 

contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writing indicate reclamation of identity through their 

cultural connections to Africa?  While it has yet to uncover Afro-Brazilian women who name 

their liberatory efforts “Africana Womanism,” this study proposes that an assay of contemporary 

black female writing will confirm that afrodescendant women in Brazil emerge from obscurity as 

they assert their African-based cultural connections.  Accordingly then, the term Africana 

Womanism can provide an appropriate label for those Afro-Brazilian writers who utilize their 

writing as a method of re/establishing black females’ identity through their cultural and historical 

connections to Africa.    

Self-definer comprises a second element of Africana Womanist Identity.  The self-namer 

proclaims “I am who I say I am.” while the self-definer declares in her own voice “This is the 

reality of my daily existence.”  The opportunity to speak the truth of one’s existence is especially 

important for women of afro-descent since, as members of multiply oppressed groups, many 

have lived existences defined by others.   

Black females who experienced colonialist rule or inherited the colonialist legacy have 
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been defined by a dominant white class whose interests lay principally in economic gain.  For 

example, beginning with the colonial period as white women in the United States and Brazil 

operated mainly within the domestic spheres, African women in the United States and Brazil 

worked both inside and outside of laboral paradigms commonly understood as “women’s work.” 

The eighteenth-century public market in Charleston, South Carolina became notorious for the 

number of black slaves that went to market and for the fact that the majority of merchants during 

this period were black women.  Indeed, in 1778 at least one individual “counted in the market 

and different corners of this town, sixty-four negro wenches selling cakes, nuts and so forth” 

(qtd. in Olwell 98).  Similarly, in colonial Goiás, Brazil, black women performed services apart 

from those of domestic chores.  Urban African female slaves were self-employed as cooks and 

liquor traders, often becoming wealthy and buying their freedom through their trade with gold 

miners.17  These women represented the exceptions to the rule, however.  The majority of 

women in both societies confronted lives of social marginalization and economic hardship as 

domestics and agricultural laborers well into the twentieth century.  Their existence as black 

females thus relegated them to the few sources of steady work they could find as domestic help 

and sharecropping laborers.  Africana Womanist theory is appropriate for examining Afro-

Brazilian experiences in literature because it identifies those female characters of afro-descent 

who “define her [their] own reality” despite the reality created by external forces (AWRO 57).   

 Femaleness too often created the conditions of black women’s lives.  Both the United 

States and Brazil were governed by an ideology of patriarchalism in which males protected and 

ruled the home while they also acted on behalf of women outside of its confines.  Ironically, the 

same patriarchal ideology that protected white female bodies gave no such refuge to black 

females.  Black men emulated white patriarchy; thus, they too determined the experiences for a 

majority of black women from slavery through the twentieth century.   

Men in the North American and Brazilian colonial periods demarcated black females’ 

reality by controlling black female bodies through the imposition of labor, violence, or sex. 

Consequently, physical abuse of their labor and bodies marked their existence.  The Brazilian 

example of slavery highlights the consequences of skin color and patriarchy on the reality of 

black female lives.  In point of fact, their dual existence as black and female relegated them to 

the status of both laborer and sexual object.  While male slaves performed agricultural and 

mining tasks, female slaves also labored, mainly performing agricultural and domestic tasks in 
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the homes of white plantation owners.   In addition, the black female slaves’ bodies were also 

considered “property”- at the disposal of white male desire.  Consequently, coerced sexual 

liaisons with white males became an unspoken job requirement for many black women.  As the 

dehumanization of the African female as slave labor and sexual object combined with patriarchal 

beliefs that viewed males as superior to females, African females—who bore blame both for 

their circumstances of birth and for their alleged moral “laxity”—simultaneously became victim 

and sexual vixen, assigned to the lowest levels of the Brazilian social hierarchy. 

Even into the late twentieth century, Afro-Brazilian males attempted to control black 

women’s bodies based on racial appeals, as black patriarchal attitudes towards females often 

worked against black female interests.  For example, during the 1970s the black community, in 

its concern that forced sterilization of black women was a part of a genocidal conspiracy, 

encouraged black women to procreate as a method of ensuring the survival of the Afro-Brazilian 

community.  Thus, while black women sought economic autonomy, black male leadership 

proposed increasing their reproductive capacity.  While late twentieth century black males no 

longer enslaved black women, their attempts to utilize black females’ bodies for political means 

created a reality of economic misery for Afro-Brazilian women.   

 Africana Womanism asserts black females’ right to create a reality of their own choosing.  

Hudson-Weems succinctly describes self-defining Africana Womanists as females whose 

principle objective remains that of formulating “their own criteria for assessing their realities, 

both in thought and in action” (AWRO 50).  Moreover, they eschew allegiances with dominant 

ideas about race and gender that attempt to define a singular black female viewpoint.  The self-

defining Africana Womanist serves as agent in the creation and narration of her own experiences 

and activities, despite the fact that dominant classes have frequently claimed their own right to 

describe them for her.  Thus, Africana Womanism allows for diversity of experiences, 

viewpoints, and practices, all equally valid according to the specificities extant in women’s lives.  

How do self-defining and self-naming proffer visibility to women of afro-descent? 

Africana Womanism begins with the assumption that black females across the diaspora share 

similar life experiences.  Their shared experiences include a common history of race, class, and 

gender oppressions under which a dominant group of white and black males as well as white 

females has both defined them inaccurately and created a reality based on stereotypical images of 

black womanhood.  Accordingly, as Vinyard’s foreward to Africana Womanism: Recovering 
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Ourselves (1993) declares:  “… the globalization of Africana womanism is a giant step toward 

obliterating stereotypes forced upon Black women and replacing them with paradigms for self-

identification and self-definition” (AWRO xii).  Through self-defining and self-naming, Africana 

Womanist theory and literature removes women of afro-descent from the realms of fantasy and 

stereotype, revealing the multiple realities and experiences of women of afro-descent and 

positioning the challenges of these women as a global struggle to address common issues facing 

communities of the African diaspora.  

Africana Womanism promotes self-naming as the first step to breathing life into black 

female identities created solely by black women.  In truth, in order to accurately reflect life 

experiences, beliefs, and practices, this identity should be based upon “the authenticity of her 

activity, not that of another culture” (AWRO 56).  In the process of naming themselves, Afro-

Brazilian women cast off prevailing descriptions of black female existence solely as mães pretas 

and mulatas.  Moreover, Afro-Brazilian writers’ appropriation of Africana Womanism enables 

them to inform readers of the diversity of black female identities and voices.  

Likewise, self-definition illuminates the humanity of black females as it explores the 

diversity of black females’ experiences—the negative and the positive.  Applying Africana 

Womanism to the Afro-Brazilian female context provides a germane framework for approaching 

afrodescendant women’s identity and life experiences through the literature of its contemporary 

Afro-Brazilian female writers.  Ultimately, a literature based upon African cultural identity holds 

possibilities of revealing black women’s historical, imagined, and utopian realities.  

 The pursuit of wholeness and authenticity for Africana women guides Africana 

Womanists.  It is the task of Africana Womanist literary criticism to elucidate their methods for 

securing these goals in contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writing. Africana Womanists pursue 

authentic lives marked by connectedness to family, career and community (AWRO 69).  

Moreover, they participate in activities that reward them with respect and recognition. Whole 

and authentic Africana Womanists conduct their lives in accordance with the standards of their 

cultural heritage; consequently, their comportment reflects their personal beliefs.  Thus while 

Africana Womanism examines the connections between all females of the Africana diaspora, the 

ideology can be tailored to examine the cultural framework specific to Afro-Brazilian females’ 

collective experiences of wholeness and authenticity.  While an Africana Womanist tenet such as 

spirituality might be an attribute common to Africana women in Brazil and the United States, 
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Africana Womanism allows differing approaches to examining spiritual beliefs and practices as a 

means of revealing the authentic experiences of spirituality in each context.  This study, then, 

analyzes Afro-Brazilian female writing in the context of those Africana practices and beliefs that 

directly lead to wholeness and authenticity in the lives of afrodescendant women in Brazil.  

The character traits of Africana Womanists equip them in their pursuit of wholeness and 

authenticity.  Both physically and emotionally strong, they pursue ambitious goals and are 

flexible in implementing their objectives.  Africana Womanists locate black women’s physical 

and emotional strength in their quest to ensure their own safety as well as the survival of their 

families.  Again, reviewing black women’s work in colonial Brazil provides a portrait of strong 

Africana women who physically labored alongside Africana males, while also caring for their 

biological families and serving as surrogate mothers for the families for whom they worked 

(Caldwell 2007 53).  Moreover, they exhibited great emotional strength, understanding that 

chattel slavery made them, their children, partners, and fellow slaves subject to sale or relocation 

at any time (Graham 2002 40).  Africana Womanist theory applied to Afro-Brazilian female 

writing attempts to reveal contemporary portraits that underscore examples of black females’ 

physical and emotional strength as well as afrodescendant women’s fortitude in securing the 

survival of the Africana family.    

 Africana Womanism insists that Africana women are both ambitious and adaptable in 

their objectives.  They are resourceful and self-reliant, “creating ways to realize … goals and 

objectives in life” where no apparent avenues for success exist (AWRO 71).  The Colonial Period 

proved Africana women particularly adaptable in gaining their liberation.  For instance, in the 

nineteenth century State of Goiás, black female slaves travelled with their owners to frontier 

mining towns.  They intermingled with males, purchasing their liberty through their own 

physical labor.  Furthermore, their adaptability assisted them in gaining their freedom through 

avenues such as biological relationships, special affection, or fealty to their owners (Graham 

1992).  Afro-Brazilian women’s adaptability proved a necessary tool for nourishing goals such as 

the struggle to liberate their families from enslavement (AWRO 71).  Africana Womanist theory 

then is an appropriate approach for scrutinizing literary depictions of contemporary Afro-

Brazilian women who employ adaptability as a resource for attending to their needs as well as 

those of their families and the Afro-Brazilian community. 

Respect and recognition for black females’ humanity are prized characteristics of 
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Africana Womanism (AWRO 68).  Hudson-Weems indicates that when black women fail to 

demand respect and recognition, lack of positive self-image as well as lack of self-esteem and 

self-worth ensue.  Lack of external and internal validation often leads Africana women to accept 

disrespectful behavior and abuse from others, including their male partners (68).  

Failure to recognize the diversity of Afro-Brazilian female experiences apart from images 

and societal roles assigned by the white elite have situated black females behind a collection of 

stereotypes that obscure her life’s challenges and accomplishments.  Moreover, such lack of 

respect and recognition have translated into physical and emotional abuse, as well as a lack of 

educational and employment opportunities.  Reports on the status of Afro-Brazilian women 

consistently report that they are still marginalized both socially and economically (Davis, 1999; 

Nascimento and Larkin Nascimento, 2000).  This marginalization translates into a low quality of 

life, marked with the daily reality of low-paying jobs, lower rates of educational attainment, high 

rates of unaddressed health concerns, and discrimination (Nascimento and Larkin Nascimento, 

2000; Morrison, 2003; Beato, 2004).  Consequently, Africana Womanism’s examination of the 

relationship between black female characters’ feelings of self-worth and acceptance of 

disrespectful treatment provides a useful means for approaching black females’ need or desire to 

search for identity in Brazil.  Finally, Africana Womanism promotes respect as an avenue for 

promoting self-esteem, self-worth, and positive relationships among afrodescendant women, 

their families, and acquaintances.  Likewise it provides contemporary black female writers with 

opportunities to illuminate Afro-Brazilian women’s humanity by creating characters whose lives 

span the range of human physiognomy, emotion, and activity in Brazil.   

African Womanist analysis of contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writers potentially 

indicates their writing as sites for understanding the ways in which Afro-Brazilian females 

demand and garner respect of their ethnicity and race, gender and humanity.  Their literature first 

acknowledges as valuable the Africana female existence, then rejects the slave-era valuations of 

the black female body as expendable vessels.  Moreover, such literature recognizes the black 

female body as equal in value to its male and female counterparts, both black and white.  When 

applied to Afro-Brazilian female literature, Africana Womanist theory conceivably reveals Afro-

Brazilian female characters as women, as black, as human, as individuals whose bodies belong 

wholly to themselves.  Contemporary Afro-Brazilian women’s writing as viewed through an 

Africana Womanist lens illustrates the possibilities of black female existence in which emotional 
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and physical abuse become untenable.  Finally, the perspective explores the literature as a means 

of approximating the relationship between Afro-Brazilian females’ feelings of self-respect and 

self-worth as a step in their collective effort to achieve visibility and wholeness.   

 Africana Womanism recognizes the vital role of women as mothers and nurturers (AWRO 

72).  Their dual roles as mothers and nurturers begin with their own children and extend to all 

mankind.  They love and nurture biological relatives as well as members of their extended 

family.  Africana Womanists recognize that their individual commitment to family is a method 

of ensuring the survival of Africana families.  Thus Africana Womanism will be manifest in 

Afro-Brazilian feminine literature, providing numerous depictions of mothers and nurturers in 

contemporary African-Brazilian female life.   

The all-encompassing mother role is historically linked to the Colonial period when Afro-

Brazilian and African-American females served both as mothers as well as voluntary and 

coerced surrogate mothers.  They were mothers to their own children as well as voluntary 

surrogate mothers to black children separated from their parents.  Moreover, they were coerced 

surrogates to white families that required the services of nursemaids and domestic workers 

(Williams 60).  Mixed-race women in particular, were the mucamas [“domestics”], mães pretas 

[“Mammys”] and amas de leite [“Wet nurses’] who reared children and cared for the household. 

Africana Womanist theory can provide a useful method of illuminating Afro-Brazilian females’ 

socio-economic experiences as mothers of their own families and “othermothers” of the 

Brazilian nation.  

A final archive of Africana Womanist characteristics scrutinizes the Africana Womanist’s 

personal network of allies in the struggle for visibility and liberation of the Africana community.  

It asks “With whom does the Africana Womanist collaborate as she attempts to emerge from 

externally-imposed definitions of her identity and value?”  Moreover, it interrogates black 

women’s collaboration with Africanans as a means of ensuring the survival of the entire Africana 

community.  As Hudson-Weems counsels, “If our real goal in life is to be achieved—that is, the 

survival of our entire race as a primary concern for Africana women—it will have to come from 

Africana men and women working together” (31).  Family-centered, in concert with males, 

Male-compatible, and Genuine Sisterhood constitute the members of this grouping, denominated 

as Africana Womanist Networks.   

The notion that the survival of people of the African diaspora rests in their hands 
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becomes problematic for those who believe that Hudson-Weems is suggesting that only black 

people can solve the problems of the black community.  This understanding of Africana 

Womanist networks presents a portrait of an insular black community that rejects perspectives 

that emerge outside of its boundaries.  Instead, Africana Womanist networks emerge in reponse 

to black female concerns.  In turn, black women work together with all groups that work on their 

behalf to ameliorate the circumstances of black women and black communities.  

 The Africana Womanist understands that her journey to wholeness and authenticity is not 

hers alone.  If she is to redefine herself and her value within and outside of the Africana 

community, she must build a coalition of allies.  Members of Africana womanists’ Network 

incorporate those individuals who also share a stake in the survival of the Africana community.  

Consequently, the Africana Womanist Network includes her family, her male partners, friends, 

and colleagues, as well as other female friends.  Each section of the Network provides an 

advantage that both propels her on the ultimate journey to wholeness and authenticity and 

sustains the Africana community.  Africana Womanism applied to contemporary black female 

writing in Brazil can illustrate afrodescendant women’s application of personal connections as an 

avenue for individual wholeness and community wellness.   

 The Africana Womanist centers her attentions on the concerns of her entire family rather 

than her individual preoccupations (AWRO 58).  Her familial concern is rooted in the African 

concept of communalism and holism.  Hudson-Weems cites a 1992 conference paper in which 

“Zulu Solofa indicates community effort as the mechanism that propels goals in African society. 

Doubtlessly, Solofa defines the ‘principle of relatedness’ … as ‘the sine qua non of African 

reality’” (58).  Africana Womanism adopts the notion of communalism as a means of liberating 

all oppressed peoples since cooperative efforts employ the ideas and labor of its participants 

toward a common goal.  When applied to the Afro-Brazilian context, Africana Womanism 

examines afrodescendant women’s status and role in their families.  Most importantly, it 

investigates their efforts to emotionally and physically nurture and sustain their families.   

Hudson-Weems asserts that Africana Womanists seek mutually supportive relationships 

between Africana females and males (AWRO 66).  These relationships constitute an essential part 

of the Africana Womanist panoply of characteristics, both emotionally and biologically, since 

men and women provide support, comfort, and encouragement for each other, and their coupling 

provides a biological method of perpetuating the species.  Furthermore, Africana Womanism 
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promotes healthy relationships between Africana males and females.  While Hudson-Weems’s 

Africana Womanism:  Reclaiming Ourselves refers principally to relationships between Africana 

males and females, the idea that Africana women must form positive relationships with black 

males can also be extended to their partnerships with non-Africana males with whom they must 

interact in their everyday circumstances.  Examining relationships between Afro-Brazilian 

women and their afrodescendant and non-afrodescendant partners is requisite, due to liberal 

intermingling and miscegenation in Brazil, as well as the fact that those in power might not be of 

afro-descent.  Thus, this study looks at Afro-Brazilian females’ attempts to realize the dream of 

“racial democracy” as they address the “question of the black woman” in concert with all sectors 

of Brazilian society and, in particular, with the Africana community.      

Africana Womanists welcome males Africana males as partners in the battle to liberate 

all oppressed peoples.  In fact, they reject the concept of separating themselves physically or 

emotionally from males.  Instead, they view their cooperation as a part of a joint struggle “that 

has often been the glue that has held them [Africana females and males] together and enabled 

them to survive in a particularly hostile and racist society” (AWRO 61).  Africana Womanism 

proposes cooperation between Africana females and their male allies as an avenue for breaching 

the gap between black men and women and ameliorating the social ills of Africana people across 

the globe (63).  Consequently, Africana Womanism suggests that a key to eliminating all 

oppressions lies in the sustenance of emotional and physical partnerships between Africana 

women and men.  This study, while exploring male and female partnerships in contemporary 

Afro-Brazilian female writing, queries the emphasis that contemporary Afro-Brazilian female 

writers place on the Afro-Brazilian male’s role in perpetuating racial and gender oppression of 

black women through negative imaging, patriarchal attitudes, and discrimination against 

Africana women in Brazil.   

Africana women count among their most loyal allies other Africana women with whom 

they share a bond of genuine sisterhood.  Africana Womanism refers to a non-sexual bond 

between females that are not biologically related.  For the Africana Womanist, sisterly bonds 

based on the shared experiences of black women are characterized as offering reciprocal 

emotional support and responsibility (AWRO 65).  Genuine sisters form an invaluable 

community of black women who “share their true feelings, their hopes, and their dreams” (65).  

Ultimately, the emotional bond between black women provides the foundation for a stalwart 
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support system during those challenging occasions when it is not possible to turn to family 

members or partners for comfort or advice.  Relationships of genuine sisterhood assist Africana 

women in establishing and maintaining an authentic identity; common experiences of oppression 

often create avenues for sharing emotions, opinions, and even criticism since according to 

Hudson-Weems, these expressions emanate from sisterly love and concern (65).  While African-

American literature supports her assertion, can the idea of Genuine Sisterhood function as a 

conduit for mutual support and identity formation be extended to the Afro-Brazilian female 

context?  While an analysis of Genuine Sisterhood lies outside of the scope of this research 

future literary analyses hold the potential to reveal the ways in which female literary figures 

bond in mutual support of each other as they address tripartite oppressions of race, gender, and 

class.   

In conclusion, Africana women act in concert with family and friends with the knowledge 

that, alone, they are incapable of facilely addressing their individual needs and goals.  They 

partner with a number of allies in their journey to wholeness and authenticity.  Africana 

Womanists are mothers and nurturers who view the family as the center of their efforts. 

Furthermore, while black males often hold a patriarchal stance toward black women, Africana 

Womanists nonetheless look to males as allies in the struggle for liberation from oppression, due 

to their shared history of racist oppression and mutual goals of eliminating racism and improving 

the lot of all members of the black community and humankind.  Finally, Africana Womanists 

seek emotional support in networks of genuine sisterhood in which Africana women share their 

beliefs and feelings in a context of sisterly love, which understands their feelings and supports 

their steps toward personal and community liberation.   

Can Africana Womanism accurately reflect the reality of Afro-Brazilian women?  This 

study proposes that as a diasporic perspective, the application of Africana Womanist precepts to 

Afro-Brazilian female writing provides a common framework for analyzing black women’s 

experiences in Brazil.  Moreover, approaching black women’s experiences and practices in a 

diasporic perspective can illuminate the commonalities and distinctions between experiences of 

marginalization, discrimination, and invisibility in the lives of Afro-Brazilian women and their 

female counterparts of the African diaspora.  As Collins asserts, “women of color are globally 

dispersed, yet the issues we face may be similar” (Black Feminist Thought 33).  Finally, a 

perusal of Afro-Brazilian female writing offers insight into their methods of contesting dominant 
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racial discourses that have continued to devalue black female humanity and translated to a reality 

of poverty, lack of education, as well as physical and sexual victimization.  Ultimately, the 

grounding of afrodescendant female experiences with those of other women of the African 

diaspora promises solutions to their intersecting oppressions.  

In “The Groundings with my Sisters: Toward a Black Diasporic Feminist Agenda in the 

Americas” Perry-Khan defines a culturally grounded African diaspora in which black females 

sharing a common geographical heritage and migration transfer to a new location in which they 

exist and struggle as outsider and insider (2009 3).18  According to Perry-Khan, blacks rooted 

culturally within the diaspora ‘both feel at home’ and struggle for inclusion within their various 

communities.  Certainly this definition of diaspora connects African-American and Afro-

Brazilian women, as members of each community share a common geographical and cultural 

heritage that, to a large extent, has created similar outcomes in the respective countries.  Indeed, 

while African-American and Afro-Brazilian women live in different countries, holding different 

socio-economic circumstances and political stances, both groups of women share commonalities 

that have led to their status as an “invisible presence” in their respective locations.  Both share a 

legacy of slavery in which their oppressors defined black womanhood in opposing stereotypes of 

Mammy and Jezebel, mãe preta and mulata.  These stereotypical images of black women in the 

two countries judged their moral character, justified their unequal treatment, and maintained their 

low socio-economic and political status.  The devaluation of their character and humanity 

subsequently removed them from the collective memories and histories of their countries.  

However, it is the geographic, historic, cultural, and psychological commonalities of diaspora 

that also unite African-American and Afro-Brazilian literary analysis of black women’s 

experiences.   

Black women in Brazil and the United States have long contended in battles to emerge 

from the shadows of obscurity in their respective countries.  In truth, much like African-

American females, afrodescendant females in Brazil have also found themselves “often fulfilling 

multiple roles of mother, lover, provider, encourager, nourisher … fragmented in an effort to 

assert her [their] individuality in the midst of social conventions and racial stereo-types” (Afolabi 

117).  This study asserts that Africana Womanism can provide an effective method of analysis 

for examining Afro-Brazilian female experiences through its literature since, as an ideology 

“created and designed for all women of African descent” (AWRO 24), Africana Womanism’s 
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eighteen characteristics have the potential to illustrate the fact that Afro-Brazilian females 

employ their literature to address the intersection of race, class and gender in the lives of Afro-

Brazilian women.  Ultimately, as Deus proposes in “Para que serve o racismo e o machismo?” 

(1983), these writers employ their work as “um veículo para a transformação das condições de 

vida de seu povo negro” [a vehicle for the transformation of black people’s life conditions] 

(173).   

Finally, the study principally applies Hudson-Weems’s Africana Womanist 

characteristics of self-definer and self-namer to the study of the literature of Brazil’s 

contemporary black female writers Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo.  Moreover, it examines Afro-

Brazilian women’s identity, as well their personal industry and use of their networks as a means 

of making their lives meaningful, complete, and authentic.  Finally, this research explores the use 

of Africana Womanist principles as a means of contest and method of examining Afro-Brazilian 

women’s endeavors to ameliorate their socio-economic and political plight through their identity, 

comportment and networks with the family and community with whom they interact. 
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NOTES 

                                                 
1 Women of afro-descent such as Antonieta de Barros (1901) and Maria Brandão dos Reis (1900-1974) sparsely 
participated in national politics during the early and mid-twentieth century.  Even then they partnered with feminist 
groups and political organizations.  For a detailed account of twentieth century black female activism in Brazil, see 
Schuma et al “No Mundo da Política: Do Sufrágio à Tribuna” in Mulheres Negras do Brasil (2006).   
 
2 While “a questão da mulher negra” literally refers to a singular individual in truth, Afro-Brazilians possess myriad 
experiences and concerns.  Thus, this study contends that a single Afro-Brazilian female standpoint does not exist. 
 
3 Translations from Portuguese to English are mine unless otherwise noted.  
 
4 I employ the term “invisibilized” to refer to a marginalized individual or collective entity’s state of being silenced 
by a dominant group.  This silencing or erasure of the marginalized presence and voice is formulated through 
ideology and sustained through societal institutions or physical action such as censorship and violence.  The concept 
is adapted from Athussser’s explication of the process by which Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs) combine with 
Repressive State Apparatuses (RSAs) to reproduce the relations of productions and forward the hegemonic agenda 
of a dominant group.  For additional information, see “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses: Notes towards 
an Investigation” (1971).    
 
5 The concept of “grounding” originates from Guyanese scholar, Walter Rodney’s “The Groundings with my 
Brothers”, a collection of academic lectures in which he proposed solidarity among all people of the African 
diaspora.  In discussing his attempts to forge common dialogue and links with black people throughout the world, 
Rodney stated that he “… was prepared to go anywhere that any group of Black people were prepared to sit down to 
talk and listen.  Because, that is Black Power, that is one of the elements, a ‘ground together’….  Now the new 
understanding is that Brothers [Sisters] must talk to each other (Rodney 1999: 78).  Rodney’s “grounding” proposed 
the strengthening of Black Power through discussion that would lead to mutual understanding and solidarity-
“grounding” between black men and women around the world.  The significance of this concept lay not only in the 
notion of creating a unified diasporic community of black people.  It was also a landmark concept in understanding 
the need for males and females to work together on behalf of the diasporic communities outside of the African 
diaspora.  Consequently the concept of “grounding” spread throughout Afro-centric studies in the United States as 
scholars such as Marable (2001) and Perry-Khan (2009) applied the concept of building solidarity among black 
women and men as well as transatlantic “grounding” among afrodescendant women in Latin America respectively.   
Africana Womanist theory, with its emphasis on self-namer and the recovery of identity for women of afro-descent, 
provides a valid framework for understanding the challenges that face women of afro-descent in Brazil and a 
springboard for comparing and addressing the challenges of all women of the African Diaspora. While the 
dissertation recognizes cultural, social, economic and political distinctions between Afro-Brazilian and African-
American women it adopts a “grounded” approach in the belief that ideas shared in literature potentially create new 
forms of redress to the common challenges of stereotyping, invisibility and identity formation. 
 
6 The MNU is the abbreviation for the Movimento Negro Unificado [United Black Movement], an umbrella civil 
rights movement in Brazil.  For additional information on the MNU, see Covin’s 2006 monograph Unified Black 
Movement in Brazil, 1978-2002. 
 
7
 Hill Collins (2000) defines othermothers as “women who assist bloodmothers by sharing mothering 
responsibilities” (192).  The practice of othermothering began in Africa and extended into slavery as black females 
adopted the responsibility for taking care of the physical and emotional needs of children that were not biologically 
related to them.  For an extended discussion of the role of othermothers in African-American communities see, 
Black Feminist Thought 192-197. 
 
8 African and Afrodescendant women such as seventeenth century African princess and warrior Aqualtune or 
nineteenth century mulatto writer Maria Firmina dos Reis (1825-1917), as well as twentieth century Candomblé 
leaders such as Mãe Stella and politicians Benedita de Silva (1943) and Luiza Bairros (1953) form a small portion of 
Afro-Brazilian women who have greatly impacted social, cultural and political segments of Brazilian society.  
However, their stories were excluded from dominant discourse and texts well into the twentieth century.  For a 
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dated, yet interesting history of Afro-Brazilian women see Rufino’s brief monograph The Black Woman Has History 
[A mulher negra tem história] 1986. An excellent recent social, cultural and political history of Brazil’s 
afrodescendant females is Schuma’s and Schumaher’s 2006 Mulheres Negras do Brasil.  
 
9 The “mulatto escape hatch” theory proposed that individuals belonging to racially-mixed backgrounds in Brazil 
enjoyed socio-economic advantages not enjoyed by individuals born to two parents of afrodescent.  Thus, the theory 
implied that being mulatto provided an “escape hatch” from the “disadvantages” of blackness such as low socio-
economic status.  However in 1971 Carl Degler (Neither Black nor White: Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and 
the United States) conducted a study that indicated mulattos in Brazil achieved no significant gains through their 
intermediate racial status.  For additional information, see Degler.  
 
10

 Several versions of the adage “White woman for marriage, mulato woman for f----, Negro woman for work” exist. 
However this study utilizes Freyre’s (1932) rendition of the phrase as noted in H. Handelmann’s 1931 version of 
History of Brazil [História do Brasil]. 
 
11 For additional information regarding the concept of black women’s “standpoint”, see Hill-Collins discussion in 
Black Feminist Thought 28-29. 
 
12 For additional information regarding Africana Womanist panels and papers presented during the 36 th Annual 
National Conference for Black Studies 2012, refer to:  http://www.ncbsonline.org/. 
 
13 Emmanuelle Oliveira, Writing Identity: The Politics of Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Literature (West Lafayette: 
Purdue University Press, 2008) 19. 
 
14 Alice Walker, “Coming Apart,” The Womanist Reader, ed. Layli Phillips (New York:  Routledge 2006, 2006) 7.  
 
15 Layli Phillips, “Alice Walker’s Womanism”, in The Womanist Reader, (New York:  Routledge 2006) 19.  
 
16 The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database maintains a listing of more than sixty- seven thousand slaves with more 
than twenty two thousand female slaves listed among its entries.  Slave names can be searched according to 
individual names, ship names and ports of embarkation and disembarkation. For additional information, see 
http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/resources/slaves.faces. 
 
17 Mary Karasch presents an interesting description of the industry of African slave and freedwomen that lived on 
the Brazilian frontier. For additional information see her chapter, “Slave Women on the Brazilian frontier in the 
Nineteenth Century” in More than Chattel:  Black Women and Slavery in the Americas, 79-96. 
 
18 Scholars offer myriad definitions of an African diaspora based on collective geographical, historical, cultural and 
even psychological identities (Brah 1996; Davies 2008; Perry-Khan 2009).  For example, Boyce-Davies proposes 
the notion of a diasporic transfer of ideas in her 2008 monograph Left of Karl Marx: The Political Life of Black 
Communist Claudia Jones (2008) that according to Perry-Khan “concerns a transnational historical and 
contemporary production of black individual and collective identities” (3).  Avtar Brah offers a different view of 
diaspora, defining it as “the processes of multi-locationality across geographical, cultural and psychic boundaries” 
(194).  However, Perry-Khan’s definition of cultural diaspora appears most applicable to this study.  

http://www.ncbsonline.org/
http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/resources/slaves.faces
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CHAPTER FOUR 

‘HERSTORY’: SELF-NAMING AND SELF-DEFINITION IN THE 

LITERATURE OF MIRIAM ALVES, ESMERALDA RIBEIRO 

AND CONCEIÇÃO EVARISTO 

 

Hudson-Weems conceptualized and formally named Africana Womanism as early as 

1989.  However, the eighteen tenets she designates as part of the Africana Womanist pantheon 

do not represent original concepts.  In fact, Africana women practiced dedication to family, 

spirituality, and flexible role-playing long before Hudson-Weems espoused those practices as 

Africana Womanist.  It is the uniting of each tenet to analyze the intersections of race and class 

upon black women’s lives that highlights Africana Womanism as an appropriate theoretical 

construct for black women across the globe.  Moreover, black female writers might not identify 

themselves as Africana Womanists, yet by engaging any or all Africana Womanism themes, such 

writers encourage reflection upon and analysis of black female experiences across the African 

diaspora.  Finally, Afro-Brazilian female literature resonates an Africana Womanist tone that 

promotes wholeness of the Africana community beginning with self-naming and self-definition 

of individual women of afro-descent.   

This chapter examines the poetry and prose of Afro-Brazilian writers Miriam Alves, 

Esmeralda Ribeiro, and Conceição Evaristo.  It specifically explores their methods of utilizing 

the Africana Womanist principle of self-namer as paramount in accurately parsing black female 

identity.  When combined with self-definer, these tenets facilitate their ability to define 

themselves and explain their experiences to others through what Alves describes as “… other 

forms and codes that reveal, uncover and communicate us [Afro-Brazilians]” through literature 

(“O Discurso Temerário” 1978).   
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The Call to Identity 

“Quero falar de “nós” porque o tempo sempre nos deixou atrás as cortinas, camuflando-

nos geralmente em serviços domésticos.”  [“I want to talk about “us” because time 

always hid us from view, through domestic service.”]     

—Esmeralda Ribeiro 

 

While participating in the First Encounter of Brazilian Black Poets and Fiction Writers 

conference (1987), writer Esmeralda Ribeiro addressed the need to examine race, class and 

gender, and invisibility as “specificities” that impacted Afro-Brazilian women.  Later published 

as “A Escritora Negra e o Seu Ato de Escrever Participando” [“The Writer and Her Act of 

Writing Participating”], Ribeiro’s essay countenanced literature as a method for highlighting 

social challenges that faced Brazilian society a mere four years after the end of mid-twentieth 

century dictatorship.  In the same presentation Ribeiro reminded conference participants that the 

days of hiding Afro-Brazilian women from public view had passed (59).  Ribeiro’s essay also 

proposed that writers reveal the totality of black female identity, expression, and life experience 

in literary roles that departed from that of domestic servant.  Her essay, along with Alves’s “O 

Discurso Temerário” (1978) placed a call for “reframing, reclaiming and redefining” Afro-

Brazilian women’s identity through literature.    

“I am who I say I am.”: Self-naming and Identity  

Self-naming is the first of two Africana Womanist methods for authentically identifying  

women of afro-descent.  It involves defining oneself on the basis of one’s self-perception, life 

experiences, and personal needs.  Self-naming also promotes a glance, look, or stare into the past 

in an effort to recover one’s historical and cultural origin.  It promotes flexibility and planning 

for the future as subjects modify their life experiences based on such reshaped identities.   

Self-naming offers the power to name oneself in one’s own voice.  The capacity to self-

name corrects hierarchical perspectives that horizontally and vertically marginalize black 

women, reflecting them both as “other than” and “less than” members of the dominant class.1  

This chapter examines the literature of Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo as writing that encourages 

self-naming and corrects misconceptions regarding women of afro-descent in Brazil.   
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Self-naming is a powerful activity for women of African descent because it looks to 

African ancestors as a source of Nommo, the creative force that transforms spoken and written 

words into existence (cited in Africana Womanism Reclaiming Ourselves 157-158).  By utilizing 

the power of Nommo, women of the African diaspora compose their authentic identity both 

through speech and the written word.  Moreover, self-naming lends credence to black women’s 

identities created both by official and unofficial means including written history, oral history, 

storytelling, songs, and myths.  Most importantly, Nommo translates experience into identity.  

This force, once spoken or written, turns words and voice into concrete experience.  

Consequently, Africana Womanists who define their own identities through the force of Nommo 

hold the potential to transform and create new realities for women of African descent.    

Self-naming assures women of afro-descent they possess an identity that empowers them 

to act on behalf of themselves as well as their communities.  It further assures them of their 

belonging to a specific location in history and in the world, establishing black women as human 

and visible, valuable, and capable of determining their own trajectory.  Once possessed of a 

secure individual identity, women of afro-descent move beyond their own identity search to 

address the challenges facing communities of afro-descent.  Finally, acts involved in defining 

one’s identity (self-naming) become political actions that reflect the entirety of their individual 

and community experience.  

“This is the reality of my existence”:  Self-defining and Identity 

 Both self-definition and self-naming are methods for creating accurate depictions of black  

female identity.  Whereas self-naming creates accurate representations of black women via their 

descriptions of themselves, self-definition describes black women’s everyday experiences in their 

own words.  Self-definition allows women of African descent to describe the forces that impact 

their lives and the ways in which those forces affect their everyday experiences.  The forces they 

reveal can be individuals or groups—such as Colonial plantation owners and their families—or 

social institutions or ideology—such as the practice of racial prejudice or the myth of “racial 

democracy.”  Self-definers narrate their own truths irrespective of “official” stories that 

previously created uninformed stories and imagined histories for black women.  Like self-

naming, the process of self-defining possesses a corrective aspect that allows the self-definer to 

look into the African past as a source for reclaiming black female history and contributing to a 
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new rendering of diasporic history.  By showing the diversity of black female experiences, self-

definers reject dominant images that depict black women in limited environments as slaves and 

servants.  It also creates the potential for new and alternative realities as women of African 

descent activate the oral and written power of Nommo.  Africana Womanist writers who practice 

self-definition pen stories whose characters experience multiple realities and life experiences.  

When it extends into the context of Afro-Brazilian women’s literature, self-definition reveals 

women of afro-descent in myriad everyday situations—at home, at work, in academe, among 

family and community.  Afro-Brazilian female writers, then, work to uncover those individuals, 

ideas, and institutions that shape the daily lives of women of afro-descent, negating one-

dimensional representations of Afro-Brazilian women in the process.  

 Ultimately, self-naming and self-definition represent different concepts in Africana 

Womanism, yet they are interconnected ideas united to create new portraits of black female 

womanhood.  Through the practices of self-defining and self-naming, women abjure externally 

rendered depictions of themselves, offering instead self-portraits of black womanhood based on 

experience.  In addition, they utilize the creative force contained in spoken and written words, 

Nommo, to make visible black women’s identity and struggles. 

 Afolabi (2009) advises that a primary goal of Afro-Brazilian writers is rescuing black 

women from the folkloric arena in which they become “absent protagonists” when their words 

and actions are imagined and misrepresented (Afro-Brazilian Cultural Production in a Cultural 

Democracy (81).  Self-definition and self-naming stand out as key requirements for analyzing 

Afro-Brazilian women in a historical context in which they have found black female identity 

misrepresented and ignored.  It is particularly apropos that Afro-Brazilian female writers 

participate in the “rescue” of Afro-Brazilian women’s images since they themselves possess 

unique access and insight to the lives of other women of African-descent.2  Alves, Ribeiro, and 

Evaristo emerge as three of the most visible Afro-Brazilian female poets and prose writers to 

address black female identity in Brazil and help black females reclaim their place within Brazil’s 

national identity through prose and poetry that addresses the intersectionality of race, class, and 

gender. 
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Miriam Alves 

  

Alves is a prolific poet whose writing illustrates self-naming.  Poems such as the writer’s 

“Estranho Indagar” and “Fusão” address the poet’s first step in self-naming—the search for 

individual identity.  In addition, Alves activates the creative power of words—Nommo—in the 

poems “Então,” “Afro-Brasileiras,” and “Compor, Decompor, Recompor” to recreate portraits of 

black womanhood.  Alves’s “Passo Praça” reaches beyond the individual to define the Afro-

Brazilian community through a rewriting of history that accesses the wisdom, beliefs, and 

practices of African ancestors.  Finally, Alves’s poetry is well-suited for Africana Womanism 

due to its application of self-naming as a form of identity formation in the lives of Afro-Brazilian 

women. 

 Miriam Alves (1952) was one of three children born to Bendita Alves, a maid who 

completed one year of formal education, and Maurício Alves, a tailor in the Casa Verde 

neighborhood in São Paulo, Brazil.  In the monograph Fourteen Female Voices from Brazil, 

Alves points out that her family valued books.  According to the author, the Alves “family 

jewels” were books stored in strongboxes in her home (Bezerra 87; Szoka 255).  Moreover, her 

parents encouraged her to read.  Alves’s mother, whom she calls “the poet that helped me find 

poetry,” entertained the poet and her siblings by reading, while her father regaled the young 

Alves with “her best present”—books from the family’s library (Bezerra 87; Alves 1983 3).  

Consequently, she learned the significance of the written word at an early age.   

Alves began to write poems at the age of ten.3  Writing and organizing her poetry 

collection remained Alves’s “secret and clandestine pleasure” for years and a source for venting 

her youthful emotions (Rowell 802).  However, the purpose of her writing changed in 1983 when 

she attended a poetry round table in which Afro-Brazilian artists and writers drummed and 

recited poetry.  This event excited her curiosity and led her to publish her works as a member of 

the Quilombhoje Literatura, a literary collective dedicated to publishing Afro-Brazilian poetry 

and short stories.  Alves’s literary contributions to the collective’s journal Cadernos Negros 

[Black Notebooks] began in 1982 and continued intermittently until 1998.  

A prolific writer since childhood, Alves has authored and co-authored a number of poetry 

collections outside of those included in the Cadernos Negros’ thirty-five publications.  In 1983 

Alves published Momentos de Busca [Moments of Seeking], a collection of poetry highlighting 
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her literary efforts from adolescence through her first publication.  Two years later (1985) she 

published Estrelas no dedo [Stars on her finger].   

Alves’s poetry and short stories have appeared in a number of anthologies since the 

1980s, including Axé: Antologia da Poesia Negra Contemporânea (1982) and A Razão da 

Chama: Antologia de Poetas Negros Brasileiros (1986).  Her introduction to the international 

literary stage began with the inclusion of her work in a 1988 bilingual Portuguese/German 

anthology Schwarze Poesie: Poesia Negra.  Nineteen ninety five proved an important year for 

Alves’s literature.  Her poems were introduced in the bilingual anthology Emfim—Nós:  

Escritoras Negras brasileiras contemporâneas/ Finally—Us:  Comtemporary Black Brazilian 

Women Writers through her collaboration with researcher Carolyn Durham.  Her writing was 

further introduced to the North American public in 1995, as Callaloo included her short story 

“Maria” and poem “Pieces of a Woman” in a special issue on Afro-Brazilian Literature.  The 

writer’s literary production has remained steady since the 1970s although the scope of her work 

continues to expand.  Alves’s most notable nonfiction includes “Reflexões Sobre a Literatura 

Afro-Brasileira” (1985) and “Discurso Temerário” (1987) while her most recent nonfiction 

includes essays and monographs concerning the first issue of Cadernos Negros: “Cadernos 

Negros 1: O Postulado de uma Trajetória,” 2001, 2002; “Cadernos Negros (número 1): Estado de 

Alerta no Fogo Cruzado,” 2002; and BrasilAfro Autorrevelado: Literatura Brasileira 

Comtemporânea (2010).   

Alves proposes “black literature” as writing defined by a specific time period, group of 

writers, theme, and purpose.  In the 2002 article “Cadernos negros (número 1):  Estado de Alerta 

no Fogo Cruzado” she classifies “literatura negra” [“black literature”] as “… the literary product 

of an entire generation of writers of the last three decades of the twentieth century” [“… o 

produto literário de toda uma generação de escritores das três últimas décadas do século 20”] 

(221).  Moreover, she asserts that contemporary Afro-Brazilian writing contests racial 

democracy as writers reveal the quotidian experiences of Afro-Brazilian lives.  She states in the 

introduction to Enfim…Nós/ Finally Us: 

It is understandable not to want to disturb these badly scarred wounds, in order 

not to hurt too much and break with the paternal, gentle, pacifistic image of the 

Brazilian who remains in an uncompromising eternal reverence and pseudo-

goodness.  But to dispel illusions doesn’t mean that feelings go away completely.  
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On the contrary, they come back in daily experiences in which explicit violence is 

cold-bloodedly practiced and covered up, such as massacres, iron chains, murders 

of children, and the denial of access that would make life more fitting for a large 

number of Black women and women.  This scene of horrors goes on to populate 

our verses and prose, demonstrating reality to be the opposite of the well-known 

paradise. (18) 

Thus as Alves suggests, black writing is a political act in which Afro-Brazilian poets and prose 

writers negate the Brazilian “racial democracy,” revealing it instead to be a nation that unequally 

treats its citizens based on skin color distinctions.     

 Afro-Brazilian writers, then, possess immense importance in the recovery of black 

identity because Afro-Brazilian writing contributes to removing centuries of Afro-Brazilian 

(female) anonymity.  According to Alves, “Black Literature—before anything else—valorizes 

the actions of the anonymous Brazilian … removing the mask of invisibility from her existence” 

(Enfim… Nós 18).  Ultimately, Alves views black writing as a means of political protest that 

rescues black identity and reveals black realities while at the same time it affirms the humanity 

of afro-descendants past, present, and future.  

 Afolabi delineates Alves as a writer who “stands out among peers as a fearless voice 

seeking equality and justice on behalf of countless voiceless women in the Afro-Brazilian 

community” (Afro-Brazilian Cultural Production in a Racial Democracy 91).  The writer 

employs her essays as a forum for expressing her concerns regarding the state of Afro-Brazilian 

women and Afro-Brazilian women writers.  In the introduction to Enfim…Nós Alves explains the 

history of black female invisibility, laments the paucity of black women writers, and cogently 

argues that Afro-Brazilian women writers lack the renown given their black male counterparts.  

In part, this is due to differing opportunities to pursue writing, males’ questioning of female 

writing competence, and social expectations that exclude black women from the literary field 

(21).  Moreover, in a 1995 Callaloo interview with Charles Rowell, Alves suggests that black 

women writers annul the recognition of black female realities and needs by defining and 

addressing their struggles within an overarching context of race that includes black male and 

female issues.  Consequently, their failure to separate black male concerns from those of black 

females ensures that the specificities of being both black and female remain unaddressed (803).  

Alves’s writing proposes a corrective to a unilateral look at black women’s lives.  Her 
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perspective urges Afro-Brazilian female writing to address the “specificity” of occupying dual 

roles of “black” and “female” in Brazil as a means of differentiating their realities from those of 

black and white men and white Brazilian women. 

Alves proposes black feminine writing as a redress to Afro-Brazilian women’s societal 

exclusion.  She asserts that black feminine writing fulfills the need to address “specificity within 

a specificity.”  In other words, black female writers bring clarity to issues of race, gender, and 

class from a perspective of black female experience.  Ultimately, while Alves is hesitant to label 

black feminine writing as such, she admits that writing by black females about black female 

experiences in Brazil “… poeticize(s) a mode of life peculiar to women” and thus gives voice 

and visibility to women who previously had few means of accurate representation in Brazilian 

society (Enfim… Nós 23).   

Alves also proposes Afro-Brazilian feminine writing as a method for restoring historical 

accuracy to black women’s identity.  She asserts that as Afro-Brazilian women writers pen 

accurate records of black female realities in Brazil, they reject the stereotypes historically 

imposed upon them by Brazilian elite that defined them as passive individuals who were merely 

chattel, mulatas, or prostitutes (Enfim…Nós 25).  In addition, Alves purports that by uncovering 

the realities of being black and female in Brazil, these writers portray afro-descendant women in 

all their circumstances, thus restoring humanity to women previously relegated to figments of the 

Brazilian imagination.   

 Despite the difficulties of being a female writer of afro-descent in Brazil, Alves continues 

to express her ideas through writing.  In a conversation with Rowell Alves responds that “... it is 

not easy” (802) to participate in a patriarchal society in which she wears the appellations of 

“woman,” “black woman,” “writer,” and “entrepreneur” (802).  However, through the medium 

of literature, Alves encounters freedom to express the complexities of her own existence as a 

woman.  According to the writer: 

I am a black woman, a woman, a single mother, an entrepreneur, a daughter, a 

public servant, a militant.  I have blocks, limitations, and I don’t always manage 

to express myself.  If I can’t say it in a story, I’ll say it in a poem.  If I can’t say it 

in a poem I’ll write a novella. If I can’t say it in a novella, I try a novel. If I can’t 

say it in any of these ways, perhaps a blocked-out story will resolve the problem.  

These are my instruments.  Literature is my instrument…. (Rowell 803) 
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Thus, Alves is a warrior who documents her journey to individual wholeness by exploring her 

life as a black woman, poet, novelist, and historian through writing.  Likewise, in her recognition 

that women writers focus their literary efforts closer to ideas important to females, she continues 

to write in whatever form necessary to highlight the history, culture, and daily experiences of 

Brazil’s women of afro-descent.    

In 1983 Alves published Momentos de Busca, a collection of twenty-two poems that 

examines “the black woman’s question”—“Who am I as a woman of afro-descent in a country 

that ignores, silences and makes my existence invisible?”  The compilation is painfully 

introspective in its examination of black female identity and the affirmation of life. Yet the 

subject of Alves’s work never surrenders her search.  The relentless search for black female 

identity, in particular, makes Alves’s an appropriate work for examining self-naming and self-

definition.   

Searching for the Self in Alves’s “Estranho Indagar” 

Alves’s poem “Estranho Indagar” [“Strange Quest”] begins as the poet’s personal 

struggle to find her identity.  Yet her quest also represents the universal struggle to find one’s 

identity.  The poet’s quest, “strange” because it requires her to ponder questions for which no 

firm answers exist, allows her to express a call to unify the image imposed upon her with an 

identity that accurately reflects who she is.  Ultimately, the poet’s quest is transformed from 

“strange” to familiar as she uncovers her identity amidst the everyday objects and events that 

surround her.   

“Estranho Indagar” reflects an Africana Womanist stance as its author attempts to create 

wholeness and authenticity in her life by uniting her reality and the created image that she has 

adopted of herself.  Its indecisive tone lends itself to the poet’s theme of the uncertainty inherent 

in the search for identity.  The poem’s tone is frantic and disconcerting, the first half darting back 

and forth, questioning her direction in life as a child lost in a frightening location would do.  

Moreover, the poet both searches for her identity by exploring memories that might help her find 

direction—in love, life, dream and image.  Indeed, the poet reminds the reader that as women of 

afro-descent, “official” memories of black women in Brazil have either been erroneous or non-

existent; thus they will present unreliable records of black female identity.  Consequently, Alves 
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must forge into the future understanding that uncertainty is one part of the journey to self-

naming. 

The mood of the poem begins in uncertainty.  The first stanza, with its interplay of 

questions and answers, sets forth the poem’s theme—her search for identity: 

O que procuro?    [What am I searching for? 

Não sei     I don’t know 

O que oculto?      What am I hiding? 

- Não sei     - I don’t know] (lines 1-4) 

Alves’s confusion appears palpable as she continues the back and forth self-questioning of who 

she really is.  Her alternating stanzas query with frenzy “O que procuro / O que oculto?” (lines 1, 

3;7,11) as if mere repetition of the phrases might render an answer.  The writer is confused and 

uncertain about her identity and the direction of her life; she does not even know where to begin 

her investigation.  These dualing questions point both to her lack of direction and to the frenetic 

tone of her search for identity, while the uncertain response confirms her sense of loss and 

helplessness.   

The poetic voice laments her lack of responses, saying: “Nesta medida de corpo sem 

fundo / não existe a certeza /o aparente mistura-se / com o oculto” [In this bottomless beaker / 

certainty does not exist / the apparent mixes itself up / with the hidden”].  The poet’s quest 

appears an exercise in futility and with a desperate “- Não sei” [“- I don’t know”] she signals her 

initial surrender to the uncertainty of her investigation.  Thus, the poem’s first lines illustrate the 

search for individual identity as important step to self-naming.   

Alves’s “strange quest” represents her search for meaning, identity, and belonging at the 

end of a twenty-year dictatorship that discouraged public questioning of the government’s 

official stance of “racial democracy.”  Alves, like her compatriots, attempts to define a new 

identity based on an existence that would extend beyond national and class distinctions.  The 

poet searches for an identity that includes her race as well as her gender.  She cannot define 

herself because she possesses no guidelines for determining her identity.   

The poet’s acknowledgement that she does not know herself indicates another step to 

self-naming.  She is overtaken both with the fear of not knowing who she is and the intense 

desire to make meaning of her life.  The depth of Alves’s uncertainty becomes a “bottomless 

beaker” [“… medida de corpo sem fundo”] in which any information about her identity that 
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appears to be certain mixes with her concomitant lack of self-knowledge, confusing her further 

with its threat of ceaselessness.  

 The “flames” of uncertainty threaten to “swallow,” “taste,” and even “annul” the author 

in their intensity as she takes on the quest to find meaning and direction in her life: 

As labaredas esquentam-me   [The flames heat me up 

Fazendo ferver o corpo   Making my body boil 

 

O que procuro?    What am I searching for? 

                      A vida?                               Life? 

          A causa?                   For what reason? 

                     As coisas?                   Things?] (lines 5-10) 

The speculative tone Alves expresses does not relinquish her search for identity.  Instead the poet 

moves forward, questioning the purpose of her search.  Through this process of seeking, the poet 

will vanquish her uncertainties and create a self-portrait that reflects her life experiences. 

As the poet’s “strange quest” continues, Alves realizes that the image of who she is, “a 

imagem,” and the reality of who she is, “o vulto,” have been confused one with the other.  The 

person that she believes herself to be is only a cloudy image, representing Alves’s identity— 

cloudy because the externally-created images of her present an inaccurate representation of the 

individual she really is.  Moreover, she has not created this image of herself; it is an image that 

she has been given and perhaps, even adopted as her own, but which does not reflect her 

authentic identity.  Consequently, the image is unclear to her because she is not its creator.  As 

the poet explores her identity she realizes that her authentic self is actually the “shadow.”  She 

indicates “O vulto não é vulto / sou eu. / A imagem é turva / o vulto está nítido” [“The shadow is 

not the shadow / It is me / The image is cloudy / The shadow is sharp”] (lines 20-23).  While the 

externally imposed identity (“a imagem”) is cloudy, she recognizes herself in a shadow that 

obscures her identity, causing her to continue her search for meaning. 

As the reader considers the historical context in which Alves penned “Estranho Indagar,” 

the poem comes to represent those Afro-Brazilian males and females who also make the “strange 

quests” to find their own identity.  They find their searches stymied because the images that have 

been created of them do not connect with the reality of who they know themselves to be.  At the 

1983 publication of Momentos de Busca, Afro-Brazilians discovered that the Brazilian economic 
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“miracle” did not extend to all members of the population equally.  Life appeared to engulf 

members of the afro-descendant population with high rates of unemployment, illiteracy, and lack 

of health care.  Despite growing political participation through Brazil’s Black Movement, the 

country’s afro-descendants still experienced racial inequality and prejudice that threatened to 

annul their equality struggles.  While societal rhetoric described them as members of a nation in 

which skin color did not matter, the gap between rhetoric and reality created identity crises as 

they attempted to merge the country’s portrait of black Brazilianness with their own.  Alves 

expresses the illogical nature of a life in which the very act of living as a person of afro-descent 

becomes perilous and incoherent: “Vejo a língua/salivando/louca raivosa/ babando 

palavras/desconexas” [“I see its tongue/ salivating/ crazy raging/drooling words/ desultory”] 

(lines 31-34).  The poem reminds the reader that just as black males fared poorly in Brazil, so too 

did women of afro-descent.  As an afro-descendant female, women’s lives were saddled with 

imposed images that intruded upon their daily lives.  Indeed the images of women of afro-

descent that portrayed them as solely capable of performing in subservient positions to white 

Brazilians became the primary image (“a imagem”), while their true identities remained covered 

behind a shadow that is at once “clear”,  “reflected” and“hidden”  in her everyday experiences 

(lines 49-51).  In its historical context, “Estranho Indagar” symbolizes the individual and 

universal search to create a new identity—not based on imposed images but on the realities 

hidden behind the shadows of life experience.  

In order to find her identity, Alves must review those life experiences that she has kept 

obscured in her shadow, leading her to define her image and contrast it with the cloudy image 

she previously held of herself.  She finds that the objects of her search are those that exist around 

her—“- a flor que desabrochou?/ -a criança?/o redondo do mundo? [“- the flower that sprouted?/-

the child?/the roundness of the world?] (lines 41-43) and her reality—“hidden in delirium, dream 

and image” (lines 36-38).  This is a turning point; she recognizes that what she searches for is 

merely a reflection of her past, whether shaped by openly lived experiences or hidden feelings, 

dreams, and emotions.  The point of union between the poet, i.e., “the shadow,” a voice that 

enunciates her lived experiences and “the image,” the reflection of her life, becomes a singular 

reality that synthesizes her present, past, and future.  As Alves insists, “É tão próxima / a 

imagem/ o vulto/ Eu.” [“The image/ the shadow/ I am (are) so close.”].  Thus, Alves suggests 

that a person defines herself using the events and circumstances that surround her.  At this 
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moment in the text, the created image of black womanhood (“the image”) and the true images of 

black womanhood that have been obscured (“the shadow”) unite to authentically portray their 

lives.  

 “O vulto não é o vulto/ sou eu” [The shadow is not the shadow/ It is me”] marks a 

critical juncture for the poet because she comprehends that seemingly disparate portraits of 

womanhood are the same (Lines 20-21).  Even though her authentic self has remained shaded, 

the poet now recognizes its eagerness to be revealed.  Furthermore, the poet finds the shadow, as 

if it were human, equally eager to erase the false images competing to define her.  The poet 

continues: 

vejo sua boca     [I see its mouth  

ostentando dentes   showing off its teeth 

como teclas de piano   like piano keys 

querendo devorar   wanting to devour 

engolir    to swallow 

desgustar     to taste 

anular    to annul] (lines 24-30) 

Her externally created identity threatens to swallow up and erase the authentic identity that is yet 

obscured by the shadow.  The shadow that obscures her true image and identity wants to 

“devour,” “swallow,” “taste,” and “annul” the cloudy pretending image that has described the 

poet up to this stage of her life.  However, by devouring, swallowing, and annulling the 

externally created images of the poet, she erases fallacious images that have concealed and 

misconstrued her identity.  At the same time, “tasting” the image that has been created of her 

allows the poet to appropriate those images that are true and unite them with the self-image that 

emerges from her lived experiences.  In this way, the poet can create an authentic identity that 

humanizes her by informing others of who she is, what she has accomplished and where she 

plans to go in the future.  

The Africana Womanist tenet of self-definition is an important part of becoming a whole 

and authentic human being.  It works in tandem with self-naming and is defined by the ability to 

name one’s own reality.  The poet rejects “… a ventriloquism that negates her specificity,” 

opting instead to reveal her identity through the union of created images with her everyday 

experiences.  Alves utilizes “Estranho Indagar” as a “reflective space” that informs the reader of 
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her thoughts, preoccupations and uncertainties regarding her search for identity (Bezerra 2011 

89).  Alves brings to the fore the reality of a young black Afro-Brazilian woman who is confused 

and directionless in her quest.  However, as a self-definer she activates her words to struggle 

through her confusion and lack of direction.   

It is at this point that the poet slows the pace of her query by placing the same questions 

farther apart from each other in lines 35 and 40; 59 and 70.  Indeed she feels more assured that 

the source of her identity lies in her quotidian life experiences, “escovando os dentes/ limpando 

as unhas/ usando os sanitários com expressão idiotizada?” [brushing my teeth/ cleaning my nails/ 

using sanitary napkins with an idiotic expression?”] (lines 66-69).  Her authentic identity 

emerges in her daily reality, not in the stereotypes that individuals who do not know nor 

understand her reality have created.  Thus, the poem is a call to re-evaluate Brazilians’ notions of 

Afro-Brazilian womanhood, their identities and realities as they proclaim them to be.  By naming 

the reality of her struggle to make meaning of life, Alves reveals herself and Afro-Brazilian 

women as both body and spirit—indeed human and worthy of validation and visibility.   

Equally important is the fact that the poet’s identity lies in the future— “O que 

procuro?”-, present— “O que encontro” — and past—-“O que oculto”.  In accepting life’s 

uncertainties (“- todas as afirmações do não?”/ “- todas as negações do sim?”) [“- all of the 

affirmations of no?”/ - all of the affirmations of yes?”] the poet affirms her understanding that 

the journey to self-naming looks to the future because it is a transient journey that might hold no 

foreseeable end (lines 59-70).  Moreover, the poet can find her identity in the past; “lost in the 

dressers/prodding memories/poring over life” (lines 71-73).  Again, it is in reviewing the events 

of her life that the poet is able to uncover her identity and reveal it to others.  The writer 

uncovers her identity through the unison of accurate depictions of her person and her life 

experiences.  It is at this point that she and her image become inseparable.  The poet 

comprehends that she must look to the past, present and future for a complete description.  

However, she does not have to look far since her identity lies within her memories and 

experiences.  According to the poet uncovering ones’ identity can be as facile as “holding hands” 

and “smelling the cleanliness of soap powder [and clothing] caught up and twisted together in a 

washing machine.”    

The act of self-definition reveals afro-descendant women’s emotions and life experiences 

as they become agents of their own stories, rejecting subjectivity and as Assante asserts “capable 
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of acting independently in his or her own best interest” (40).  Alves’s poem indicates an active 

participant in her attempts to understand her present and future.  Likewise, self-definition allows 

her to create a future in which any outcome is possible.  While alternating questions posed in the 

present tense, “O que procuro”/ O que oculto?” [“What am I looking for?/  What am I hiding?”] 

suggest tentativeness and uncertainty, verbs conjugated in the present progressive tense suggest 

that the poet is not satisfied merely to accept a ready-made plan for her life.  It is in the acts of 

doing, “cotucando lembranças”, escarafuncando a vida?” “clareando a madrugada” [“prodding 

memories, pouring over life, breaking the dawn”] (lines 72-73, 80) that the writer as an active 

participant in determining her own directions and creating her own future.       

The ability to name one’s reality allows for accurate renderings of ones’ life experiences.  

It clarifies misunderstandings and misrepresentations, opens a space for redefinitions of black 

womanhood and black female capability and potential.  Moreover, clarifying misrepresentations 

creates space for dialogue, space for accurate rendering of black female reality in Brazil and 

tenders the potential for viewing Afro-Brazilian women apart from dichotomous portraits they 

occupied as mãe preta and mulata.  Self-definition in Alves’ poem recommends the importance 

of understanding reality from black women’s voices.  The poem rejects the myth of a wholly 

corporeal woman and instead reveals Alves as sentient as well.  The poem’s deeply pensive tone 

suggests that Afro-Brazilian women are indeed capable of and interested in moving beyond 

physical descriptions of what others believe them to be in their roles of mãe preta and mulata.  It 

indicates that previous travelers, scholars and observers negatively and inaccurately described 

women of afro-descent as one dimensional when in fact, they like other members of Brazilian 

society possessed a range of thoughts and concerns equally valid to those of their descriptors.  

Ultimately, by naming her own reality and struggle, Alves represents those Afro-Brazilian 

females who define themselves using the everyday events that have for so long been obscured 

behind the shadow of their lives.   

Alves’s poem “Estranho Indagar” is an Africana Womanist piece in its theme and its 

mood.  It combines the poet’s desire to self-define with the need to self-name.  The mood ranges 

from uncertain and confused to positive and optimistic.  The theme of “Estranho Indagar” 

extends beyond that of the poet’s search for her individual identity, however.  It represents 

Alves’ personal quest for a concrete black female identity in a country that espouses values of 

Europeanness and whiteness.  Moreover, the poem’s theme refers to Afro-Brazilian women’s 
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desire to unify the images created of them with their everyday activities.  In doing so, they 

become self-namers who transform their lives by revealing their authentic experiences to 

individuals formerly involved in the creation of inaccurate portraits of Afro-Brazilian women.  

Ultimately, the poet finds her identity through self-naming and self-definition.  Africana 

Womanist self-naming in “Estranho Indagar” occurs in three stages.  It begins with an initial 

search for identity.  It then moves toward recognition that unity of the poet’s created image and 

her reality is possible in looking to her past, present and experiences.  Finally, as the poet looks 

at her own life to create her own image she is able to define herself exactly as she want others to 

know her in a process that when completed becomes as easy as the “breaking dawn” (line 80).   

Esmeralda Ribeiro and “Ogun” 

Among those black female writers in Brazil that Niyi Afolabi delineates as representative 

of the Quilombhoje writers who commemorate “tradition and memory” is poetry and prose 

writer Esmeralda Ribeiro.  Through her prose Ribeiro transgresses externally imposed 

boundaries of race and gender by drawing upon her ancestral memories and traditions, as well as 

by seeking a collective black consciousness that optimistically views the Afro-Brazilian future.  

Ribeiro has contributed greatly to the Quilombhoje Literatura by writing more than thirty poems 

and short stories as well as the short novel, Malungas e milongos (1988).  The author has 

additionally penned theoretical essays that examine the politics of Afro-Brazilian feminine 

writing (Oliveira 190).  

Ribeiro’s 1980s prose appropriates the artistic techniques of social realism to reveal the 

social and racial injustice that exists in Brazilian society.  Her 1990s short stories, “Keep a 

secret” (“Guarde Segredo,” 1991) and “In Search of a Black Butterfly” (“À procura de uma 

borboleta preta,” 1993) incorporate Magical Realism as a means of providing a space for 

discourse with readers about black femininity, sexuality, and motherhood.  In the 1995 bilingual 

anthology Finally Us: Contemporary Black Brazilian Writers, Alves appropriates a passage from 

fellow Afro-Brazilian writer Esmeralda Ribeiro to point out a second aim of black female 

writing—that of illuminating the lives of black women.  She suggests pulling back “the curtains” 

on the Afro-Brazilian woman “to show herself, to reveal herself in her feminine fullness, skin, 

hair, feelings, questions, doubt, finally to unveil the Black woman’s face with clear features” 
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(Finally … Us 23).  Ribeiro’s short story “Ogun” (1995) adeptly pulls back the curtains to reveal 

the dual identities of blackness and womanhood in Brazil.  

Esmeralda Ribeiro (1958) was born in São Paulo, Brazil.  A journalist by profession, 

Ribeiro was motivated by her father’s death to pursue a writing career—his death on a Saturday 

afternoon inspired the writer to enter her first poetry contest.  Her entry “Sábado” earned her the 

symbolic first prize of an ink pen, and through the encouragement of other Afro-Brazilian 

writers, Ribeiro began a career as a writer (Szoka 238).   

    In 1982 Ribeiro submitted her first piece to the Quilombhoje Literatura collective.  Since 

her first submission to the journal, she has taken on an active role as poet, short story writer, and 

editor of more than twenty-five volumes of the Cadernos Negros journal since 1982.  In addition 

to her contributions to the Cadernos Negros series, she has penned three critical essays of note 

including “Reflexão sobre Literatura Infanto-Juvenil” (1985) and “Género e Respresentação na 

Literatura Brasileira” (2002).  However, among her most well-known pieces was the 1987 

critical essay “A Escritora Negra o Seu Ato de Escrever Participando” [“The Writer and Her Act 

of Writing Participating”].  Presenting at the first National Conference of Black Brazilian Poets 

and Fiction Writers (1985), Ribeiro proclaimed afro-descendent women as invisible entities and 

likened their status to that of being hidden behind a curtain that proffered a one-sided portrait of 

black womanhood in Brazil.  Furthermore, it was in the same essay that Ribeiro first proposed 

literature as a setting for black writers’ development of a critical consciousness that once 

politically activated, could address the challenges of race and motivate black participation in 

Brazilian politics and economy (“A Escritora Negra” 58).  

Her essay also introduced one of two prosaic themes in her writing—the role of black 

female writers as a mechanism for unveiling the plight of Afro-Brazilian females and 

encouraging their political inclusion in Brazilian society.  Throughout her career, Ribeiro 

contends that politics are paramount in the struggle for visibility and inclusion.  In a 2002 

interview, she points to the lack of black political participation as a continued reason for the 

manipulation and subsequent failure to thrive economically and politically at the beginning of 

the twenty-first century (Szoka 240).  Ribeiro asserts: 

Our lack of a political plan and the lack of effective participation in Brazilian 

politics means that we accept low-profile positions in municipal, state or federal 

governments.  We satisfy ourselves with crumbs, and start hunting and pecking 
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when they put some corn in front of us.  We destroy one another for crumbs.  We 

don’t have a concept of our numbers and political strength. (240)   

Ribeiro’s most recent nonfiction publications are products of collaborations with Afolabi 

as well as writer and Cadernos Negros co-editor Márcio Barbosa.  The Afro-Brazilian Mind: A 

Mente Afro-Brasileira: Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Literary and Cultural Criticism (2007) 

assembles Afro-Brazilian scholars including Afolabi, Duke, and Oliveira to discuss Afro-

Brazilian social movements, race and identity, religion, and popular culture.  She has also co-

edited two retrospective publications of Cadernos Negros poetry and short stories (2007, 2008).  

Ribeiro’s poetry and short stories have been published in Brazil and in the United States; 

her work is widely known through her inclusion in Cadernos Negros series 5-23.  A number of 

books and journals published Ribeiro’s poems and short stories in the United States beginning in 

the 1990s.  These include four poems in Enfim…Nós/ Finally…Us:  Escritoras Negras 

Brasileiras Contemporâneas/ Contemporary Black Brazilian Women Writers (Durham and 

Alves 1995), the short story “Ogun” as a special edition on Afro-Brazilian literature in the 

journal Callaloo (1995), and the short story “In search of a black butterfly” [“  procura de uma 

borboleta preta”] in the 2005 bilingual anthology of Afro-Brazilian women writers Women 

Righting: Afro-Brazilian Women's Short Fiction/ Mulheres Escre-vendo: Uma Antologia 

Biling e de Escritoras Afro-Brasileiras Contempor neas. 

Ribeiro frequently examines tradition and ancestral consciousness, as well as the 

consequences of transgressing ancestral traditions (Afolabi 13).  She suggests the knowledge of 

black history as a vital tool for writers of afro-descent and asserts that black writers in particular, 

return to their history so that they avoid myths such as “racial democracy” and accurately re/tell 

black history in Brazil.  According to Ribeiro “for those of us who are black writers—we need to 

know our history.  Someone who doesn’t know his or her own origin is ignorant.  Someone who 

doesn’t know his or her own origin will be deceived by false experts, because sometimes lies are 

told, and a person can end up believing them” (Szoka 239).  It is the role of the black writer to 

guide his readers to the “truth” about black citizens in Brazil. Through learning and relearning 

black history in Brazil, Afro-Brazilians learn to appreciate their black identity and history, 

revalue their blackness, and claim their status as equal partners in Brazilian society.   

Ribeiro views black female writing as an essential form of writing since it examines and 

redresses questions of racial and gender identity.  Her writing returns to the past to examine the 
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stereotypes created by typical images of black women during slavery.  It considers the 

relationships created between black women and the white men who viewed them as field labor 

and sexual goods; relationships between white women who longed to leave the confines of the 

home; and black women constrained to work in the homes of the white elite.  Ribeiro also 

focuses her writing on the flourishing and strained relationships with the black males with whom 

they co-labored, co-habituated, and raised families.  Indeed, it is black women writers such as 

Ribeiro who convey the multiplicity of black female experiences in the past and the present.  As 

such, Ribeiro also utilizes the pen to retell history, reshape images, and forge a future in which 

Afro-Brazilian women play a vital role in the society, economics and politics of their nation.   

 

Esmeralda Ribeiro’s “Ogun”:  “I have to know who I am.” 

 

Ribeiro’s short story “Ogun” (1995) relates the tale of the young Mariana Cesário’s  

awakening from a naïve but comfortable life as a mulata to her acceptance of blackness as an 

integral part of her identity.  The tale also highlights the protagonist’s capacity to serve as link to 

collective identity formation among members of the Afro-Brazilian community.  The Africana 

Womanist tenet of self-naming provides the format for the protagonist’s journey from incomplete 

to authentic identity as she questions, examines, and awakens to a black identity.  

Ribeiro does not, however, merely render the tale of Mariana Cesário’s lack of black racial 

identity.  Instead, her writing illustrates the use of Africana Womanism as a mechanism of 

discovering and recovering the protagonist’s identity.  “Ogun” lacks the proverbial “happy 

ending” in which Cesário would feel confident in her newly merged black and white identities.  

Indeed, while the protagonist questions her initial identity and examines the implications of 

possessing a black identity, her path to self-naming is incomplete.  In addition, this incomplete 

journey provides limitless opportunities for individual and collective self-definition to recover 

and redefine the life experiences of Afro-Brazilian women and their communities.  Ultimately, 

Ribeiro indicates a complicated Afro-Brazilian reality in which some Afro-Brazilian women lack 

a clearly defined racial identity and, as a consequence, exhibit ambiguity regarding skin color 

and the blackness that impacts their lives.   

“Ogun” principally scrutinizes the main character’s individual trajectory from lack of 

identity to self-naming. Yet the tale also comments upon those Brazilian proponents of “racial 
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democracy” and “whitening” who in their invisibilization of individuals of afro-descent, also 

play a major role in Brazilians’ reticence to align themselves with blackness.  The writer also 

points to Afro-Brazilians as complicit in failing to adopt a black identity through their “selling 

off” of their cultural heritage to white elite society and their adoption of outward displays of 

whiteness to assimilate themselves into Brazil’s white population.   

Traversing the Africana Womanist Path: Rejection  

The protagonist of “Ogun,” Mariana Cesário, has protectively encased herself in a cocoon 

of whiteness.  The apartment she shares with her Italian mother, a space described as “white all 

over” (740), reflects Mariana’s lifestyle and her state of mind.  In truth, Mariana’s life appears 

perfect.  As a mulata, the protagonist has been provided the proverbial “escape hatch” from 

blackness and consequent entrée into white Brazilian society.  Mariana has been able to access 

advantages such as a college degree, a white boyfriend the “color of fine white typing paper” 

(741), and an exceptional civil service job at the “HERE THERE IS NO RACISM” company.  

However, a black telephone awakens Mariana to her need to find out who she really is and what 

it means to exist as a woman of African descent in a country that espouses the supremacy of 

whiteness and patriarchy. 

Mariana’s life soon changes as she becomes sole heir to a telephone, “the first and last 

present from her African father” (741).  His legacy abruptly creates serious problems, as the 

apparatus that arrives from the phone distribution center does not fit into the decor of a home 

totally decorated in white.  Nor does it have a place in a life that wholly conforms to white racial 

ideologies such as Mariana’s.  One Saturday morning, telephone installers bring the telephone to 

her home.  To Marianna’s dismay, they bring a black telephone instead of the white one she 

requests.  She feels a combination of disappointment, anger, and even physical illness upon 

seeing her father’s legacy.  Mariana’s disdain for the telephone leads her to complain, attempt to 

sell the phone, and ignore assertions that her father has given her “the best telephone in the 

world” (743).  In fact, she complains to everyone at the telephone company—from telephone 

installers to managers—that the black telephone is a miserable mistake.  However, her quest to 

exchange the black telephone for a more suitable white one falls on deaf ears as one distribution 

center employee after another rejects her plea for a white phone.  Even the director of the 

telephone distribution center dismisses the complainant from his office, suggesting ironically, 
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“Looking at your card, Miss Mariana Cesário, I thought that you wouldn’t complain” (741).  

Ultimately, Mariana—who at that point in the tale does not view herself as black—finds herself 

saddled with an object that no one, not even she herself, wants.   

Mariana’s journey to an authentic identity begins with rejection of the black telephone 

her father has regaled her even though the real gift, that of a black identity, represents the only 

lasting gift he can offer her.  Mariana’s desperate attempts to rid herself of the telephone include 

selling it in the Disunion newspaper.  However, the terms of her telephone contract prohibit the 

sale.  Just as Mariana cannot sell her telephone, she cannot easily cast off her connection to her 

newly encountered black identity.   

As a mixed-race woman of afro-descent, Mariana has always possessed blackness.  In 

fact, Ribeiro introduces her as “The black woman Mariana Cesário.”  Yet, Mariana is a mixed-

raced woman who does not consider blackness as a part of her identity.  Mariana takes great 

pains to adopt and fit into white Brazilian society—she straightens her “unruly” hair, wears 

appropriately western style clothes, and excels in her respectable government position.  

Furthermore, her familial and social circles place her in contact with a white ideology that 

convinces her all Brazilians are equal and that in fact, her equality with her co-workers will 

prove sufficient to allow her to compete equally with her coworkers.  Mariana appears quite 

disinterested in pursuing a black identity because her location as a mulata has thus far served her 

well socially and economically.  

In Africana Womanist theory, the path to self-naming is based upon the adoption of a 

black identity, not upon its rejection; in this respect the story does not appear Africana 

Womanist.  However, rejection appears an appropriate first step for Mariana because until 

receiving the telephone, she possesses no reason to incorporate blackness into her life. Her 

African father’s abandonment, her white mother’s negative beliefs regarding black men, and her 

own experiences in white society have hindered her identification with a black identity.  

Mariana’s father abandoned his family, leaving nothing behind except angry family members 

and Mariana’s black telephone.  Mariana’s mother—reminded that her husband abandoned their 

family and by her parents’ warning that black people “only know about soccer, football and … 

nothing about studying” (741)—perpetuates in her own home a stereotype of Afro-Brazilians and 

Afro-Brazilian males in particular as irresponsible, lazy, ignorant, and uneducated.  Thus, it is 
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not surprising that Mariana would lack interest in aligning herself with an identity bearing such 

negative connotations and promising negative consequences to its possessors. 

Mariana’s negative perspective on the industriousness and intellectual capability of Afro-

Brazilians is reinforced by her personal relationships with her brother and her first black 

boyfriend Moacir.  Her mulatto brother abandons steady employment for a non-formal job as a 

street vendor who hawks special oil that raises blacks’ political consciousness (742).  Her 

relationship with Moacir, a sixth grade graduate, ends in part due to the intellectual distance 

created by Mariana’s continued university studies.  Consequently, Mariana rejects blackness 

because the primary relationships in her life—her parents, her sibling, and a black boyfriend—

also reject blackness and reinforce negative stereotypes with which she is familiar.  Thus, while 

Mariana’s initial rejection of her black identity appears ironic, her familiar and societal environs 

have encouraged her disassociation from blackness.   

Mariana elects to identify herself with whiteness and European values.  However, she 

finds herself forced to consider her black identity when she realizes that the phone might become 

a permanent part of her life.  Mariana’s mother does not want the black telephone to remain in 

their home because it reminds her of her former spouse.  Upon finding out that Mariana cannot 

sell the phone, her mother burns all of his photographs and buries them in a flowerpot outside of 

Mariana’s room as if in sacrifice to Ogun, the Yoruba god of metalwork after whom Ribeiro’s 

short story is titled.  Thus, at the same time that Mariana’s mother rids herself of reminders of 

her black husband, the ashes of Mariana’s father are symbolically placed outside of her door as 

both her guardian and familial link.   

Ultimately, the insertion of the telephone into her life leads Mariana to examine and 

transform beliefs, practices, and relationships that previously impeded her adoption of an 

authentic black identity.  While Mariana views the black telephone as a useless object in her 

family’s home, her father in reality bequeaths her the invaluable gift of afro-identity.  Because 

she does not yet understand the gift’s value, she rejects it.  Mariana’s callow existence allows her 

to ignore her blackness until the moment that she takes possession of the black telephone.  As the 

physical representation of her own blackness, the telephone discomfits her because it is an 

unfamiliar and unexplored part of her identity.  As per her father’s provisions, Marianna cannot 

sell the phone.  She can only give it away.  Thus, Mariana must come to terms with the persistent 

black presence in her life.   
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Just as Mariana cannot vend the black telephone, neither can she exchange the black 

identity that the telephone represents.  She must therefore take the second step of self-naming, 

the journey into self-examination that allows her to find out “who she is.”  It involves a search 

that promises to guide Mariana into a life in which she knows “who she is” and defines herself in 

her own words.  Her individual ability to self-name is what potentially serves as the foundation 

for fomenting identity within her community.   

Self-Examination 

 Mariana’s self-examination begins with her decision to keep the black telephone despite 

the fact that initially she receives no familial support in favor of her resolution.  Her mother 

affirms her disdain for the telephone while her sister echoes her mother’s sentiment, asserting “I 

don’t want this telephone in my house” and “Get rid of it immediately,” respectively (743).  

Even her brother feigns indifference to the entire matter.  Her mother and siblings finally concur 

that Mariana must determine the fate of the black telephone on her own, and they urge her to do 

“with it what you think is best” (743).  Their concession liberates Mariana whereupon she keeps 

the telephone in her bedroom to further explore the apparatus and her identity.   

After Mariana Cesário places the telephone in her bedroom, she attempts to use it.  First, 

she attempts to call her boyfriend but finds the telephone dead. 4  On her second attempt the 

following day, the telephone is still dead despite the fact that the telephone company has 

informed her that she possesses “the best telephone in the world” (743).  The deadness of the 

black telephone signals her lack of connection.  First of all, it highlights the lack of connection 

with her white boyfriend—a relationship maintained mainly for the social connections that he 

provides.  Second of all, the dead telephone indicates her lack of connection to a black identity.  

Although Mariana is a mulatta woman, she has not elected to explore her blackness.  As a result, 

she is literally disconnected from a black identity and does not know who she is.  Ultimately 

however, Mariana’s attempts to utilize the phone cause her to connect with her black identity.   

The telephone’s dead signal disconnects Mariana from her white boyfriend and 

symbolically from her total alignment to whiteness.  Concomitantly, the act of using the 

telephone quickens Mariana’s memories and leads her to the origin of her negative beliefs 

regarding her black physiognomy.  While her first attempt to utilize the telephone is futile, it 

finds her pondering her visage in the mirror.  Memories flood Mariana’s mind as she thinks 
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about her mother’s demands that she “Fix up this ugly hair” and her brother’s youthful taunts 

that her hair cannot even “escape a fine tooth comb operation” (743).  Comments about 

Mariana’s hair make her insecure about her body.  They lead her to straighten her hair in the 

“WHY DON’T YOU STRAIGTHEN YOUR HAIR?” beauty shop so that she can have 

“manageable” hair like that of her mother and sister and look more European to her coworkers 

and acquaintances.  In Mariana’s case, rejection of her cabelo ruim [“bad” hair] begins at home 

with her mother, the one person that she expects to defend her, and extends to her taunting 

brother and European-looking sister.  The rejection of Mariana’s hair even extends to her 

workplace, making her feel as if she must straighten her hair to be accepted and to compete with 

white female co-workers who vie for the same job that she seeks.  By allowing Mariana to 

remember the rejections of her hair, Ribeiro guides the reader to the “roots” of Mariana’s 

alienation from a black identity.  The writer asserts that the source of Mariana’s rejection of 

blackness lies in familial and societal rejections, leading to self-repudiation of those physical 

differences which signal Mariana as “the other” in a society that values white physiognomy. 

Mariana does not yet perceive that her attempts to adopt an identity aligned with white concepts 

of beauty hinder her ability to define herself completely.   

“Ogun” is an Africana Womanist tale that utilizes memory as a form of self-examination 

to trace the protagonist’s lack of black identity back to the very body she inhabits.  The writer 

proposes that the roots of negative beliefs, comments, and harmful practices about and on Afro-

Brazilian women’s hair are planted in the home, extending to friends, acquaintances, and society 

in general.  Thus, because straight hair has been and continues to be the valued physical type in 

Brazil, Afro-Brazilian women’s self-naming has also avoided identification with the cabelo 

crespo [kinky/curly] and pixaim [kinky] textures that many possess.  Moreover, such a skewed 

cultural preference has fomented their disassociation with African standards of beauty and 

hindered an authentic self-naming based on an African ethnicity and cultural background.  

Mariana’s insecurity about her non-white physical features is not limited to her hair.  

Ribeiro informs the reader that although Mariana’s body is beautiful, the protagonist does not see 

herself as such (745).  In fact, she regularly diets to remain small and control her ample derriere 

(745).  Just as memories lead Mariana to the origin of her negative beliefs about her hair, they 

also provide direction for understanding her beliefs about her black female body.  In the final 
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analysis, by going through a process of self-examination, she defines herself in contrast to 

expectations of her existence as a woman of afro-descent.  

Mariana’s boyfriend revels in the fact that he is dating a mulata.  He delights in running 

his hands through her “long smooth enviable hair,” brushing his hand across her black rouged 

face, always insisting that Mariana is “such a beautiful brown woman” (742).  What he 

appreciates, however, are the trappings of the mulata stereotype—the image of the mulata body, 

its sexuality, alleged immorality, and the potential to sexually enjoy her.  Likewise, Mariana has 

earned his admiration, affection, and even social connections by playing the role of mulata.  

Consequently, she possesses no motivation to change her image or identity from mulatto to 

black.   

However, a series of events lead her to more thoroughly examine the mulatto image she 

has maintained.  After numerous attempts to reach her boyfriend on the newly inherited black 

telephone fail, Mariana speaks with a person who informs her that her boyfriend has left the 

country to marry a German woman.  Her inability to reach him on the telephone signals his lack 

of connection with Mariana as well as his lack of interest in establishing a permanent 

relationship with a woman of afro-descent.  Furthermore, his abandonment of the protagonist for 

a German wife, presumably white, merely affirms the Brazilian adage that white women are 

suitable for marriage, while mulata women are suitable partners for fornication.  Mariana’s 

ambiguous feelings regarding her boyfriend’s departure point to the fact that her identification 

with the mulata role preclude her expectations of a permanent relationship.  Ribeiro again 

utilizes the disconnection from whiteness to guide her into a reconnection with her black 

identity.  Ultimately, her white boyfriend’s hasty exit leads her to examine the contrast between 

his expectations of her sexuality and her definition of who she really is.     

Though twenty-year-old Mariana and her forty-something white boyfriend share a 

physical relationship and regular conversations, they appear to share little emotional attachment.  

Moreover, her boyfriend’s perfunctory departure and her lack of sadness over his exit at least 

suggest a lack of intent to form a permanent emotional bond.  Much of his adoration of Mariana 

is based on the physical—his admiration of her hair, her skin color, and her body (742).  She is a 

possession, like the expensive suits he wears.  In his mind, as the embodiment of his mulata 

fantasy, Mariana is also available for sexual conquest.  They do indeed spend one night together.  

However, she proclaims that their one act of physical intimacy was “horrible” (744).  Instead of a 
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night filled with passion and emotion, Mariana remembers her feelings of being disrespected as 

she lay “like an object on that satin-covered bed” (744).  Mariana’s boyfriend objectifies her 

body, seeing her solely as a stereotype.  He dehumanizes her as he uses her body solely for his 

physical pleasure.  In addition, his objectifying Mariana removes the exigency to form emotional 

attachment or commitment.  The memory of their relationship assists Mariana in defining herself 

as more than a physical entity or stereotype.   

Contest  

Again Ribeiro utilizes memory to remind Mariana that in her black identity she is 

different from the stereotype her boyfriend creates of her.  Mariana becomes a self-namer who 

contests the stereotype of the mulata in her beliefs and her practice.  In contrast to her 

boyfriend’s belief that she is a wholly sexual being/object whose main purpose is that of 

providing him with sexual release, Mariana’s narration of their ardorless relationship indicates 

that she is a human being who craves emotion, commitment, and respect.  Mariana disdains the 

passionless sexual encounter with her white boyfriend.  According to the protagonist, she “felt 

the act of love was nothing but physical to him.  They didn’t speak one obscene word, but she 

felt the lack of respect in all of his gestures.  Mutual love had not even come into the room” 

(744).  Contrary to her boyfriend’s expectations of her as the “sexy mulatta,” Mariana defines 

herself as a mulata woman who desires to unite her emotions with her body.  In doing so, she 

humanizes herself and reframes the portrait of women of afro-descent as women comprised of 

body and emotion.     

The protagonist further defies the stereotypical mulata in her practices.  Mariana proves 

herself a capable employee apart from the stereotypical role of domestic.  She performs her job 

so well that she becomes a leading candidate among three female candidates for general 

coordinator, due to her work ethic and moral character (745).  Thus, Mariana defines herself in 

terms contrary to the stereotype others have created of women of afro-descent as workhorses.  

Moreover, Ribeiro describes her as  “an excellent professional who worried about doing all of 

her work perfectly, had never been propositioned by her male bosses and even if she had would 

have refused, since her upbringing didn’t permit it” (745).  Ribeiro creates an African Womanist 

character whose self-examination allows her to define her existence in contraposition to the 

stereotyped expectations of the mulata—as amoral individuals, wholly suitable to serve white 
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Brazilians as sexual and maternal surrogates.  In turn, she makes Mariana Cesário visible as a 

human being possessed of body, soul, desires, and ethics.  

Mariana’s encounters with her boyfriend serve as a location for critiquing the 

dehumanization of Afro-Brazilian women through inaccurate Colonial-era stereotypes that insert 

themselves into the lives of women of afro-descent as realities.  Yet Ribiero also positions her 

main character one step closer to defining herself based on her black and white identities, 

utilizing Africana Womanism’s Nommo—the power of the creative word—to reject the 

stereotype so easily accepted by Mariana’s boyfriend.   

Africana Womanism encourages accurate depictions of black women in their own voices.  

Consequently Ribeiro’s “Ogun” rejects the stereotype of mulata hypersexuality to reveal the 

protagonist’s authentic identity.  While Mariana’s boyfriend views her in sexually objectified 

terms, Ribeiro does not create the portrait of her protagonist as that of an immoral and insatiable 

seductress.  Instead, using the power inherent in her ability to write—Nommo—Ribeiro 

formulates new standards of physicality that encourage Afro-Brazilian women’s adoption of 

black identity.  Ribeiro’s mulata protagonist is not (only) the “beautiful brown woman” 

described by her boyfriend.  She is the “black woman Mariana Cesário” (741).  She is the new 

woman whose dreams show her the beauty of her black body (744), of wearing her hair in a 

natural style, and of dressing in the clothes of her African ancestors (745).  Thus, while Mariana 

Cesário occupies the same physical body she has always possessed, her memories allow her to 

explore and self-name as a woman who views her black identity as “beautiful, beautiful” (744).  

Awakening and Acceptance 

Mariana’s journey to self-naming traverses a four-step path from rejection to acceptance 

of a black identity.  In her final step, the protagonist awakens to the fact that a black identity is an 

undeniable and permanent part of her life.  During this portion of the journey, she welcomes the 

opportunity to understand who she is as a black woman.  However, Ribeiro again problematizes 

the status of “Ogun” as an Africana Womanist work by unfolding a nebulous ending in which 

readers ponder the future of a protagonist who possesses a black identity, yet illustrates little 

comprehension of its meaning or impact.   

Mariana Cesário’s awakening begins ironically when she bequeaths the black telephone 

to the “Recreational Society—Popular Culture” samba school.  She quickly discovers that 
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despite the fact that the samba school is steeped in African culture, it is not the best caretaker of 

the telephone.  In fact, samba school members show more disdain for the telephone than Mariana 

by painting the telephone white—an act that transforms the apparatus to a brown color.  As 

Mariana peers at the phone she realizes that a coat of that white paint merely whitewashes the 

telephone and does not erase its true black color.  At this point Mariana understands that her 

adoption of whiteness—possessing mulata appearance, acting out the mulata stereotype, living 

in a home enveloped in white and conducting herself according to European/white Brazilian 

cultural values—does not make her white.  It merely offers the appearance of whiteness.   

The story ends as Mariana retrieves the telephone from the samba school float during the 

Carnival parade, her efforts urged on by a voice that whispers “Come, come, come Mariana” 

(746).  In the midst of the parade, Mariana sprouts large black wings and attempts to fly.  

Unfortunately, she crashes to the ground; the Carnival group, not wanting to lose points during 

the Samba competition, tramples her body.  Mariana’s brother, the only witness to Mariana’s 

flight, hurriedly leaves the parade for their mother’s house to confirm the incredible events that 

happened to her at the samba parade.  As he peers into the keyhole of Mariana’s door, he sees 

that she is in her room, reunited with the black telephone she had so vehemently rejected at the 

beginning of the tale (746).  Thus, her retrieval and returning of the telephone to her home 

cement her election of a black identity as a permanent presence in her life.   

After Mariana retrieves her telephone, the sun shines down on her black consciousness 

(746).   However, Mariana’s inability to fly away with her black consciousness during the parade 

indicates that she does not yet understand the history and culture of the blackness that she has 

eluded for much of her life.  She tries to scream out as Carnival revelers trample her; no one 

hears her voice (746).  She is invisible to everyone except her brother, who witnesses her 

consciousness-raising.  Consequently, while Mariana awakens to her own black identity, she 

remains invisible to Carnival attendees because she needs to further explore her identity before 

she can define herself to others.     

Ribeiro appropriates the Afro-diasporic symbol of spouting wings to signal her 

protagonist’s awakening.  Mariana’s “wings” symbolize her escape from a life in which, as a 

mulatto woman, she becomes alienated from a black identity, due to her intermediate status as 

neither white nor black / both white and black.  Her winged flight—although thwarted by the 

very group endorsed to illustrate Afro-Brazilian culture—also signals her personal 
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transformation.  Mariana transforms from an individual who possesses an incomplete identity, 

one that considers her whiteness as the only part of her ethnic background, to a person who 

completes her identity through her adoption of a black aesthetic that validates and thus 

humanizes her as an afro-descendant woman.  

The conclusion of “Ogun” does not present a neatly packaged “happy ending” in which 

the protagonist fully understands who she is as an Afro-Brazilian woman.  The story’s 

conclusion marks her awakening to a black identity about which she has much to learn.  Thus, 

Mariana’s journey to self-naming continues, guided by her desire to understand who she is and 

by African ancestral voices that offer her insight into her identity.  In truth, the protagonist does 

not have to completely understand her black identity by the end of the story because she can rely 

on guidance from Afro-Brazilian elders and African ancestral wisdom.  The ancestors endow 

Mariana with knowledge through dreams, thus providing her with the information she needs to 

define herself.  Consequently, it is through their wisdom that she becomes an agent of her own 

self-discovery.  However, the African elders merely provide guidance.  It is Mariana who must 

define herself.  Ribeiro suggests that Afro-Brazilian women move forward in becoming self-

namers through their own lens and voices and despite societal portraits of black womanhood.   

Ribeiro adeptly employs various techniques to discuss the status of individuals of afro-

descent in Brazil.  She utilizes the trope of an undesired black telephone to “raise the curtains” 

on racial beliefs and practices that hindered the coalescence of identity among Afro-Brazilians 

during the post-dictatorship period.  Her story critiques white Brazil’s rejection of its black 

citizens as well as black and brown Brazilians’ rejection of its own black identity.  She begins 

her critique on a national level at Mariana’s “HERE THERE IS NO RACISM” company.  

Ribeiro mocks the idea of a country whose national ideology of racial harmony and equality 

contrasts so abruptly with the reality of discriminatory treatment of its nonwhite citizens.  The 

writer capitalizes the company name so that it screams the hypocrisy of a “racial democracy” 

that Brazilians loudly profess yet hardly practice in daily life.  Ribeiro exposes the false mantra 

of a “racial democracy” that obscures consequences of racism and skin color prejudice in 

Brazil—consequences such as failure to formulate and adopt individual or collective black 

identities.  The writer suggests that Brazilians of afro-descent have been the black telephones in 

the whitened interior of their country, their black identities hidden beneath Brazilian aspirations 
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of whiteness.  Consequently, both the Afro-Brazilian individual and community have struggled 

to solidify afro-identity.    

“Ogun” becomes an Africana Womanist short story by reminding readers of black 

women’s struggles against perduring stereotypes that depict blacks as physically, mentally, and 

morally unsuitable Brazilian citizens.  Ribeiro points a finger at white elite Brazilians who 

stereotype their countrymen of African descent as irresponsible, uneducated, and only capable of 

understanding “soccer, football and …nothing about studying” (741).  The writer reminds her 

readers that negative stereotypes of Brazil’s population of afro-descent that emerged during the 

Colonial era serve as rationale for failing to extend equal treatment and opportunities to twentieth 

century Afro-Brazilians.  Ultimately, Ribeiro’s tale reminds readers that the consequences of 

stereotyping and unequal treatment of Afro-Brazilians have encouraged a lack of racial identity, 

often leading to a failure to mobilize black political activity.   

Africana Womanism attributes black women’s lack of identity to their failure to self-

name (AWRO 55).  Ribeiro does not point an accusing finger solely at members of Brazil’s white 

elite.  Instead she insists that readers look inward for the source of black women’s lack of black 

identity, towards women such as protagonist Mariana, who reject or sublimate their black 

identity as a means of incorporating themselves into white society.  When Mariana receives 

confirmation that she is a candidate for a general coordinator’s position, the protagonist wants to 

believe that her work habits and the support of coworkers make her a competitive candidate 

against two other females.  However, she knows that competence alone will not earn her the 

position, especially against a white woman whose prominent husband is black and another 

woman who has vowed to “sleep with all the men on the board (745).”  Consequently, in order to 

make herself appear more palatable to “HERE THERE IS NO RACISM” board members, 

Mariana heads off to the “WHY DON’T YOU STRAIGHTEN YOUR HAIR?”  beauty parlor 

where she gets a hot iron curl, with fumes dense enough to fog her sense of reality, then to a 

seamstress who fits her into tight dress from which her curvy posterior fights “for its freedom” 

(745).   

In truth, Mariana’s pre-telephone character fails to define herself because her identity has 

been shaped at the hands of individuals who do not understand nor know her history.  As a 

consequence, Mariana becomes the realization of other’s imagination, not the creator of her own 

identity.  Ribeiro creates an Africana Womanist tale by encouraging her protagonist to take on a 
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black identity, learn about her blackness, and encourage others such as her brother to assume a 

black identity.  Furthermore, she suggests that the adoption of the mulata role dehumanizes black 

women as it objectifies their bodies, invisibilizes their value apart from subservient and sexual 

roles, and precludes their ability to define themselves in portraits and voices that would make 

their existence as black women authentic.      

Ribeiro’s “Ogun” presents Mariana as an Africana Womanist protagonist by pointing out 

the preeminence of race in her life.  In the end, Mariana is very disappointed—but not shocked—

that she loses the general manager’s position to one of her female competitors.  Her loss to a less 

capable coworker sparks an awakening from her illusions of living in a colorblind society.  She 

comes to terms with the fact that non-white women are easily viewed as sexual objects and 

domestics, but not as authoritative women and in Mariana’s case, not as a supervisor over the 

white men and women in her office.  In Africana Womanist fashion, however, Mariana’s 

rejection eventually foments her adoption of a black identity.   

Ribeiro’s protagonist offers an Africana Womanist response to the dilemma of not fully 

understanding her black identity.  Instead of giving up her search for her authentic identity, she 

examines her life, “the whys of the whys,” and, guided by an ancestral voice, she commits 

herself to self-naming.  After her disappointing job loss, Mariana returns home early and falls 

into a dream in which she sheds her processed hair and form-fitting attire in exchange for a 

natural hairstyle and African clothes.  Moreover, in the dream, she confronts the board members 

at the “HERE THERE IS NO RACISM” company as they rebuff her complaints with 

accusations that she is too sensitive about racial issues.  It is at this point in the dream that 

Mariana awakens to a voice that whispers “I have to find myself. I have to know who I am” 

(745).  An ancestral voice urges her to continue to seek her black identity.  Again in her dreams, 

Mariana accepts the Africana Womanist charge to self-define using her own experiences, despite 

individuals, mores, and practices that discourage her identification with Africanness.    

Ribeiro admonishes that just as it appears irrational to alienate an individual because he 

or she possesses a black telephone, so too is it unreasonable to reject a person based on 

phenotypical differences such as skin color and hair type.  Nonetheless, these differences have 

led to far more dire consequences for Afro-Brazilians stereotyped as incompetent, unintelligent, 

and incapable of working without the patrimony of whites.  Ribeiro’s analogy advises the reader 

that an entire structure of domination over blacks in Brazil has been based on socially 
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constructed notions of nonexistent skin color differences.  Moreover, Ribeiro instructs readers on 

the dual impact of race and gender, as Mariana Cesário experiences personal rejections from her 

family, boyfriend, and colleagues due to skin color and gender-based prejudice.   

Ribeiro extends her story beyond the character of Mariana Cesário.  She adopts a firm 

stance against the racial ills that have plagued Brazil since the first Portuguese colonists brought 

African slaves to its shores some five hundred years ago.  Her short story “Ogun” delineates 

challenges that have impeded blacks from understanding the fundamental question of who they 

are as both Africans and Brazilians.  This tale points to lack of identity as a real consequence for 

the Afro-Brazilian community as the hypocrisy of “racial democracy” and the resulting 

suppression of blackness lead to racial discrimination throughout Brazilian society.   

The author employs her powerful literary voice to suggest that Afro-Brazilians can find 

hope for the future in the African beliefs and traditions of the past.  Indeed, Mariana is awakened 

to her new identity by ancestral encouragement to find out “who she is.”  As she awakens to her 

heritage, she understands that she can proudly wear a natural hairstyle and make love to a black 

man who, in concert with her own voice, whispers affirmations of “We are beautiful, beautiful” 

(743).  Ribeiro’s message echoes those that began in the 1930s and 1940s with black intellectuals 

such as Martinican Aimé Cesaire who proposed Negritude—the concept that blacks throughout 

the African Diaspora adopt a common black identity and heritage—as the most effective means 

for fighting European domination and hegemony.  In the same way that Mariana rescues the 

black telephone from the hands of those who would use it simply as a cultural curiosity or 

export, Ribeiro’s “Ogun” proposes that Afro-Brazilians move beyond the use of culture merely 

as a means of entertainment and consumption.  The writer proposes that when utilized for the 

enhancement of Afro-Brazilian lives, cultural resources result in multiple benefits for Afro-

Brazilian individuals, the Afro-Brazilian community, and the nation at large.  Individual and 

collective self-naming result from identification with and articulation of black identity in one’s 

own voice.  This articulation thus guides Brazilians to an accurate rendering of Afro-Brazilian’s 

lives.  Ultimately, individual adoption of black identity possesses the potential to enhance the 

socioeconomic and political progress of Afro-Brazilians as they coalesce their efforts based on a 

shared cultural identity.  In the final analysis, Ribeiro adopts an Africana Womanist approach 

that proposes that Afro-Brazilians uncover their racial identity in beliefs and practices of the 

African past.  Equally important is her proposal that contemporary Afro-Brazilians serve as 
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representatives of the warrior god Ogun in order to fight for a just social order for all members of 

the Afro-Brazilian community.  Finally, and perhaps most powerfully, Ribeiro suggests that 

Afro-Brazilian females such Mariana Cesário take the lead in actualizing this optimistic Afro-

Brazilian future.  

 “Ogun” exemplifies various aspects of Africana Womanism’s self-naming.  The reader 

witnesses a transformation in the character of Mariana from a young woman who rejects her 

black identity to one who relishes her blackness.  Her journey to self-naming begins with the 

protagonist’s rejection of her black identity.  Her sojourn continues as she encounters work and 

personal circumstances requiring her to examine the entirety of her identity and the 

consequences of her existence as a person of afro-descent.  The third stage of self-naming in 

Mariana Cesário’s life involves her adoption of a black identity.  Ironically, Mariana Cesário’s 

self-naming has just begun at the conclusion of “Ogun.”  Yet she has begun a life-long journey 

guided by African-based principles and practices that will lead her to an authentic identity and 

existence informed by her afro-descent.   

Ribeiro’s tale treats the theme of identity and highlights the protagonist as a self-namer 

and self-definer who elucidates the multiple realities of stereotyping, rejection of black 

womanhood, and gender-based discrimination faced by post-dictatorship Afro-Brazilian women 

during the 1980s and 1990s.  It also describes negative forces that impact the Afro-Brazilian 

community and hinder racial solidarity as well as socio-economic and political progress.  Finally, 

Ribeiro utilizes Nommo, the creative power of the word, to correct negative images of black 

womanhood and speak into existence a Brazil in which Afro-Brazilian women define themselves 

and their realities in their own voices.   

 Mariana Cesário is a woman who lacks a complete racial identity due to her own belief 

that her white identity is more valuable than her black identity.  Her own experiences, though, 

bear out the fact that one’s Brazilianess provides no guarantee of equal treatment.  In keeping 

with Africana Womanist theory, Ribeiro highlights as preeminent the impact of race in the lives 

of women of afro-descent.  In the final analysis, Ribeiro reminds the reader that only by looking 

to the past for wisdom and guidance do Afro-Brazilians, and in particular Afro-Brazilian 

females, find the strength to accept their black identity and to work together with those who will 

help loose all binds that suppress Afro-Brazilian political participation and socioeconomic 

prosperity in the present and the future. 
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Exploring the Africana Womanist in Conceição Evaristo’s Ponciá Vicêncio 

“One night she spent the whole night in front of the mirror calling to herself.   

She called and called and didn’t answer.”                                                    

                                                                                  Conceição Evaristo (10)  

Women across the African Diaspora share commonalities, many of whose features no 

doubt retain cultural remnants from Africa.  They enjoy their roles as mothers, nurturers, and 

transmitters of cultural values.  In addition, while women of African descent practice differing 

religious traditions, many affirm the interconnectedness of the spiritual and material realms.  

However, they share a more unpleasant reality as well—that of a lack of personal identity, which 

frequently translates into socio-economic and political invisibility.  The quote above, taken from 

Conceição Evaristo’s 2003 novel, Ponciá Vicêncio, references the lack of identity and invisibility 

facing her protagonist, Ponciá Vicêncio.  Moreover, the citation serves as an appropriate 

reference point for thinking about the topic of identity and invisibility in the Afro-Brazilian 

female community.  While Alves’s poem “Estranho Indagar” and Ribeiro’s short story “Ogun” 

principally focus on Afro-Brazilian women’s individual search for identity, Evaristo’s Ponciá 

Vicêncio addresses the protagonist’s individual journey from lack of identity and social 

invisibility to that of self-naming and her subsequent role as vinculum to the transformation of 

her town Vicêncio Village.5   

Conceição Evaristo  

Conceição Evaristo was born in the Cruzeiro neighborhood of a Belo Horizonte favela in  

1946.  Her parents, Joana Josefina Evaristo Vitoriano and Aníbal Vitorino, had nine children 

with Conceição being the second child (Assis 207; da Costa Pereira 1; Lima 1).  Raised in 

humble circumstances, Evaristo grew up listening to family stories about slavery (Ponciá 

Vicêncio Endleaf).  Consequently, her writing incorporates many of the stories that older 

relatives such as her mother and her aunt, Maria Filomena, told the family during her youth (da 

Costa Pereira 1).     

Evaristo began writing during her childhood (Szoka 267).  In a 2005 paper presented at 

the Tenth National Women and Literature / Second International Women and Literature 

conference in Rio de Janeiro (“Da Grafia-Desenho de Minha Mãe: Um Dos Lugares de 

Nascimento de Minha Escrita”), Evaristo poignantly relates the way that writing inserted itself 
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into her life.  Her first memory of seeing graphic symbols began with her mother’s drawing the 

shape of the sun on the “page-floor” of their home.  Her mother’s drawing not only intrigued 

Evaristo, but it also intimated to her the power of written symbols to create reality.  According to 

the author, her mother’s drawing of the sun “created” the same sunlight that would dry the 

clothes they washed and feed the “cold” in their stomachs (Evaristo 16).  As Evaristo explains:  

“It was there, perhaps, that I discovered the function, the urgency, the pain, the necessity and the 

hope of writing” [“Foi daí, talvez, que eu descobri a função, a urgência, a dor, a necessidade e a 

esperança da escrita”] (17).  Early in her childhood she understood the power of words to create 

alternate realities—the creative power of Nommo.  Much later, she would also employ the 

creative power of words to recover the history and narrative of Afro-Brazilians from a uniquely 

black and female perspective. 

Evaristo’s winning a literary prize in elementary school for the essay “Por que me 

orgulho de ser brasileira?” [“Why I am proud to be Brazilian”] motivated a career in writing 

that continues today (“Conceição Evaristo por Conceição Evaristo” 4 2009).  However, it was 

the particular backing of her mother Joana and Aunt Maria Filomena that encouraged a change 

from her childhood work as a domestic to that of a writer.6  By 1973, Evaristo moved to Rio de 

Janeiro in search of work.  She found employment as a primary school teacher and during the 

same period attended the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), earning her degree in 

literature in 1976.  Twenty years later Evaristo earned a Master’s degree from PUC/RJ, 

defending her thesis “Literatura Negra:  Uma Poética da Nossa Afro-Brasilidade” [“Black 

Literature:  A Poetics of our Afro-Brazilianness”] (Lima 3).  A lifelong student and teacher, in 

2011 Evaristo completed a doctoral degree in Comparative Literature at the Universidade 

Federal Fluminense (UFF) that examined the poetry of Afro-Brazilian and Portuguese-speaking 

writers (3).  

 Evaristo’s poetry, short stories, and novel emerge from her observation of marginalized 

individuals in Brazil.  They create a portrait of “brazilianness” that includes Africa as 

foundational in the creation of Brazil.  In addition, Evaristo defines what it means to be an 

individual of afro-descent in Brazil by retelling the collective history of the country’s afro-

descendants.  In particular her literature creates female characters such as Ponciá Vicêncio, an 

Afro-Brazilian woman in search of a future in the city, that act as counter-literature to the 

inaccurate depictions of afro-descendants rendered in official texts written by Brazil’s white 
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elite.  In the 2006 Raça Brasil interview “Eu Não Sei Cantar” [“I Don’t Know How to Sing”] 

Evaristo avers that Afro-Brazilian literature reveals:  

our face such as we believe that it is and not in a way that the white [man] always 

revealed it to us….  I believe that Afro-Brazilian literature, as a counter voice of a 

Brazilian discourse, enters in that space saying “That is not right.”  The black 

woman is not Rita Baiana, she is not Gabriela Cravo e Canela, she thinks too.   

[a nossa face tal qual nós acreditamos que ela é e não maneira como o branco 

sempre nos revelou, como uma literatura criada a partir do espaço hegemônico 

sempre nos revelou. Acho que a literatura afrobrasileira, como contravoz de um 

discurso brasileiro, entra nesse espaço da literatura dizendo "Não é bem isso". A 

mulher negra não é a Rita Baiana, não é a Gabriela Cravo e Canela, ela pensa 

também.]7 

Furthermore, Evaristo’s writing retells the collective history of Brazil’s afro-descendants looking 

to Africa to complete their portraits of what it means to be an individual of afro-descent in 

Brazil.  Thus, while Afro-Brazilian literature is virtually absent from the Brazilian literary canon, 

it serves as a significant source for revealing Afro-Brazilians in their own voices and fostering an 

appreciation of the African heritage as vital to the forging of the Brazilian nation.   

Evaristo’s writing is situated among that of “populist” artists who appropriate the wisdom 

of African ancestors as a means of confronting racism (Afolabi 13).  The writer inherited oral 

tales that fueled her imagination, provided characters for her stories, and narrated the history of 

Brazil’s afro-descendants.  Evaristo becomes a conduit to the Afro-Brazilian past as she scribes 

an account of Afro-Brazilian history that previously was part of oral lore held within Afro-

Brazilian families.  Moreover, she becomes a link to the future as she appropriates ancient 

African-based beliefs—such as communal action and connection to nature—as methods of 

dealing with the racism, gender bias, and poverty that still exists within the Afro-Brazilian 

community into the twenty-first century.  

Evaristo authors “escrevivência” [“lived experience of writing”], a literary form and 

method of writing created to attack issues of race, ethnicity, gender, and class in Brazil.8  As a 

black woman living in a society dominated by European cultural values and preference for 

whiteness, Evaristo understands the marginalization of Afro-Brazilians and their own alienation 

from black identity.  It is through her writing that she revalues black individuals and the black 
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community as well as promotes black identity.  In addition, her position as a female of afro-

descent in Brazil facilitates her ability to contrast the dual identities, experiences, and 

circumstances of blackness and femaleness with those of white males, black males, and white 

females.     

Thus, her writing examines the consequences of being black and female in a white-male 

dominated society as well as that of being black and female in a society in which white 

femaleness is deemed more valuable than that of black women in Brazil.  Campos and Assis 

(2011) describe Evaristo’s skill in uniting her beliefs with action in her fiction, poetry, and 

essays, asserting that Evaristo’s writing: “substantiates her resistance to sexism, to racism and 

other prejudices and correlative forms of exclusion.  But never ever losing its tenderness”  

[“consubstanciam sua resistência ao sexismo, ao racismo e aos demais preconceitos e formas 

correlatas de exclusão.  Mas sem perder a ternura jamais”] (“Conceição Evaristo” 213). 

Evaristo proposes that her writing has been a liberatory form of creation, “a way of 

creating order for myself and creating disorder” (Szoka 267).   Her poems and stories create 

order in the lives of individuals and communities affected by the chaotic slave legacy in Brazil.  

Furthermore, they highlight as false the official stories told about Brazil’s afro-descendants.  

Evaristo’s writing utilizes personal histories and Afro-Brazilian oral legends to set forth a future 

in which the Afro-Brazilian community carves out a valued location in Brazilian society, based 

on an authentic history and appreciation of its black identity, guided by African principles and 

practices.  

Although Evaristo began to write during childhood, her literary career began in earnest 

with the publication of her poems and short stories in the Afro-Brazilian journal Cadernos 

Negros.  Of her more than forty-five fiction and nonfiction publications, her work has been 

included in more than fifteen volumes of the Cadernos Negros series.9  A majority of Evaristo’s 

prose and poems have appeared in Brazilian and United States anthologies since the 1990s.  

However, the 1995 Davies anthology Moving Beyond Borders: International Dimension of Black 

Women’s Writing and Durham poetry collection Finally Us: Contemporary Black Brazilian 

Writers, more widely introduced her writing in the United States.  Evaristo’s short stories remain 

popular items of inclusion in twenty-first century anthologies including Fourteen Female Voices 

from Brazil (2002), Women (W)Righting/ Afro-Brazilian Women’s Short Fiction and Callaloo 

(2007).   
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Evaristo’s poems and prose are increasingly anthologized in Brazil, with more recent 

inclusions in Textos Poéticos Africanos de Língua Portuguesa e Afro-Brasileiros (2007) and 

Literatura e Afrodescendência no Brasil:  Antologia Crítica, Vol 2 (2011).  Her non-

anthologized works include poetry collections Becos da Memória (2006), Poemas da 

Recordação e Outros Movimentos (2008), and Insubmissas Lágrimas de Mulheres (2011) as well 

as her most well-known novel, Poncia Vicêncio. 10 

While Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo are among the best known Afro-Brazilian female 

writers in the United States, Evaristo remains in demand as a writer and lecturer.  This is in part 

due to her unique perspective, and her apparent wisdom and skill at sharing her insights on Afro-

Brazilian women.  At a 2012 Vanderbilt University seminar around which Evaristo discussed her 

novel Ponciá Vicêncio with students and faculty, this dissertator gained some insight into 

Evaristo’s success as a writer.11  As she shared the fact that she never thought her “little book” 

would become the phenomena [my words] that it became, seminar attendees “sat at her feet” 

listening just as she did in her own youth, becoming excited about the writing process, 

challenged by the concerns still facing Afro-Brazilian women, and humbled by the amount of 

writing she has completed despite the obstacles that have confronted her.    

Conçeição Evaristo presents many of the challenges facing Afro-Brazilian women 

through the character of her protagonist Ponciá Vicêncio.  In a novel that took her eight years to 

write and publish, the author discusses a number of themes that highlights afro-descendant 

women’s lack of identity, violence against Afro-Brazilian women, poverty, and the importance 

of family and community connections.  Evaristo also explores the links between their identity 

and invisibility, the dissonance between an “ideal womanhood” and the reality of black, poor 

females in Brazil.  Moreover, the novel follows Ponciá’s journey to self-naming from an 

intensely individual search in which she longs to know herself to a search in which, 

appropriating the guidance of African wisdom and custom, she becomes the “link and heir” to 

the future of the Afro-Brazilian community.  Evaristo considers herself to be a black feminist 

writer, yet her responses to each of her challenges can indeed be characterized as Africana 

Womanist.12  Evaristo allows the protagonist to uncover and recover her identity on her own 

terms and create an “ideal womanhood” based upon her cultural connections to Africa.  In turn, 

her renewed sense of identity links her as “heir” to the cultural memories that bear the potential 

to transform her entire community.  Thus it is Evaristo’s treatment of black female identity as 
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well as her illustration of those challenges peculiar to Afro-Brazilian women that make her novel 

a diasporic form of Africana Womanism.  

Conceição Evaristo’s 2003 novel Ponciá Vicêncio is particularly well suited for Africana  

Womanist analysis because the novel extends beyond the halls of academia to examine and 

analyze the everyday experiences facing Afro-Brazilian women, such as her protagonist Ponciá 

Vicêncio.  Ponciá does not enjoy a facile existence.  She is a young black woman who struggles 

against the real life complications of poverty and violence.  At the same time Ponciá arrives at 

the realization that in order to effectively address her life concerns, she must find strength to 

accept her African past, along with courage to listen to and adopt African wisdom and create a 

life’s purpose based on African practices.  As a consequence Ponciá authors a re-writing of 

Brazilian history that includes the memories, experiences, and traditions of the Afro-descendant 

community.  Evaristo offers up a protagonist who, in the tradition of Africana-Womanism, is a 

self-namer who understands who she is as well as her life’s purpose. Armed with this 

knowledge, she also becomes a self-namer and self-definer who is empowered to voice and 

transform her reality and history. 

Into the Void: Rejection and Loss of Identity 

Evaristo’s young Afro-Brazilian protagonist Ponciá Vicêncio is a sojourner in an odyssey 

that leads from her rural town of Vicêncio Village to the city.  Ponciá’s sojourn typifies the 

pilgrimage that many twentieth-century Afro-Brazilians made from Brazil’s impoverished north 

to industrialized southern cities such as Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.  Exhausted by her labors 

in the country, Ponciá leaves the comforts of Vicêncio Village hoping to create a “new future” 

(24).  Unfortunately, Ponciá soon discovers that the reality of life in the city fails to live up to its 

promise of wealth and comfort (24).  Instead of creating a new life, securing lucrative employ, 

and a loving family, Ponciá encounters adversity and “the profound removing of herself”—the 

loss of her identity (44).  As a consequence, her life becomes an emotionally and physically 

barren place in which her loss of identity is so complete that she does not even recognize her 

image in the mirror.  She has difficulty in securing employment apart from that of a domestic in 

the city’s ironically named Alegrias [Joys] district.  In addition, Ponciá marries a boorish man 

who fails to comprehend her inward struggles, “rewarding” his wife with “a shower of blows and 

kicks” instead of understanding and concern (49).  She is emotionally and physically barren after 
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having experienced the despair of miscarrying seven children.  Ponciá faces the city—and her 

struggle to find herself—alone.  Ponciá abandoned Vicêncio Village because she was exhausted 

by “the insane struggle, devoid of glory, in which everyone slaved just so they could wake up 

each day even poorer than the last while others grew wealthy…” (25). In truth, Ponciá finds that 

city life can be just as exhausting with its alienation, poverty, and violence.  Evaristo sums up her 

protagonist’s reality in the city: “There she was now, with her husband, no children and no idea 

where to find the joy that was evading her” (49).  Evaristo uses the power of writing to name the 

truths of Afro-Brazilian women through the life of Ponciá Vicêncio.  In doing so, both she and 

the protagonist become self-definers of realities in which the fruits of “racial democracy”—equal 

labor opportunity and life chances—do not manifest equally for all Brazilians. 

Evaristo’s tale climaxes as Ponciá, in a series of daydreams that contrast Vicêncio Village 

with her life in the city, realizes that she must find herself and create the life she desires.  Ponciá 

apprehends that she cannot fulfill her desire for material well-being nor her emotional needs until 

she reconnects with her mother and brother, the elders of her community, and the craftsmanship 

that links her physically and spiritually to her heritage in Brazil and Africa.  She understands that 

she can formulate her true image in the mirror by gazing into her past.   

Ponciá Vicêncio’s entire life is marked by her lack of identity.  According to the narrator, 

the seeds of Ponciá’s lost identity begin in her youth as she rejects her given names, loses her 

connection with nature, and ignores the voices of her elders and their African-linked wisdom.  

As a child she would call out her name at the riverbank:  

Ponciá Vicêncio!  Ponciá Vicêncio!  She felt like she was calling out to someone 

else… She never heard a reply to her name from within.  She tried others.  Pandá, 

Malenga, Quieti-but none of these seemed like her either.  She, unnamed and 

trembling with fear, was afraid of this game but she pressed on.  Her head rolled 

in the void, she felt empty without a name.  She was no one.  (9-10)   

Ponciá Vicêncio lacks an identity.  As a consequence, she feels so disconnected that she does not 

recognize her authentic self.   Ponciá feels the emptiness of not understanding her identity, yet 

even in young adulthood still seeks to know her identity.  Her frustration grows deeper as she 

matures.  Consequently, Ponciá also rejects the “Vicêncio” family name, due to the sense of 

discomfort and powerlessness it gives her.  Indeed, she never “became accustomed to her name” 

especially with its accent mark, so empty and distant (19).  The name and its piercing accent 
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mark are a reminder of its slave origin, “a reminder of the master’s power, of a certain Coronel 

Vicêncio” (19).  Ponciá’s lack of self-recognition deepens in adulthood as she moves to the city 

and away from her family and community to pursue a better life.  Ribeiro asserts that the 

protagonist appears to revel in “unknowing herself, becoming a distant shadow to herself” (39).  

The name “Ponciá Vicêncio” is a mere adornment for the young woman who does not recognize 

herself in their words.     

In truth, her inability to recognize her adult self is a panacea for addressing the 

uncomfortable circumstances that she finds while living in the city.  Ponciá lives in a favela 

[slum] and eats boiled manioc from tin cans.  Moreover, the only family she possesses in the city 

appears in the form of her physically abusive husband, a non-ambitious man whose major 

kindness towards her appears in his allowing her space to mentally wander.  This difficult life 

drives her true identity deeper inside her as she balances the need to know “who she is” with the 

need to survive life in the city.  Ponciá’s lack of self-recognition allows her to deal with day to 

day experiences, to find a job, to make a home, to feed herself and her husband, to avoid his 

blows, and even go through the motions of sexual intercourse.  It provides solace for the 

emptiness she feels in the city and allows her to deny her quotidian reality.  Not surprisingly, in 

the midst of her identity crisis she is unable to name herself.  In order to self-name, Ponciá must 

eventually make the journey to self-recognition by defining herself based on her own 

experiences, goals, and desires. 

 The protagonist’s unrecognized existence continues into her adult life in the city as she 

becomes alienated from those who can help her discover her identity—her family and 

community.   Moreover, her spouse provides her no guidance in uncovering her identity.  Thus, 

in her isolation from her family and her town Ponciá retreats ever more deeply into the emptiness 

of not knowing who she is.  Ponciá has spent some twenty years of physical existence, yet she 

does not recognize the person who labors under the daily pressures of work, family, isolation, 

and loneliness.  It is Ponciá’s acknowledgement of her reality that allows her to face her lack of 

identity and transform her life.  

In point of fact, the protagonist’s journey to know her name, to know “who she is” 

suggests the quest of many women of color who lack identity.  Just as Ribeiro’s Mariana Cesário 

initially rejects her blackness because she is unfamiliar with her afro heritage, Ponciá too rejects 
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her name because she has lost her link with her afro-descendence.  Ponciá Vicêncio’s journey to 

self-naming begins with her acknowledgement of her lack of identity.   

Ponciá rejects her entire name because it does not reflect her true identity.  The name 

“Ponciá Vicêncio” is a name that merely reveals her family origin—an origin based in slavery.  

The name does not reveal her identity; it does not reveal her beliefs, character, history, nor the 

activities of her daily existence.  Only Ponciá can accurately discover and reveal these to herself 

and to others.  Thus, in order to uncover her true identity and climb out of the void that renders 

her unrecognizable, invisible and non-existent she must—at least for a while— reject the 

sobriquet “Ponciá Vicêncio.”   

Ponciá’s inability to identify herself also stems from her disconnection from the very 

circumstances and people that can assist her in understanding her origins, her present and her 

future.  A flashback to Ponciá‘s childhood indicates her connection with nature and with the 

transcendental.  As we meet her at the river in search of clay, we find out that she believes in the 

elders’ stories about the Angorô, the dual-sexed “sky snake” that changes girls to boys.  

Moreover, young Ponciá is at one with nature as she traverses the land, gazes at the sunbittern’s 

feet and gathers mud from the riverbanks to make clay shadows (2).  However, as a young adult 

Ponciá—who now lives in the city—becomes disconnected from her youthful beliefs and from 

the nature that she enjoyed as a child.  According to the narrator, in the city Ponciá “had even 

forgotten to contemplate the heavens” (2).  Moreover, when Ponciá exits Vicêncio Village, she 

leaves behind her mother, her brother Luandi, and village elder Nengua Kainda.  When Ponciá 

leaves her village, she leaves behind her only human connections.  Her mother and brother, as 

keepers of family lore and memories, can offer her connections to her family’s history, while 

Nengua Kainda can offer insight to village wisdom and history.  It is loss of connection with 

family and friends that feed Ponciá’s sense of isolation in the city and sense of self-loss.  

Ironically, it is in Ponciá’s disconnection and emptiness that she learns to define herself.  

Although Ponciá’s lack of identity renders her nonexistent (10), hope remains for casting off 

previous labels of who she believes she should be.  The protagonist positions herself on the path 

to self-recognition.  Ponciá is now a blank slate, a tabula rasa, freed to define her own existence.  

Ponciá voices the reality of Afro-Brazilian women in her own struggles. 
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Searching for Identity: Self-Examination 

Ponciá’s search for identity presents a characteristic Africana Womanist theme on the  

journey to self-naming.  Her quest arises from the realization that one must know “who she is” in 

order to experience wholeness.  The protagonist’s journey begins as she names the awfulness of 

her reality—an existence in which she struggles to fill emotional and physical voids in her life.  

Once Ponciá acknowledges her reality, she understands she must become the change agent in her 

own life, just as the people whom she observes transform themselves.  Ponciá’s search for 

identity comes full circle as she returns home to Vicêncio Village to change her own life and 

those of her Vicêncio Village community.   

Her search for identity links her to women of African heritage in Brazil who, as heirs to 

externally imposed definitions of black womanhood, struggle to understand their multiple 

identities as women of theAfrican diaspora.  By bearing restrictive labels, women of color 

occupy roles in which they function as others wish them to be.  As a consequence, they 

internalize the labels, and become unrecognizable even to themselves because the existence they 

live is not one they create.   

The protagonist’s journey is also marked by the Africana Womanist characteristic of 

Strenght in that, despite inaccurately rendered external portraits of black womanhood in Brazil, 

Ponciá insists on forging ahead despite a life of poverty, crime, and violence.  However, she 

transforms her life by clinging to the memories of her womanhood, family, and her humanity.  

Ponciá Vicêncio presents the harsh conditions that Afro-Brazilian women share in finding food, 

housing, and employment and in achieving mental and physical wellbeing.  Poncia’s journey to a 

better life in the city promises to fulfill her hopes to “design a different path and invent a new 

life” (25).  Yet, she finds that life in the city proffers identical challenges to those she faced in 

Vicêncio village.  It is not, in fact, a neatly drawn picture.  Hunger, poverty, and her search for 

employment are compounded by a failing marriage and alienation from her family and 

community (32).  As she consumes a weak drink and manioc eaten from tin cans, her memory 

returns her to better days when her family ate biscuits and her mother prepared delicious coffee 

(48).  Ponciá, as with many Afro-Brazilian female workers, begins her career in the traditional 

role of domestic.  She is more fortunate than the multitudes of women who migrate to the city to 

improve their life chances, but end up as prostitutes like her brother Luandi’s girlfriend Bilisa.  

Unfortunately, Ponciá does not escape the fate of many Afro-Brazilian women and their 
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diasporic sisters who face physical and emotional abuse meted out by their partners.13  Ponciá’s 

spouse does not remain the “príncipe encantado” (“Prince Charming”) with whom she fell in 

love.  Instead he becomes her victimizer, meting out to Ponciá “a shower of blows and kicks 

over the slightest thing” (49).  At this point in the story, Ponciá is lost.  Yet she attempts to 

recover her identity in the midst of her negative life circumstances.  

Evaristo has created a character who faces the same realities that Afro-Brazilian women 

address on a daily basis—the need for food, shelter, and positive relationships.  However, she 

has also created an Africana Womanist heroine who offers practical responses to her everyday 

challenges.  She faces her tests in a realistic method that best addresses her needs and those of 

her family.  While the protagonist spends an inordinate amount of time “with her thoughts,” she 

is equally practical (9).  She realizes that life must continue at the same time that she struggles to 

recover her lost identity.  Ponciá proves to be capable outside and inside the home.  She dutifully 

cooks, cleans, and takes care of her husband’s needs despite his violence toward her.  In addition, 

she provides funds for her family managing the household affairs of a lady who lives in the city.  

Evaristo applies an Africana Womanist correction to her alienation by having Ponciá leave the 

spouse with whom she no longer shares a bond.  Her return home reconnects Ponciá physically, 

emotionally, and spiritually with family and community.    

Returning from the Void: Transformation and Memory 

Ponciá begins the next step toward naming herself at the moment she decides that she 

must transform her own life, in her own words “Today, now!” (50).  Her transformation returns 

her to Vicêncio Village to find “her people” (54).  The village reminds her of her connections to 

people of afro-descent who lived in Vicêncio Village since they had been given the land and 

remained there, intermarrying amongst each other for generations.  Ponciá’s return home 

reminds her of the village’s tradition of housebuilding with thatch and earth, women cooking in 

clay casks and children’s savoring “papaya, citron, banana, guava, milk, pumpkin, and brown 

sugar molasses” (54).  Her family home reminds her she possesses a family that loves her.  It 

reminds her of her strong-willed mother, taciturn father, and playful brother.  Ponciá’s memories 

help her understand that the sense of alienation she experiences in the city is due to profound 

homesickness.  It is through these memories that Ponciá recognizes the role that her family and 

community hold in recovering her identity.  
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Perhaps most important is Ponciá’s meeting with village elder, Nengua Kainda, a woman 

so old that “the skin of her face, hands, neck and bare feet were wrinkled like ripe passion fruit” 

(55).  Nengua Kainda bestows several “revelations” upon the newly-awakening Ponciá.  First she 

reminds the protagonist that she is not alone.  However, she assures Ponciá that she alone must 

decide whether to return to the city or remain in the town.  Moreover, Nengua Kainda reminds 

her that she will inherit a “gift” from her Grandpa Vicêncio, and that “the law” will unfold.  

Ponciá does not understand her inheritance, yet she accepts her blessing from the elderly sage.     

Ponciá’s inheritance initially confuses her.  However, each gift eventually guides her to 

her identity and purpose.  The reminder that she is not alone allows her to reconnect with her 

family and community, its history, beliefs, and practices.  Nengua Kainda grants her intangible 

gifts that allow her to name herself and control the activities that occur in her life.  Just as 

Ribeiro’s Mariana Cesário received her identity from her father, so too does Ponciá receive the 

gift of identity and purpose from her grandfather, a former slave who, due to the horrors he 

experienced as a bondman, became prone to fits of laughter and sobbing.  Ponciá receives from 

her grandfather the gift of making clay.  It is this gift that requires her return home to the 

riverbanks from which her clay shadows originate.  Ponciá’s art transforms her into “the past-

present-still-to-come,” bestowing upon her an identity as sister, mother, and member of past and 

present generations of Afro-Brazilians.  The reproductive capacity she loses to have babies is 

restored as she shapes in clay the figures of individuals whose identities might never be known, 

yet whose existence in many ways, has made her own life possible.  Ponciá realizes that she is 

the vessel, formed from the clay at the bottom of the river, through which the past, present, and 

future take shape and gain meaning.  

In addition to utilizing the family as a source of potency for restoring the balance among 

all livingkind, the novelist proposes spirituality as a key to re-connecting the protagonist with 

traditions which ensure that Vicêncio village’s past will never be forgotten.  Africana Womanism 

promotes the recognition of a being higher than oneself as key to promoting the interconnection 

among all living beings.  African Womanism endorses a return to spirituality based on the beliefs 

of African ancestors.  While an adult Ponciá forgets her connection with the spiritual, she 

eventually realizes that her youthful beliefs provide the strength for her journey as link to the 

past-present-future of Vicêncio Village (132).  To be sure, it is through an African spirituality 

that views females and males as having complementary potencies that Ponciá gains her 
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inheritance to the Vicêncio legacy. Through stories and memories she and her family finally 

reconnect to the ancestors. That reconnection with the past enables Ponciá to appropriate her 

forbearer’s wisdom and traditions.  Finally, it is characteristic Africana Womanist fashion to 

promote spirituality as a valid means of social justice.  When spirituality begins at the hands of 

black women and women of color, society’s ills—poverty, hunger, domestic violence, racism, 

sexism and homophobia—become eradicable.  The reader does not know Ponciá’s final destiny.  

However, she can confidently assume that the protagonist’s reconnection with her spiritual 

nature, her connection to the river, and to her African legacy can ultimately enhance the lives of 

her family and community as she appropriates the wisdom of the elders to guide and direct her in 

a journey to authenticity and self-recognition.    

Evaristo suggests that every individual has a purpose which links him to those individuals 

who precede and follow him.  Ponciá, covered by the “iris-hued sky” (132) and nourished by the 

“waters of the river” (132) of her village inherits the gift of creating an art that reclaims the past 

and makes a path for an Afro-Brazilian future based on African retelling of their own stories.  

Ponciá discovers that while the city promises money, homes, and successful jobs, it quickly 

disappoints.  She comprehends that intangibles hold the key to discovering and defining oneself 

through a return African history, traditions, and practices.  Ultimately, Evaristo reminds the 

reader that in order to find one’s identity and purpose in life, one can often look no farther than 

the place she calls “home,” whether it be a physical location or that guiding spirit that lives in 

each of us.  
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NOTES 

                                                 
1
 “Horizontal marginalization” refers to a dominant society’s “othering” of individuals and groups in a method that 

utilizes the history and cultural practices and beliefs as standards by which all members of society are judged.  It is 
called “horizontal marginalization” because marginalized groups and individuals are located to the left or right of, 
i.e. outside of mainstream beliefs and practices.  Dominant history and culture assumes its history, attitudes and 
practices located at the center of its society. Moreover, this leads to a second assumption regarding the “correctness” 
of their views and the “incorrectness” of those groups that do not share their perspectives.  Consequently, those 
individuals and groups that reject the beliefs and practices of dominant culture are ostracized for their non-
conformity and subsequently located outside of the boundaries of the dominant culture. “Vertical marginalization” 
refers to the dominant class’ hierarchical placement of marginalized groups.  The phenomenon depends upon the 
contention that within a particular society an indicated group or individual must be first in its hierarchy and by 
extension, a group or individual must be last. As such, those at the top are valued more than those located below 
them on the hierarchy for their beliefs, practices, etc...  It also presupposes that those at the top make decisions for 
and about those situated lower in the hierarchy.  The farther from the top a group or individual finds it/ himself the 
more likely it/he is to become a marginalized member of society. “Horizontal marginalization” isolates non-
members of a dominant group by perceiving and defining them as different from the dominant class while “vertical 
marginalization” locates non-dominant members of society on a hierarchical scale.  These forms of marginalization 
intersect the lives of women of African descent by highlighting their history and cultural attitudes and practices as 
negative and locating them on a scale that devalues them.  In addition, these forms of marginalization have 
historically served as rationale for maintaining prejudicial attitudes and discriminatory practice against black 
women.  After the dominant class marginalizes groups and individuals outside of the boundaries of “acceptable” 
society it becomes free to create its own representation of the marginalized group (imposed identification) based on 
its perceptions of and interactions with the marginalized “other”.  The external identification imposed upon the 
marginalized other becomes the accepted identification of that group whether accurate or not. In point of fact, the 
imposed identity can become the reality for the marginalized group and create difficulty in accepting or adopting 
one’s authentic identity. This has certainly been the case both in Brazil and the United States as women of African 
descent negotiate their identity in nations in which the dominant culture and history are principally European.  
Combining horizontal and vertical perspectives of marginalization aids the reader in understanding the multiple 
impacts that othering ones’ beliefs and practices and creating hierarchies places on black women’s identity 
formation, acceptance and adoption.   
 
2 This study does not propose that women of Afro-descent are the only individuals capable of producing accurate 
literary depictions or conducting research on women of Afro-Brazilian women.  Chapter 2 indicates many excellent 
studies have been conducted regarding black women.  However, numbered among a sparse quantity of literate 
women in Brazil Afro-Brazilian women writers create their literature from a unique racial, gendered and class 
perspective-o olhar afro-brasileiro.  This perspective gives birth to characters, themes and situations from a position 
of motivation and responsibility that accurately delivers black female protagonists as forms of resistance to “racial 
democracy”.  For additional information regarding black female Quilombhoje writers not included in this study see, 
Afro-Brazilian Cultural Production in a Racial Democracy 4). 
 
3 Alves offers two different ages at which she began to write. In an earlier 1992 interview with Charles Rowell of 
the Callaloo journal Alves states that she began to write at the age of eleven.  The Rowell interview is available in 
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/callaloo/v018/18.4int alves p html.  A 2002 interview (Fourteen Female Voices from 
Brazil) Alves informs interviewer Elzbieta Szoka that she began to write and organize her poetry at the age of ten 
(253).  Likewise in Bezerra’s 2011 article biographical article “Miriam Alves” indicates that her literary efforts 
began at the age of ten.   
 
4 The protagonist has two boyfriends in the story “Ogun”.  While she identifies her black boyfriend as “Moacir” she 
only identifies her white boyfriend with the label “boyfriend”.  The fact that he does not possess a name in the tale 
points to the fleeting nature of the relationship.  It also points to his lack of importance in her life.  Moreover, the 
fact that Ribeiro never gives the white boyfriend a name is unsettling to the reader and ultimately serves to make 
him invisible and unimportant.  In this way, Ribeiro reminds readers of the disquiet that Afro-Brazilian women have 
felt as women of flesh and blood who have an “invisible presence” in their country. 

http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/callaloo/v018/18.4int
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5 “Vicêncio” is the last name of the protagonist, Ponciá Vicêncio.  As previously indicated on page one hundred 
twenty three of this chapter it is also the name of her town of origin, Vicêncio Village, a community named after its 
former slave owner Coronel Vicêncio.   
 
6 Evaristo details her life in the 2009 article “Conceição Evaristo por Conceição Evaristo”.  
 
7 Rita Baiana and Gabriela Cravo e Canela represent literary stereotypes typical of black women in Brazil, those of 
the mãe preta and the sexualized and devious/ deviant mulata.  The Rita Baiana character originates in Aluízio de 
Azevedo’s 1890 naturalist novel O Cortiço [The Beehive].  Gabriela Cravo e Canela became a main character in 
Jorge de Amado’s 1958 modernist novel Gabriela Cravo e Canela [Gabriela Cinnamon and Clove].   
 
8 I have translated “escrevivência” as “the lived experience of writing” because the term encompasses the concept of 
literature created utilizing the writer’s life experiences.  Evaristo references the term in a 2007 article “Da Grafia-
Desenho de Minha Mãe: Um dos Lugares de Nascimento de Minha Escrita” (20).  For additional information on the 
concept of “escrevivência” see, Silva (2009).    
 
9 Evaristo’s poems and prose are included respectively in volumes 13- 16, 18, 19, 21, Cadernos Negros: Os 
melhores contos, Cadernos Negros: Os Melhores Poemas, 22, 25, 26, 28, 30, Cadernos Negros, Três Décadas and 
Cadernos Negros: Black Notebooks-Contemporary Afro-Brazilian Literary Movement.  
 
10

 For additional information about Evaristo’s publications see, the Federal University of Minas Gerais’ (UFMG) 
LITERAFRO website at: http://www.letras.ufmg.br/literafro/.   
 
11 On November 9, 2012 the Spanish and Portuguese Department of Vanderbilt University sponsored invited talks 
by Afro-Brazilian writer Conceição Evaristo and literary critic Eduardo Duarte de Assis in which I attended and 
participated.  During her initial session (Session One) with Spanish and Portuguese graduate students Evaristo 
discussed the origin of her novel Ponciá Vicêncio and its impact as a work that espouses a specific black female 
perspective.  During this same session Evaristo discussed questions that readers ask her regarding the novel.  During 
a joint panel (Session Two) with Assis her presentation focused on the history and social status of contemporary 
Afro-Brazilian women in a presentation titled “Poética da Dissonância: Vivência e Escrita de Mulheres Negras 
Brasileiras” [“Poetics of Dissonance: Lives and Writings of Afro-Brazilian Women”].  
 
12 Conceição Evaristo. Vanderbilt University.  Department of Spanish and Portuguese, Furman Hall, Nashville, TN. 
9 November 2012. Classroom Lecture.     
 
13 According to a 2008 World Organization against Torture Report Afro-Brazilian women, particularly the poor and 
those that work as domestics are vulnerable to domestic violence and sexual exploitation.  See World Organization 
against Torture 10. 
 

 

http://www.letras.ufmg.br/literafro/
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

 

 “I have to find myself.  I have to know who I am.”  (“Ogun” 744) 

  

Ribeiro’s protagonist Mariana Cesário pellucidly expresses Afro-Brazilian women’s 

desire to define themselves and name their realities.  In asserting that she must “find” herself” 

Cesário becomes the painter of her own authentic portrait of black femaleness.  This study 

explores the quest for black female identity in the literature of Afro-Brazilian writers Miriam 

Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro and Conceição Evaristo.  It also utilizes the African-American theory 

of Africana Womanism as a methodology for examining Afro-Brazilian females’ search for 

authentic identities that contest negative images of black womanhood. 

The research begins by examining the socio-cultural origins of black identity in Brazil.  It 

proceeds in Chapter Two with a survey of research on twentieth century Brazilian racial 

ideology, Afro-Brazilian history and activism.  In addition, it examines marginalization of black 

females from history and the Brazilian literary canon.  Chapter Three focuses on the mãe preta 

and mulata stereotypes as the root cause of black female invisibility and inhibition of black 

female identity.  Moreover, it contrasts Africana Womanism with currently-utilized feminist 

theories and argues for its use as a global perspective for understanding and analyzing the lives 

of Afro-Brazilian women.  Chapter Four applies the Africana Womanist tenets of self-namer and 

self-definer to the works “Estranho Indagar”, “Ogun” and Ponciá Vicêncio to determine the ways 

in which they foment identity formation in Afro-Brazilian women.   

The slave legacy saddles Afro-Brazilian women with two enduring images–those of the 

mãe preta and the mulata.  The mãe preta [Mammy] image depicts women of afro-descent as 

domestics and surrogate mothers to Brazil’s white families.  Located on the opposite spectrum of 

Afro-Brazilian female images is that of the mulata.  The mixed-race mulata is depicted as the 

polar opposite of the mãe preta.  If the mãe preta appears motherly and domestic, then the 

mulata is depicted as earthy and sensuous.  Her imagined sensuous nature fuels notions that she 

is also immoral and thus she becomes fodder for those men who need little encouragement to 
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sexually deprecate her.  In both cases, women of afro-descent become associated with the mãe 

preta and mulata images due to their domestic associations with white families as well as for 

their procreation of mixed-raced children that later “whiten” the Brazilian nation.  Ironically, 

despite the intimate relationships that occur between women of afro-descent and white Brazilian 

families their African descent precludes full membership into the white families with whom they 

are connected.  Moreover, colonialist stereotypes of black women in these dual roles accompany 

them into the twentieth century.  Ultimately, these early stereotypes make their true identities 

invisible in Brazilian society.  

A number of racial ideologies that culturally privilege whiteness exist during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  However, Brazil with its mixed population white, 

Indian and black inhabitants, paints its national portrait as that of a miscegenated “brown” 

people.  The country’s strategy of “whitening” both its population and its image through 

miscegenation creates an effect that as Elisa Larkin Nascimento argues in her  article "Another 

History: Afro-Brazilian Agency, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, 1914-1960.", “de-africanized” 

the black population and eventually leads to the very racial strife and discrimination that 

Brazilians contest throughout the twentieth century (2007 61).  Equally important is the fact that 

Brazilian efforts to amalgamate the population also lead to black women’s invisibility. 

The “de-africanization” of Brazil combined with perduring negative stereotypes of black 

women make black women an “invisible presence” in their own country.  However, between the 

1930s and the 1950s organizations such as the Frente Negra Brasilera (FNB) and the Teatro 

Experimental Negro (TEN) inspire black women to participate in activities that benefit Brazil’s 

communities of afro-descent.  Yet, regardless of their participation, they become silent 

contributors to black organizations as black males take credit for the efforts of female 

“footsoldiers”.  Brazilian society’s recognition of Afro-Brazilian women changes little between 

the 1500s when they first arrive in Brazil to find themselves with new names and identities and 

the early twentieth century.  Consequently, Afro-Brazilian women’s lack of visibility fuels their 

desire to enunciate authentic identities that differ from the images that Brazilian society imposed 

upon them.  

 The open atmosphere of the 1980s post-dictatorship period allows previously censored 

and marginalized ethnic and political groups to publicly voice their opinions through 
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participation in Black Movement groups.1  Afro-Brazilian women commence their public dissent 

through political activism and in literature.  Female writers of afro-descent find a location for 

their work among the pages of the Quilombhoje writing collective.  Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo 

are among a group of women writers whose poetry and short fiction emerge on the pages of the 

collective’s journal, the Cadernos Negros.  Thus, Cadernos Negros become an important site for 

the authors’ reflections on black female identity.  

Chapter Three of this dissertation argues the suitability of Africana Womanism as an 

effective means for exploring identity in Afro-Brazilian female literature.  Indeed, Hudson-

Weems pronounces her framework appropriate for analyzing the lives of women across the 

African diaspora.  However, while she does not elaborate upon separate tenets for examining 

global literature one should assume that Hudson-Weems considered the eighteen tenets initially 

delineated in Africana Womanism:  Reclaiming Ourselves (1995) and Africana Womanism 

Literary Theory (2004) sufficiently developed to encompass the analyses of global literature.   

This assumption produces a dilemma because while Afro-Brazilian and African-American 

female women experienced slavery, stereotyping, and struggles with identity as well as familial 

and economic hardships they experienced them within differing historical, social-economic and 

cultural contexts.  Ultimately, while no specific Afro-Brazilian tenets exist for Africana 

Womanism the theory does provide new ways to contextualize the hegemonic discourse on race 

that continues to relegate black women of the African diaspora to the lowest rungs of their 

respective societies.  

Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo do not delineate their works as “Africana Womanist”.   

However, they can be classified as Africana Womanist writers because they recognize race as the 

most conspicuous factor in the lives of Afro-Brazilian women.  “Estranho Indagar”, “Ogun” and 

Ponciá Vicêncio remind readers that “controlling images” which principally depict Afro-

Brazilian women as domestics and sexy mulata women most directly impact their identity 

formation because it is their acceptance or rejection of their African ethnic and cultural origins 

that foments a black identity.   

Their literature also fits within the Africana Womanist paradigm because it extends 

beyond uni-dimensional representations of black womanhood and instead reflects the multiple 

experiences and realities of afro-descendant women.  Their writing makes visible a range of 
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Afro-Brazilian women from those who are single government workers such as Mariana Cesário 

to married homemakers and bookkeeper as such as Ponciá Vicêncio.  Moreover, it points out that 

although Afro-Brazilian women have been silent in official histories they have always possessed 

a history.  Concordantly, their writing gives voice to previously invisible lives of Afro-Brazilian 

women and indicates that they possess the power to define themselves and create realities of 

their choosing based on their life experiences.  

The authors’ writings fit squarely within the Africana Womanist paradigm as they 

uncover the authentic identities of Afro-Brazilian women through the processes of self-definition 

and self-naming.  An analysis of Alves’ “Estranho Indagar” reveals Afro-Brazilian female 

identity as a “strange quest” that has obscured her identity as a black female in post-Dictatorship 

Brazil.  The poet commences her search for identity in the midst of a void inside of which she 

cannot unite the image she has been given by society with the person she understands herself to 

be.  However, it is through the process of self-definition that the poet realizes that her authentic 

identity is created by daily experiences and memories.  Thus, Alves suggests that black female 

identity is formed by uniting society’s images of black womanhood with lived experiences.   

Ribeiro‘s Mariana Cesário becomes “The black woman Mariana Cesário” through a self-

naming process in which she initially rejects the black identity that her father bequeaths her.  By 

examining her beliefs about blackness and with guidance from her African elders Mariana 

accepts herself as well as the African aspects of her anatomy that white and black Brazilians 

alike have labeled as “ugly” and undesirable.  Lastly, although Ponciá Vicêncio initially fails to 

recognize her identity, she eventually utilizes memories of the past to guide her back to an 

African-based self-naming that transforms herself from an invisible presence that barely exists 

even in her own mind to a corporeal “link and heir” (132) to the future of Vicêncio village.   

Ribeiro and Evaristo are particularly effective at uncovering black female identities by 

combatting stereotypes of Afro-Brazilian women.  The writers fight negative images by 

depicting characters who adopt identities that empower them to act in contrast to their 

stereotyped representations.  For example, Ribeiro’s protagonist Mariana Cesário transforms 

from a woman who rejects her blackness to an individual whose acceptance of a black identity 

emboldens her to value those characteristics of her blackness that non-black family, friends and 

coworkers disparage.  Evaristo’s Ponciá Vicêncio contests a number of stereotypes including that 
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of the black woman who stagnates in powerlessness and inertia.  By searching for her identity in 

memories, “official” and oral histories, Evaristo’s protagonist converts from a woman who 

cannot recognize herself in a mirror to the reflection of her African and Afro-Brazilian ancestors’ 

traditions and practices.  Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo illustrate that just as externally-constructed 

stereotypes have hindered Afro-Brazilian female identity, it is their ability to self-name and self-

define that empowers them to supplant negative and inaccurate images with those that reflect the 

authenticity of their Afro-Brazilian women’s life experiences.   

A number of dissertations written in English about Afro-Brazilian female writers have 

been comparative studies that explore the commonalities and differences that exist between 

African-American and Afro-Brazilian female literature of the late twentieth century (Ohmer 

2012; Johnson 2006; Duke 2003).  In addition, a survey of dissertations written about the Alves, 

Ribeiro, and Evaristo since 1999 indicates that many utilize postcolonial, gender 

psychoanalytical or critical theories (Ohmer 2012; Wilson 2009; Ferreira 2008; Duke 2003).  An 

additional number of published works in the fields of history, political science, cultural studies 

have revealed the existence of Afro-Brazilian female writers, introduced their poetry and short 

fiction and explored issues of identity in Brazil (Alberto 2011; Assis 2011; Tillis 2011; Alves 

2007; Oliveira 2007; Caldwell 2006; Szoka 2002; Durham and Alves 1995).  This dissertation 

extends their research through its emphasis on approaching Afro-Brazilian women’s identity 

through an Africana female-centered framework that privileges the experiences of black women.  

Researchers such as Johnson (2006) have applied the Africana Womanist perspective to 

comparative studies utilizing African-American, Afro-Brazilian and Caribbean literature.  

However, after extensive search I believe this dissertation to be the first to apply a solely 

Africana Womanist approach to Afro-Brazilian female literature.2  Finally, while this project 

focuses on the contemporary Afro-Brazilian female writers of greatest renown today it surveys 

lesser-known works of Alves and Ribeiro, “Estranho Indagar” and “Ogun”, respectively.  Thus, 

the research project lends additional perspective to rarely-analyzed Afro-Brazilian female 

literature and offers an even more rarely-utilized theoretical framework with the desire to further 

discussion and bring fresh perspectives regarding black female identity in Brazil and across the 

African diaspora.    
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In addition to utilizing Africana Womanism to explore the link between race and identity 

formation the study answers Ribeiro’s call to “pull back the curtains” and reveal Afro-Brazilian 

women’s lives at the hand of Afro-Brazilian female writers who can accurately pen their 

challenges and triumphs.  Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo’s writings reveal black women’s 

everyday challenges of invisibility, stereotyping as well as their attempts to align themselves 

with a black identity.  Thus, the study continues previous efforts to discover authentic black 

women’s identities and provides alternate images of black womanhood in Brazil.  In addition, 

this study unites with the previous research of Brazilian and Brazilianist researchers such as 

Butler, Caldwell, Davies, Assis and Oliveira in viewing Afro-Brazilian female writing as a 

literature that transgresses boundaries created to control images and beliefs of black women.  Its 

interdisciplinary approach allows readers to redress complicated issues of black female identity 

from viewpoints of history and culture in the belief that vigorous examination of race and gender 

will lead to discussions and solutions appropriate to the particular socio-cultural and historical 

contexts of Afro-Brazilian women. 

A number of findings are worthy of note due to their implications for future research.  

The first relates to the sparse number of Afro-Brazilian female writers in English translation 

today.  Alves, and Evaristo are among the most well-known contemporary Afro-Brazilian female 

writers in the United States.  As a result, it is easier to find their writing and literary criticism 

about their work in Portuguese and English.  Collections such as Alves and Durham’s Enfim… 

Nós Escritoras Negras Brasileiras  ontempor neas/Finally… Us:  ontemporary Blac  

Brazilian Women Writers, Szoka’s Fourteen Female Voices from Brazil:  Interviews and Texts as 

well as Davies’ Moving beyond Boundaries (Vol 1):  International Dimensions of Black 

Women’s Writing have greatly contributed to dispersing the literature of contemporary Afro-

Brazilian female writers to English-speaking readers.  Furthermore, Alves’ collaboration with 

Lima introduced the voices of Afro-Brazilian short fiction writers in Women (W)Righting:  Afro-

Brazilian Women's Short Fiction /Mulheres Escre-vendo: Uma Antologia Biling e de Escritoras 

Afro-Brasileiras  ontempor neas.  Yet these anthologies are at least now seven years old and 

the works of more recent Afro-Brazilian female writers are accessible only to those individuals 

who read Portuguese.  Moreover, in spite of the efforts of the aforementioned editors, a majority 

of Afro-Brazilian female writing remains without English translation.  This results in a lack of 

access to their works for North American academics in fields of studies that would benefit 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/enfim-nos-escritoras-negras-brasileiras-contemporaneas-finally-us-contemporary-black-brazilian-women-writers/oclc/31754223&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/enfim-nos-escritoras-negras-brasileiras-contemporaneas-finally-us-contemporary-black-brazilian-women-writers/oclc/31754223&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/enfim-nos-escritoras-negras-brasileiras-contemporaneas-finally-us-contemporary-black-brazilian-women-writers/oclc/31754223&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/women-righting-afro-brazilian-womens-short-fiction-mulheres-escre-vendo-uma-antologia-bilingue-de-escritoras-afro-brasileiras-contemporaneas/oclc/67234496&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/women-righting-afro-brazilian-womens-short-fiction-mulheres-escre-vendo-uma-antologia-bilingue-de-escritoras-afro-brasileiras-contemporaneas/oclc/67234496&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/women-righting-afro-brazilian-womens-short-fiction-mulheres-escre-vendo-uma-antologia-bilingue-de-escritoras-afro-brasileiras-contemporaneas/oclc/67234496&referer=brief_results
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greatly from a comparative examination of black women’s lives across the African diaspora such 

as African American Studies, Africana Studies, Women’s Studies and Comparative Literature.  

In part, this dissertation attempts to spark interest regarding both well- and lesser-known Afro-

Brazilian female writers such as poets and fiction writers such as Alves, Ribeiro and Evaristo, 

Alzira Rufino, Geni Guimarães, Lia Viera, Cristiane Sobral and Celinha.  The encouraging fact 

is that many Afro-Brazilian women writers of the post-Dictatorship period actively write.  Thus, 

future researchers can feel confident they will have much Afro-Brazilian female writing to 

translate and analyze.  

Hudson-Weem’s conceptualization of Africana Womanism has existed since 1989.  

However, it remains under-utilized as a global perspective for analyzing Afro-Brazilian 

literature.  In fact, it has been difficult to find criticism that directly applies an Africana 

Womanist perspective to Afro-Brazilian female literature despite the fact that one can quite 

facilely encounter examples of Africana Womanism’s eighteen tenets in the works of Alves, 

Ribeiro and Evaristo.  Apart from isolated articles such as Borges’ 2011 “O Local e Global em 

Conceição Evaristo à Luz do Panorama Teórico”, the theory remains sparsely applied to Afro-

Brazilian female writing.  Consequently, the dissertation attempts to encourage further 

application of Africana Womanism to female literature of Brazil and the African diaspora.   

Twenty first century research on Afro-Brazilian female writing is promising.  Africana 

Womanism’s eighteen concepts provide a rich source for future inquiry into the lives of Afro-

Brazilian female experiences.  Africana Womanism places emphasis on the role of women in 

general, but it particularly focuses on the importance of the sisterhood of women.  Consequently, 

future work might focus on those black female literary works that illustrate the tenet of 

sisterhood as a source for forging identity networks among women.3  Finally, an additional line 

of future research might explore Afro-Brazilian females as “chosen” leaders within communities 

of afro-descent.   

For close to thirty years Afro-Brazilian writers Miriam Alves, Esmeralda Ribeiro and 

Conceição Evaristo have led the vanguard in revealing the lives of Afro-Brazilian females.  The 

poetry, short fiction and novel in this study illustrate afro-descendant women’s struggles with 

identity as well as the issues of violence and poverty that many address on a daily basis.  The 

dissertation applies an Africana Womanist perspective to their literature to comprehend the 
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writers’ methods of addressing Afro-Brazilian women’s identity struggles.  Moreover, it utilizes 

Africana Womanism in an attempt to uncover an African-based female perspective that can 

accurately analyze Afro-Brazilian women’s disputations of “racial democracy”.  The study 

reveals that while Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo do not denominate their writings as “Africana 

Womanist”.  Yet their utilization of self-namer and self-definer to reveal the “question of the 

black woman” locates their writings along the line of an Africana Womanism that is globally 

situated and “grounded” with the lives and literature of women of the African diaspora.  In 

addition, the project demonstrates that self-naming and self-defining involve individual and 

collective lifelong journeys that adopt distinct forms according to the stage of identity upon 

which the subject is located.  Thus, it is my hope that by exploring Afro-Brazilian female identity 

through the Africana Womanist lens this dissertation lends a novel way of examining black 

women’s struggles and experiences in Brazil.  Ultimately, the dissertation attempts to reveal the 

literature of a trio of Afro-Brazilian female writers whose writing has and continues to reframe, 

reclaim and redefine black women’s concerns, images and history from the vantage point of -“o 

olhar da mulher afrobrasileira”, a perspective that is uniquely black, female and Brazilian.   
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NOTES 

 
1 Alves 2010 Brasil Autorrevelado:  Literatura Brasileira Contemporânea provides an excellent overview of the 
historical context in which contemporary Afro-Brazilian male and female writers emerged.  
 
2 From the Prospectus phrase through the Conclusion of the dissertation process I have performed searches through 
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database as well as the Center for Research Libraries GLOBAL RESOURCES 
NETWORK online catalog to find studies identical to my own. Thus far, the search for dissertation projects that 
both analyze the works of Alves, Ribeiro, and Evaristo utilizing the Africana Womanist paradigm have has not 
yielded positive results.  
 
3 Africana Womanism situates race over gender as it investigates the impact of race on women’s lives.  However, it 
does not privilege gender.  The tenet of sisterhood is a network that proposes relationships between women as 
sources of emotional strength for addressing the concerns that race has created in the lives of women of afro-
descent.  Moreover, Hudson-Weems calls for unity with men in the tenet In Concert with Males.  For additional 
information, see Chapter Three of this dissertation or Chapter Four Hudson-Weems’ Africana Womanism:  
Reclaiming Ourselves.  
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